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Utility Ready Solar

The Most Widely Used Utility Scale Solar Inverters On the Market Today

Hundreds of Millions of Grid Connected kWh Delivered
• Proven in the World’s Largest
Solar Installations

• Simplified Grid Interconnection

1 Megawatt PowerGate® Plus

Call 888-728-2664
or visit
www.satcon.com
to learn more

• Unparalled Efficiency &
Performance

• Remote Command & Control

For over 24 years Satcon has set the standard for large scale advanced power
electronics. Our utility ready solutions have delivered more kWh to the grid
than any large scale solar PV solution on the market today, with over 160
megawatts of our PowerGate® 500 kW units installed in the field since 2006.
Successful large scale solar PV requires grid proven technologies. Contact
your local Satcon consultant today and develop the most profitable large
scale power plants in the world.

©2009 Satcon Technology Corporation. All rights reserved. Satcon is a
registered trademark of Satcon Technology Corporation.

Power your business with a global leader
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Conergy is a full-service wholesale distributor dedicated to your success. One
in ten solar energy systems has been deployed by Conergy in the past decade -more than one gigawatt worldwide. Whether you are an experienced veteran or new
to the industry, our local expertise powered by our global strength makes Conergy
your ideal solar energy partner.

Build a strong relationship with a partner you can count on:
| Best service and support in the industry
| Field and business skills training
| Financing and project management tools
Easily conduct business on your schedule:
| Secure online ordering 24/7
| Inventory look-up and account management
| Real-time order tracking
Experience unbeatable supply chain and logistics support:
| Multiple warehouses
| Low shipping costs
| Scheduled delivery available

and many other
premium vendors!

Discover Solar Energy:
www.conergy.us | info@conergy.us | (888) 396-6611
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Get great performance and superb
aesthetics with REC’s new black-framed
PV modules.
Environmental responsibility, trusted
quality, pleasing new look
REC now delivers its high performance AE-Series PV modules
with anodized black frames that blend beautifully on virtually
any roof. This makes AE-Series modules the perfect choice for
building attractive solar systems that provide reliable power
output and long term value.
Ownership of the entire manufacturing process uniquely
positions REC to deliver rigorous quality assurance and high
environmental standards from start to ﬁnish. And when you
purchase REC modules in North America you get the added
value of AEE Solar’s industry-leading technical support and
dealer training.

EASY TO INSTALL

US PRODUCED
SILICON

ROBUST AND
DURABLE DESIGN

OPTIMIZED ALSO FOR
CLOUDY WEATHER

Please visit our website: www.recgroup.com/usa

Distributed in North America exclusively by:
www.aeesolar.com/rec
sales @aeesolar.com
800-777-6609

Think
inside the
smaller box

Shown here with inverter (sold separately) and optional remote.

The NEW Mini Magnum Panel (MMP)
The new MMP is an inclusive, easy-to-install panel designed to
work with one Magnum MS-AE, MS, RD or other non-Magnum
inverter/charger.

Features:

Includes:

 Small footprint: only 12.5”
wide x 18” tall x 8” deep

 One DC breaker – 175A or 250A
 One AC bypass breaker – 30A
dual pole or 60A single pole

 Money-saving design:
not only is the MMP less
expensive, but it is prewired for fast installation,
saving labor costs.

 500A 50mv DC shunt

 Easy access: front-mounted
breakers and remote (optional).

 DC buss bars for inverter
positive and negative

 Choices: wired for 120 VAC
or 120/240 VAC output

 Din rail for optional DC mini
breakers – will hold up to
six breakers

 Inclusive: works with nonMagnum inverter/chargers
(stand-alone parts included)

 One AC input breaker – 30A
dual pole or 60A single pole

To learn more about
this new product visit
www.magnumenergy.com
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The biggest name in solar inverters just got bigger.
Meet the new Sunny Central 500U.
Today’s solar power plants are getting larger and customer demands are getting tougher.
Choosing the new Sunny Central 500U means you’re backed by over 25 years of industry
experience. Combine that with world-class German engineering and stand behind your work with
conﬁdence. The new Sunny Central 500U features industry-leading technology with powerful
options such as smart combiner boxes and Modbus® capability. Your customers expect the best.
Rely on SMA to help you deliver.
The Sunny Central 500U. Ask for it by name.
Call 888 476 2872
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What Makes AEE Solar
a Great Team to Work With?
REASON #4

Best Dealer Training
AEE SOLAR offers the most extensive dealer
training opportunities in the solar industry.
From our acclaimed solar business webinar
to our partnership with Solar Energy
International (SEI) – the oldest and best
training organization in the business
– we provide comprehensive training
and education for dealers and installers
at all levels of experience.
• Launch & Grow Your Solar Business – a free
webinar geared to new market entrants and
prospective AEE Solar dealers

The AEE Solar training
program is sponsored by

High-Performance Solar
Energy Solutions for
Long-Term Value

Introducing the new
black-framed REC AE-Series
modules…

• Supplier Webinars – we host frequent online
trainings presented by our top suppliers.
• Regional one-day and two-day product
workshops throughout the year
• Our annual AEE Solar Dealer Conference with
3 solid days of classes conducted by AEE Solar
and 40 top suppliers
• Special prices on SEI online trainings, both
beginner and advanced
• SEI hands-on workshops held exclusively for
AEE Solar dealers

Available exclusively from
AEE Solar.

Check our website for full details on these and
other training opportunities that help you succeed
in the exciting, demanding, and highly competitive
solar industry.

aeesolar.com/rec

Become an authorized dealer and get all AEE Solar has to offer:
1. Best Products
2. Widest Inventory
3. Unsurpassed Tech Support

4. Dealer Training
5. Renowned Catalog
6. On-Time Shipping

The Only Wholesale Distributor You’ll Ever Need

www.aeesolar.com
800-777-6609
8:30 to 5:00 Pacific Time
Monday-Friday

707-923-2277
707-923-3009 fax
sales@aeesolar.com

1155 Redway Drive
PO Box 339
Redway, CA 95560

Contributors

Experience + Expertise

John Berdner serves as VP of technology at groSolar. He
previously founded SMA America, the US distribution arm
of SMA Solar Technology, AG. A mechanical engineer by
education, John has more than 25 years’ experience in the
PV industry, including system design, engineering and
development of balance-of-systems products, research in
utility scale applications for PV systems, and photovoltaic
equipment sales and marketing.

Brian Farhi has been a market and technology strategy professional in the solar industry for 11 years. He managed the definition and launch of SunPower’s residential monitoring system,
helped establish Fronius as one of the leading US inverter
suppliers and conducted research on PV system performance
for the US DOE while at the Florida Solar Energy Center. Brian
holds a BA in Physics and Sociology from Colgate University, an
MS in Civil Engineering from the University of Colorado, Boulder
and is currently enrolled at the Haas School of Business.

Ryan Mayfield has been working in the renewable energy field
since 1999 and is the principal of Renewable Energy Associates, a consulting firm in Corvallis, Oregon, that provides
design, support and educational services for architectural
and engineering firms, contractors and government agencies.
He also teaches PV courses in Lane Community College’s
Energy Management Program. Ryan holds a Limited Renewable Energy Technician (LRT) license in Oregon and sits on the
state’s LRT apprenticeship committee.

Paul Mync has been involved in renewable energy since 2001,
working as an installer, designer and field technician for PV
systems of various sizes, from a few hundred watts to multiple
megawatts. He spent 4 years working for a leading inverter
manufacturer providing design support, field troubleshooting
and installer and designer training. Paul currently resides in
Oakland, California, and works for SunPower, providing training and technical services to commercial and utility customers. He is also a contract instructor for SEI.

Bill Reaugh has been working in the solar industry with both
equipment manufacturers and installation contractors for
more than 7 years. He has a BS in Computer Engineering
from the University of California, Davis, and he recently
received NABCEP certification as a PV Systems Installer.
Bill specializes in electrical and building code issues, as
well as PV system design emphasizing data collection and
monitoring systems.

SmartRE

The revolutionary Smart Renewable Energy solution from OutBack Power, bringing you simplified
grid-tie solar with back-up power for residential and small commercial applications.
Designed with an emphasis on ease of installation, the SmartRE solution installs and operates
similarly to a regular grid-tie solar inverter but with the unique additional benefit of providing
UPS quality battery back-up during utility outages. An integrated ultra-fast AC transfer switch
guarantees that even sensitive back-up loads, like computers, never know when a utility outage
occurs. Matching outdoor/rainproof power electronics and battery enclosures constructed of
aluminum make the SmartRE a versatile product that can be installed both indoors or outdoors.
Available in power levels up to 6kW and capable of providing as much as 69 kWh of back-up
power during outages, there is a SmartRE solution for your application.

FLEXpower ONE

The new pre-wired FLEXpower ONE system includes all the essential protective devices in the
smallest possible space at the lowest installed cost.
Utilizing the compact design of the FLEXware 250 enclosure, the fully pre-wired FLEXpower
ONE system is designed for a quick and easy installation, saving both time and money. Using
the new FLEXware 250 mounting plate the FLEXpower ONE system includes a single inverter,
two FLEXware 250 enclosures, a single FLEXmax charge controller, a MATE, and a HUB4 in a
small footprint. The FLEXpower ONE system also includes the inverter and PV array breakers, PV
ground fault protection, an Input-Output-Bypass breaker assembly and either a US type GFCI
(Type B) or a EU (Type F) AC outlet with one AC load breaker. The included hanging bracket
makes the FLEXpower One easy to install and hides all of the mounting hardware for a cleaner,
more professional installation.
The OutBack Power FLEXpower ONE system is the only choice when you need a fully integrated,
true-sinewave, reliable power system that saves both time and money while still looking great.

GTFX & GVFX LA Series

The new OutBack LA Series true sinewave grid interactive inverter/charger is designed for use in
60 Hz countries outside of the US and Canada that have utility grids with nominal AC voltages
higher or lower than 120VAC.
The LA series has been developed for areas that frequently experience high or low voltage
conditions such as surges, spikes or brownouts, the LA Series grid reconnect timers have also been
shortened to improve system performance. Incorporating a DC to AC sinewave inverter, battery
charger and AC transfer the GTFX and GVFX LA Series Inverter/Chargers give you the ability to sell
solar, wind or hydro power back to the utility grid while providing back-up power in the event of
a utility outage. Our built in transfer switch automatically disconnects your loads from the utility
grid and powers them from the inverter in the event of an outage, allowing you to continue using
your solar and battery back-up power, unlike traditional battery-less grid-tie systems.
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are clouds
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Make the most of
the summer sun
With the Fronius IG Plus PV Inverter

The FRONIUS IG Plus PV Inverter
For commercial and residential systems

The next generation Fronius IG Plus PV inverter builds on the solid
design of the Fronius IG inverter with multiple enhancements, including:
Lightweight – even the commercial size inverters
Smart, integrated MIX™ technology to maximize
energy harvest even on cloudy days
Signiﬁcantly improved efﬁciency
Integrated DC disconnect
A built-in six circuit string combiner
Field programmable to 208, 240, and 277 volts with
no loss in output power
Field programmable to positive or negative ground
Removable power stage for ﬁeld service
Standard 10-year warranty, upgradable to 15 years

Models from 3 to 12 kW available in a single inverter.

Visit www.fronius-usa.com, call 810-220-4414, or stop by the Fronius booth #9255 at Intersolar North
America 2009, July 14-16th and booth #2300 at Solar Power 2009, October 27-29th, for more information
on this exciting line in the Fronius family.
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Feedback from the Field

The Positive
I just finished reading David Brearley’s
excellent and informative “c-Si Photovoltaics” article in the June/July 2009 issue.
Our company, Renewable Ventures, has
over 35 MW of PV projects in operation in
the US. Our whole technical group finds
SolarPro content to be highly relevant.
The extensive table of c-Si module specifications is especially useful. Is it possible
to get a spreadsheet copy of it? The ability to sort through all of the specifications
would be a huge time saver for me.
—Robert Batista / Renewable Ventures,
a Fotowatio Company
We received many similar requests and are
happy to make the product specification
tables published in SolarPro available to
readers. Please visit solarprofessional.com
to access the data in Excel format.
—Joe Schwartz / Publisher, SolarPro

The Negative
I appreciate your attention to the
engineering of solar thermal systems,
but I take exception to one statement
from “Inside the Mechanical Room” by
Rich Louis and Chuck Marken. They
write, “The plans (for large solar thermal
systems) drawn up by the mechanical
engineer will be detailed enough to
allow plumbing contractors with relatively
little solar experience to accomplish
the installation.”
We have been in the solar thermal
business for over 25 years and can count
on the thumb of one hand the number of
times we have received a workable solar
thermal plan from an engineering firm. The
designs we have been presented range
from overzealous to dangerous. Mistakes
we have seen recently include: mating
eight 4' x 8' collectors to an 80-gallon
storage tank in a pressurized system,
locating the collector sensor down at the
pump in the mechanical room and a drain
down system with the drain valve at the
top of the collectors.
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I do not think we
work in an area of
less-able engineers or
an area where solar
thermal is new technology. I have to assume
this is a workflow issue.
The idea to use solar
heating is included in
the program sent to the
architect; the engineer
hired by the architect
looks in a book and finds
a design; the plans are
drawn and sent out for bid; the plumbing
contractor sees the solar part of the plan
and calls us. By the time we learn about
the project, we have two choices: We can
“bid the ink,” which means estimating the
cost for a system that is at least questionable and at worst doomed to fail; or we
can try to work backwards up the chain
of command to propose a system that we
can warrant.
The point of my rant is that someday I
hope to get a call from an engineer asking
for advice early in this process.
—Tom Willis / Solar Consultants

The Tech
I wanted to touch on several items that
some readers might misunderstand in
the recently published “c-Si Photovoltaics” article.
This statement, for example, is correct
and ideally shouldn’t cause any confusion:
“Starting in July, CEC rebate eligible modules must be independently tested at one
of these laboratories to Standard 61215
of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the standard for terrestrial
c-Si PV modules, or IEC Standard 61646,
the equivalent standard for terrestrial thin
film modules.” However, I get a significant
number of questions from persons who
believe that the California Energy Commission is requiring full certification to IEC
61215/61646. Modules must be tested
only to portions of IEC 61215/61646. The
required performance parameter testing

must follow the procedures and methodology
from IEC 61215/61646,
but neither the full test
sequence nor certification to the standards is
required.
Similarly, this statement is true: “The Nationally Recognized Testing
Laboratories (NRTL) that
can perform the tests
required for UL listing
include: CSA, Intertek
(ETL), TUV Rheinland of North America
and Underwriters Laboratories.” However,
while TUV Rheinland can test to UL 1703,
its OSHA scope doesn’t allow it to list to
UL 1703. I know that TUV Rheinland has
applied for an OSHA scope expansion,
but this has not yet been granted. Therefore, the Energy Commission cannot now
give incentive eligibility to products tested
to UL 1703 by TUV Rheinland. This gets
confusing because some of the NRTLs
were outsourcing testing services to Arizona State University PV Testing Laboratory (PTL) before it became TUV-PTL.
One item from the article particularly
caught my eye: “The California Energy
Commission (CEC) requirements that take
effect on July 1, 2009, a result of California Senate Bill 1, will have an immediate
impact on the c-Si PV products available
for sale in North America.” The Energy
Commission is aware that many incentive programs outside of California use its
eligible module list as a qualifier for their
incentives. While decisions made by the
CEC may affect other states, it has no
intent to drive policy or module eligibility
elsewhere. Despite the changes in California, many module manufacturers expect
incentive programs outside of California
to continue accepting modules from the
old California Energy Commission eligible
module list. Some manufacturers and
distributors still have remaining inventory
of products that will no longer be incentive eligible in California on July 1, 2009.
The Energy Commission will be archiving

Main panel

the old eligible module list and linking to
it from gosolarcalifornia.org/equipment/
pvmodule.html, enabling other states to
continue using the old list if they wish.
—Pat Saxton / California Energy
Commission
I would like to comment on the example
used in Diagram 2a, a commercial interconnection using single-phase inverters,
in Ryan LeBlanc’s and Tarn Yates’ article
“Can We Land?” in the June/July 2009
issue. It is noted that the two 50 A circuit
breakers are added together when considering their potential current addition to the
busbar. While this is the case for a singlephase panel, in a 3-phase panel, phase
AB, BC and CA are 120° out of sync with
each other, and therefore the currents
cannot be added arithmetically. Under no
circumstance would the current on one of
the busbars ever exceed 1.73 x I_phase or

Fronius IG Plus 7.5-1 UNI (x3)
7,500 W single-phase, grid-interactive inverter

400 A main
disconnect

2a. Sum of breakers feeding busbar
exceeds 120% of 400 A rating:
400 A + 100 A = 500 A ≥ 480 A

50 A, 2-P PV breaker (x3)

1.73 x 7,500 W ÷ 208 V = 62.4 A. Therefore, the requirement to add the two 50
A breakers together creates unnecessary
expense and complication.
—Solarslayer via solarprofessional.com
tech forum
The addition of a subpanel to this system, as shown in Diagram 2b, does add
expense and complication. However, the
fact remains that the installation shown

in 2a is not Code compliant. NEC 690.64(B)
(2) states: “The sum of the ampere rating
of over-current devices in circuits supplying power to a busbar or conductor shall
not exceed 120% of the rating of busbar or
conductor.” It does not mention calculated
current per phase or give special allowances for 3-phase systems.
Perhaps this is an issue that should be
addressed in future Code cycles?
—Tarn Yates / SPG Solar

Balance of System Solutions for PV Integrators. Cables, Combiners,
Fuse Boxes as well as Performance Monitoring Solutions.
For details on SolarBOS products and solutions, simply send an
email to newproducts@solarbos.com or call us at 925.456.7744.

www.solarbos.com
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Q&A

Technical Questions & Answers

Solar Assisted Radiant Heating Systems

M

y company is beginning to get calls
for radiant solar thermal space heating systems, which is a new application for
us. Any related design advice for collector,
storage and system control approaches
would be appreciated.

R

adiant floor heating systems are
a good fit with solar energy for
two reasons. First, the temperature
needed for radiant heating is relatively low, and solar collectors work
more efficiently for lower temperature applications. Second, if the tubing that circulates the heated fluid
from the collectors is embedded in a
floor with high thermal mass, such as
a concrete slab, the storage for nighttime heating is already built in.
System sizing basics. Every solar
thermal space heating system is
unique, and sizing is extremely dependent on the project’s location and
the building’s construction. In space
heating applications, collector surface area in square feet will typically
range from 8% to 15% of the building’s square footage of conditioned
space. The collector area of systems
installed in milder climates with sunny
winters will fall on the lower end of
the approximation. Where required,
storage tanks in locations with higher
winter irradiance are sized at approximately two gallons for every square
foot of collector surface area. In climates with lower irradiance, the tank
should be downsized to about one
and half gallons per square foot
of collector.
Solar assisted radiant floor systems
can provide up to 80% of a building’s
heating load, but more often they are
designed to offset 50% to 60% of the
fuel usage. The solar thermal system
displaces some of the heating load by
circulating the floor loop fluid through
the solar collectors.
16
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System design options. Solar thermal
space heating systems can be configured as either drainback or antifreeze
designs. Some system designers prefer
a closed loop design that uses an
antifreeze solution of propylene glycol
and water, since the pumps required for
its circulation can be smaller. Summer
overheating is an issue with antifreeze
designs for space heating due to seasonal load imbalance. (See “Thermal
Balance” in SolarPro, Feb/Mar 2009 for
overheating solutions.) Most installers
prefer drainback designs because of the
inherent over-temperature protection
against high stagnation temperatures.
The simplest space heating design
involves integrating the solar collectors directly with the cross-linked
polyethylene (PEX) circulation
loops. The PEX, in turn, serves as the
exchange mechanism to deliver heat
to the slab. This approach eliminates
components—the storage tank and
heat exchanger—but comes with a
caveat: A buffer tank is needed to
protect the PEX tubing from high collector fluid temperatures.
For heating applications, PEX is
rated for service temperatures up to
approximately 200°F, depending on
system pressure. Any interruption of
the pump, including power outages or
thermostat controls, that circulates
fluid through the collector array during hours of good solar irradiance will
soon heat the collector fluid to stagnation temperatures (~ 350°F). When
the pump or pumps come back on,
the first few gallons of fluid returning
to the tubing in the floor are considerably above the PEX service temperature and can cause permanent
damage. Including a buffer tank in
slab-direct heating systems is imperative. A good example of a buffer tank
for this type of system is a drainback
tank of sufficient size placed on the

hot return piping. The extremely hot
collector loop fluid will mix with the
cooler fluid in the drainback tank
prior to being introduced into the
PEX loops.
Most existing radiant floor
systems use a simple zone valve to
control the flow to separate parts of a
floor. A newer type of system gaining
popularity uses very small individual
pumps instead of traditional valves to
control the flow in each zone.
Additional storage approaches. The
decision to add a high volume storage
tank to a radiant system is primarily
based on the tubing installation. If the
tubing is embedded in high thermal
mass, an additional storage tank is
not always required. The minimum
thermal mass considered adequate
for storage is a 4-inch concrete slab or
equivalent, insulated from the ground
surface with high-density rigid foam
board. Solar assisted heating systems
are also being integrated with PEX
tubing embedded in up to 2 feet of
sand topped with concrete, bricks or
stone. Floors made with large amounts
of thermal mass can have a heating
lag time issue, however. Heat is lost
through solids like concrete, brick and
sand in all directions, resulting in a lag
time of up to several hours from the
point of calling for heat at a thermostat to the time the indoor temperature reaches the thermostat setpoint.
A radiant system installed under
a wood subfloor or in a thin layer of
lightweight concrete needs a large
tank to provide heat storage—otherwise the solar assist is just a daytime
heating system. Water is an excellent
storage medium because it is free and
has an exceptional specific heat of 1.
Brick, sand and concrete have specific
heats of about 0.2. Although water
has a specific heat about five times
that of concrete, concrete weighs

Ten 4' x 10' collectors:
collectors and piping sloped
a minimum of 0.25" per ft.
1" type M
tubing insulated

Tank bottom

Gate valve
to control
return flow
Hot return
from collectors
must be above
tank water
line (critical
for drainage)

DHW pump:
Taco 006B

0.5" type M
tubing
insulated

DHW
tank

1" 3-port
motorized valve

0.5" type L
1" type L
tubing
tubing
Coiled copper heat exchangers
in 800-gallon solar storage tank

High head
pump: Taco 009B

Existing radiant
floor pump

Hot
water
boiler
(existing)
Radiant floor
to all zones

Collector

GL-30
differential
Controls
Taco 009B
pump

Remote blub
Aquastat controls
motorized valve
and relay for
gas valve

DHW tank
bottom

Tank top

GL-30
differential
Controls
Taco 006B
pump

Controls

Solar assist Drainback system designs, as illustrated here, are commonly used in solar assisted radiant heating projects.
The system can be piped to preheat or bypass the boiler. Note: simplified illustration—not all valves or gauges shown.

about two and a half times more than
water. Since heat capacity is based
on the specific heat and the weight of
the material, water has about twice
the heat capacity of an equal volume
of concrete. Large storage tanks may
add to the plumbing complexity,
but they are easy to control. Retrofit solar assisted systems with the
minimum 4-inch concrete slab are
often designed with storage tanks to
increase the heat load displacement.
Solar assisted radiant space heating systems that include a storage
tank offer more design options and
often more precise temperature control than slab-direct designs. Systems

with large tanks for nighttime storage
typically use coiled copper tubing as
the heat exchanger. An additional
benefit to this approach is that the
heat exchanger acts as a temperature
buffer between the collectors and
the floor tubing loops. Stainless steel
plate heat exchangers are another
option to consider in systems that
include a high mass floor.
Control strategies. The many options
for system design make control standardization for solar assisted space
heating systems difficult if not impossible. Some designs are simple, but
complete automation requires complex
controls. Control logic starts with a

good understanding of the system
operation. Solar assisted radiant
systems can be designed to preheat
the hot water boiler or bypass it. This
can be accomplished with a motorized
three-port valve. If the design calls for
preheating a cast iron boiler, the heat
exchanger in the storage tank will act
as a buffer against high stagnation fluid
temperatures and prevent possible
thermal shock damage to the boiler.
A common retrofit is a drainback
system that is piped to bypass the
existing boiler. A motorized valve is
placed downstream from the boiler
pump but before the floor heating
fluid enters the boiler. The valve has
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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is lower than the tank Aquastat setpoint (90° to 120°F), the system operates as it did prior to the solar integration. The setpoint for the Aquastat
is dependent on each radiant floor
system and is set at a temperature
that is usually determined by owner
preferences. A lower temperature will
save energy but might produce a lag in
heating the floor. A higher setting lessens the chance of any inconvenience.
When the tank temperature is above
the setpoint, the motorized valve and
relay are energized. The floor water
is then directed to the coiled heat
exchanger and back into the floor.
The bypass design can also be
used with baseboard heating where
a boiler preheat design is normally
not a good option. The high boiler
temperature setting associated with
baseboard heaters (~ 170°F) is above
the efficient operating temperature

a common port that is connected to
the pump outlet. The normally closed
port is connected to the boiler. The
normally open port is connected to a
coiled heat exchanger in the storage
tank. The system controls actuate the
valve when the tank water temperature is high enough to heat the floor.
In order for the system to operate efficiently, the circuit to the gas valve in
the boiler must be opened via a relay
when the solar storage tank is heating
the floor. This can be done with an off
the shelf relay with the 120 V relay coil
wired in parallel with the valve.
With this control strategy, the
existing room thermostat controls the
system. When the thermostat calls for
heat and a floor zone valve opens, the
pump is energized. An Aquastat that
monitors the tank temperature also
controls the motorized valve and a
relay. If the storage tank temperature

AURORA
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—Chuck Marken / SolarPro magazine /
Ashland, OR / solarprofessional.com

▲

PVI-6000

of medium temperature collectors.
This design also eliminates concerns
of some high efficiency boiler manufacturers who specifically discourage
preheating boiler water. Additionally, when the motorized valve is not
energized, it prevents the boiler from
heating the storage tank.
Finally, most solar assisted radiant
systems that include a storage tank
incorporate a second heat exchanger,
typically a coil of copper tubing that
heats the domestic hot water. The
DHW pump for this loop is controlled
by a standard differential control with
sensors measuring the water at the
top of the storage tank and the bottom of the water heater.
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Interaction of Grid-Direct Inverters with
Backup Generators

A

project we are designing with a
mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) firm includes both a backup
generator and a grid-tied PV system.
Where should the PV system tie into the
ac service? What will ensure the best performance and reliability for the equipment
and for the backup power supply?

T

he question of grid-tied PV
inverter interaction with backup
generators is an interesting one. It is
not uncommon for large facilities—
especially data centers, hospitals and
schools—to have backup generators
on-site. Increasingly, high end homes
also include automatic generator
backup. When both a backup generator and a grid-tied PV system are
present, the question many electrical
engineers raise is, “Why not put this
expensive PV system to work if and
when the grid fails by allowing the
inverter to synchronize with the generator during a utility outage?” This is
certainly an option, but only if specific
criteria are met.
In general, however, the most
straightforward method is to connect the grid-tied PV system ahead of
the generator transfer switch and the
subpanel feeding the critical loads. In
this configuration, when the grid goes
down, the PV system goes down as
well. The transfer switch disconnects
the generator backed up circuits from
the building’s main ac power system
circuit, and the generator starts up to
run the critical loads.
If the generator is sized and interconnected such that it backs up all of
a building’s loads, it is still possible to
isolate the PV system from the building circuits. The PV system just needs
to connect on the utility side of the
transfer switch on the customer’s side
of the revenue meter. This is the most

conservative approach for connecting
the PV system, and in most cases this
is the best approach. Unless utility
power goes down frequently—for a significant number of hours per month or
for many days per year—there will be
very little energy production loss if a
PV system is not operating during the
few hours that the utility is off line.
But what if an electrical engineer
wants to go in a totally different direction? Can the PV system connect to
the backup circuit? Will the grid-tied
inverter synchronize with the generator output and help support the
backup loads? The answers to these
questions are complex and entirely
dependent on the quality of the generator’s ac output.
It is possible for a PV inverter to
interconnect with the stable output of a high quality generator. The
inverter monitors the generator’s
voltage, frequency and waveform. If
the ac waveform is grid quality, the
inverter will attempt to synchronize
with the generator. If the ac input
to the inverter does not dip, sag or
surge when the PV system comes on
line and starts delivering power to
the system, the inverter will remain
on line. If the building loads and the
generator output are both large relative to the output of the PV system,
everything will work satisfactorily as
long as the generator does not go out
of UL voltage and frequency. However,
if the generator voltage or frequency
increases beyond the UL 1741 limits,
even for a short time as might happen
when the PV system comes on line or
with a large load shift in the building,
then the PV inverter will go off line.
But what if the instantaneous
power output for the PV system is
larger than the building loads? If there
is more power available from the PV

system than the total load can consume, the inverter will attempt to put
the extra power somewhere, raising
the ac line voltage, for example. In this
case, when the PV system comes on
line, as soon as the voltage or frequency reaches the maximum UL 1741
limit, the inverter will trip off. Unless
the total load demand exceeds the
instantaneous power output of the PV
system at all times, the grid-tied PV
system has no chance of staying connected to the generator output.
In summary, the most conservative
connection point for a grid-tied PV
system is on the utility side of the generator and transfer switch. If the total
building load will always be larger
than the PV system output and if the
generator is a large, good quality unit
with a fast governor, then a grid-tied
PV system can work well with a connection on the generator side of the
transfer switch.
Whether there is any net benefit
to this less conservative approach
is questionable, however. As a rule,
a generator does not consume four
times more fuel when it is running
at an 80% load as opposed to a 20%
load. So even if the circuit works as
expected, there may be little to no net
benefit to the customer. Also, keep in
mind that any time a grid-tied PV system or a backup generator is involved,
there will be additional questions
and concerns during plan review and
inspection. Before choosing your tiein points and before proceeding from
planning to implementation, have
your plans reviewed by the local AHJ;
it may have its own recommendations, requirements or interpretations
of the NEC.
—James Worden / Solectria Renewables /
Lawrence, MA / solren.com
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Industry Currents

SEIA Holds Inaugural PV America
Solar Conference
SEIA chose the home of American
Independence, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as the location
for its first annual PV America conference. It was a fitting
choice since PV America is the first conference dedicated
exclusively to photovoltaic solar, the fastest growing segment
of the solar industry and a key player in America’s quest for
energy independence. The decision was not merely symbolic,
however. According to Rhone Resch, SEIA’s president and
CEO (pictured here), over the course of the next 10 years, the
Mid-Atlantic region will overtake California as the largest
solar market in the US. SEIA chose Philadelphia for the PV
America conference because the region is an emerging powerhouse in the PV market.
More than 2,300 industry attendees and 138 exhibitors
were on hand for the 3-day conference, which was held
June 8–10 in partnership with the IEEE’s 34th PV Specialists
Conference. Highlights of the general conference sessions
included Philadelphia Mayor Michael A. Nutter’s acceptance
of the US Department of Energy’s Solar America City designation, as well as keynote speakers Pennsylvania Governor
Edward G. Rendell, Delaware Governor Jack Markell, former
CIA Director R. James Wolsey and Jigar Shah, founder and
former CEO of SunEdison. More than 40 breakout sessions
were held, covering everything from policy and finance to
workforce and market development. Special emphasis was
placed on preparing for the major growth opportunities

[Philadelphia, PA]

presented by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
The exhibit hall hosted many business-to-business networking opportunities.
Next year SEIA will bring its solar electric conference to
the Sunshine State. The second annual PV America conference will be held in Tampa, Florida, May 24–26, 2010.
SEIA / 202.682.0556 / seia.org

SolarWorld Launches 230 W
Sunmodule
[Camarillo, CA] SolarWorld’s new 230 W crystalline module represents a
shift in the company’s design approach—bigger cells and fewer of them. Cell
size was increased from five to six inches and cell count was reduced from
72 to 60. The result is a higher current, lower voltage module that allows for
higher-power series strings. Module maximum power operating characteristics are 7.76 A at 29.6 V. Power tolerance is +/- 3%. The SW 230 is available
with a silver frame and white backsheet, or a black frame and black backsheet. With the exception of the junction box, which was custom designed
and is manufactured in Germany, all of SolarWorld USA’s module materials
and manufacturing processes are sourced right here in the US.
SolarWorld USA / 800.947.6527/ solarworld-usa.com
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SunPower’s
T5 Roof Tile
Streamlines Flat Roof
Installations
[San Jose, CA] SunPower has announced the industry’s first all-inone, nonpenetrating PV rooftop product. The T5 Roof Tile combines
a high efficiency 305 W or 315 W PV laminate with an innovative
glass-filled polymer frame and a mounting system that eliminates
the need for equipment grounding in the array. The T5 Roof Tile is
adaptable to almost any flat or low slope roof. Aerodynamic and
lightweight, the solar tiles interlock during installation for wind
resistance; the resulting system has a base weight of 2.4 pounds per
square foot. Nesting together, the T5 Roof Tile is stacked 22 tiles
per pallet for shipping. According to Bill Mulligan, SunPower’s VP of
technology and development, the development of the T5 Roof Tile
is a direct result of US Department of Energy investment through
the Solar America Initiative program. Consider it money well spent.
With the T5 Roof Tile’s distribution, installation and energy harvest
efficiencies, deploying PV on flat roofs can be faster and more cost
competitive than ever before.
SunPower / 408.240.5500 / sunpowercorp.com

Blue Oak PV Products Introduces
Disconnecting Combiner
[Davis, CA] Thanks to the Home Run Disconnecting Combiner Box

from Blue Oak PV Products, installing, maintaining and servicing PV
systems just got faster, easier and safer. The product line incorporates a
load break-rated switch with lockout capability into 8-, 16- and 24-pole
combiner boxes. The use of segmenting disconnects in commercial and
utility scale PV projects improves fire safety, troubleshooting and other
O&M activities. It also increases system granularity and serviceability. The
eight-string disconnecting combiner is available in a NEMA 4 steel or a
NEMA 4X fiberglass enclosure and has a maximum continuous dc current
rating of 100 A. The 16- and 24-string combiners are both rated for 150 A
continuous. The 16-pole disconnecting combiner is available in both steel
and fiberglass enclosures; the
24-pole version is available in
steel. All of the disconnecting
combiner products are 600 Vdc
rated with an operating temperature range of -25 to 50°C,
and are being listed by ETL
to UL 1741.

DECK Brings
New Monitoring
Solution to Market
DECK is a new entry to the thirdparty monitoring field offering a competitively
priced product that is optimized for end users,
integrators and project developers alike. The
base level package includes revenue grade
energy monitoring; customizable Flash based
Web views; graphing; and an administration
panel that includes at-a-glance system overviews, Google map site integration, alarms and
data analysis views. Collected data is available
for download for additional analysis. Load,
environmental and string level monitoring,
and touch screen kiosk add-ons are available.
DECK reports minimal lead times of two to
three weeks from receipt of purchase order to
hardware delivery at the job site.

[Eugene, OR]

DECK Monitoring / 541.343.1233 / deckmonitoring.com

Blue Oak PV Products / 530.747.2026 /
blueoakpvproducts.com
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Next Generation Energy
Manufactures and
Distributes Zilla
Racking System
The Zilla racking
system may well be the most
versatile developed to date. The
mounting system is based on
NEX extruded aluminum rails,
available with either black or
clear anodizing. A wide range of
flashing, standoff and base attachment options are available. For an
animated tour of the various configurations available visit zillarac.com/zilla.asp.

[Lafayette, CO]

S-5! Announces
Attachment
Solution for
Face-Fastened
Metal Roofs

[Colorado Springs, CO] Best
known for its suite of nonpenetrating attachment solutions
for standing seam metal roofing,
S-5! now offers an attachment
solution for exposed fastener

Next Generation Energy / 303.665.2000 / ngeus.com

Greaves Offers Wire Termination
Solutions for PV Applications
[Clinton, CT] Greaves, a supplier to the US electrical industry since 1947, offers
an extensive range of electrical connectors for every application, including building
services, splices or taps, and terminating cable or grounding systems. It also offers
innovative solutions for problems that PV installers invariably face. Upsizing array
conductors for voltage drop is easy on paper, but what if your inverter input conductors do not fit the terminal plugs in your dc service disconnect? Look no further than
the ReduceR step-down adapters. These compression adapters can reduce a 2/0
Class B copper conductor to a 1/0 or #2 plug, for example, or allow a 350-kcmil
conductor to fit a 300- or 250-kcmil plug. Similarly, the next time you want to pull
flexible cable to a terminal
that is not rated for fine
stranded wire, you can order
the Shoo-Pin, a flex cable
compression adapter plug.
Both of these products,
available exclusively from
Greaves, are 600 V, 105°C
rated, CSA listed for the US
and Canada, and ship with
insulating covers.
Greaves / 860.664.4505 /
greaves-usa.com
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metal roofing. The new VersaBracket-47 from S-5! is a strong
and cost effective attachment for
face-fastened metal roof profiles.
The bracket is load strength
tested to 1,283 pounds ultimate
on standard 16-gauge purlins.
This impressive holding strength
means that fewer attachments
are needed to withstand project
loads. The encapsulated butyl
sealant base design virtually
eliminates the possibility of
leaks or corrosion. The VersaBracket-47 can also be ordered
with custom attachment holes.
S-5! / 888.825.3432 / s-5.com
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3-phase

One Issue—Three Viewpoints

High Voltage Photovoltaics
he standard maximum dc voltage
for PV modules and solar inverters
installed in the US is 600 volts. The
National Electrical Code drives these
voltage classifications by definition:
in NEC 490.2, high voltage is defined
as “more than 600 volts, nominal.”
As such, circuits in the US operating
at more than 600 V to ground require
special high voltage equipment and
are subject to additional safety guidelines defined in the Code.
In Europe, however, the standard
maximum voltage for PV equipment
is 1,000 Vdc. As a result, some solar
products available for use in the US
carry a maximum rating of 1,000
Vdc. While NEC 690.7(C) specifically excludes the use of circuits over
600 V in one- and two-family dwellings, other installations may allow for
the use of high voltage circuits. For
example, some “behind the fence”
systems owned and operated by
utilities and installed on utility-owned
property are configured for 1,000
Vdc maximum.
What are the benefits of higher PV
utilization voltages? What challenges
do higher utilization voltages present
to PV system designers and installers? What code or certification issues
would need to be addressed to lift
the voltage ceiling to 1,000 Vdc here
in the US, and would that benefit the
US PV industry?

Challenges and Benefits of
1,000 Vdc
Bill Brooks /
Brooks Engineering /
Vacaville, CA /
brooksolar.com
Section IX of NEC Article 690, “Systems
over 600 Volts,” was added in the 1999
revision in preparation for high voltage
24
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High voltage While 1,000 Vdc systems are common in Europe, virtually all systems
in the US are designed to not exceed 600 Vdc. Higher array voltages drive down
installation and BOS costs, especially in large scale projects.

systems. Integrators in Europe have
been installing systems that operate at
up to 1,000 Vdc for several years now.
However, key differences between PV
systems installed in Europe and the US
do exist, the most notable being that
in Europe system conductors are not
grounded. Ungrounded system conductors tend to float evenly on either side
of the ground reference, with the voltage to ground averaging approximately
500 Vdc. In addition, not having a hard
system ground allows ground fault
detection circuits to be much more sensitive, providing protection in the 10s or
100s of milliamps rather than the 5,000
milliamps setting commonly used with
most large inverters in the US.
Moving to 1,000 Vdc in the US
presents many challenges, but the NEC
and the positive design benefits clearly
encourage a move in this direction.

Pushing US systems to 1,000 V, however,
brings up issues in system design and
equipment that do need to be addressed.
First, system design must be
reviewed. The ungrounded European
method seems like an excellent idea
above 600 Vdc; in general, we need to
migrate toward ungrounded, grid-tied
PV systems in the US. In fact, to be consistent with NEC 250.162, most PV systems operating at over 300 Vdc should
probably be ungrounded. Currently,
ungrounded systems must meet the wiring requirements set forth in NEC 690.35,
“Ungrounded PV Power Systems.”
Second, some equipment issues
must be addressed. In 1,000 Vdc systems, all conductors, disconnects, fuses
and inverters on the dc side must be
rated for at least 1,000 Vdc. This greatly
narrows product offerings. For example, in the US co n ti n ue d o n pa g e 2 6
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market there are few fuses listed for
600 Vdc, and it is much more difficult
to source fuses that are listed for 1,000
Vdc. European fuses are generally
not listed to US standards, and, quite
frankly, are probably inferior to the
fuses used in the US.
The equipment issues are complicated not only by fuse availability
but also by the ratings of other equipment. PV Wire, also called PV Cable, is
required for ungrounded systems and is
currently available in the US with a 600
Vdc rating only. It should be straightforward to order 1,000 Vdc cable, but
it takes a large order to get a company
to manufacture it. Disconnects are
another challenge, requiring much more
expensive medium voltage switchgear
or getting European products listed for
the US market. The latter is not necessarily difficult, but it is time consuming
and expensive. Lastly, inverters must
be rated for 1,000 Vdc. This means the
US testing laboratories may need to
upgrade some of their test equipment to
evaluate higher voltage inverters. These
are all significant hurdles.
So what is the upside to 1,000 Vdc?
The positives are plentiful. First, there is
a huge benefit in wiring the array. Just
think about being able to increase string
length from 12 modules to 20 modules
for a typical 5-inch cell, 175 W module.
This increases the power per string from
2.1 kW to 3.5 kW. More power per string
means more power per labor hour, since
the wiring costs per string are heavily
weighted by terminations in combiner
boxes and running homerun conductors. Now consider a larger 6-inch cell,
224 W module. In California, 24 of
these modules could be wired in series
without exceeding 1,000 Vdc, resulting
in a whopping 5.4 kW per string. Now we
are talking about some real installation
efficiency gains.
Other benefits include smaller
wire losses and a significant reduction in copper throughout the array.
In 1,000 Vdc systems, the ac side of the
inverter is clearly the lower voltage
26
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side, encouraging longer dc runs than
with 600 Vdc circuits. This supports
building larger arrays before inverting to ac and will ultimately result in
larger inverters being manufactured.
At 600 Vdc, a 500 kW inverter handles
a mammoth amount of current. With
increases in voltage come decreases in
current, which in turn allows inverters
to process higher levels of power more
efficiently and at a lower cost.
One word of caution about going to
1,000 Vdc: Mistakes are far less forgiving.
Sloppy wire management may result in
an inoperative string at 600 Vdc, while
the same mistake could be catastrophic
at 1,000 Vdc. This is not to say that
bad wire management is in any way
acceptable at 600 Vdc, but rather that
it is intolerable at 1,000 Vdc. Installation practices at these higher voltages
need to be heavily trained and heavily
monitored. Everyone gives lip service to
the need for high quality installations,
but lip service will not prevent fires—
only good practices and procedures will.
Beef up training and inspection, and let’s
bring on the voltage!

The Performance Advantage of
Higher Voltage Inverters
Leo Casey, PhD /
Satcon /
Boston, MA / satcon.com
In the US, most photovoltaic systems
have a voltage limit of 600 Vdc. To meet
this requirement, the theoretical, temperature corrected open circuit voltage
must never exceed 600 volts. String
voltage varies inversely with temperature,
and the highest system voltage will occur
only when cell temperature is at its lowest point based on the historic temperature data. Unfortunately, this maximum
voltage does not occur very often; it is
not particularly relevant to overall power
production; and it results in typical MPP
voltages that are significantly lower than
600 Vdc. This issue is compounded by

the fact that MPP voltage is at its lowest
point when the array is in full sun and the
cell temperature is much higher than a
module’s 25°C STC value. This combination of factors results in lower overall dc
distribution voltages and higher overall
dc distribution losses.
The rating of inverter components
has to be compatible with the highest
system currents. Losses in all parts of
the power conditioning system increase
as the current goes up, resulting in an
additional end-to-end system efficiency
loss of approximately 1%. It is critical to
recognize that most commercial inverters can operate across a 300 V to 850
V—or even 1,000 V—range. Optimized
600 V inverters do not exist because the
corresponding ideal power devices are
not available for this voltage level (600
V, 1,200 V, and 1,400 V device voltages
are the industry standard). An inverter
with a 600 Vdc bus would ideally use a
nominal 900 V switching device, and an
optimized inverter at this level would
likely outperform a 1,000 V inverter
using 1,400 V devices. The granularity
of the available power devices gives
higher voltage inverters a considerable
performance advantage.
Regardless of the maximum allowable dc voltage level, a common issue
with all PV systems is that most of the
energy production occurs at significantly lower voltages. The ratio between
the highest voltage (VOC-COLD) and
the typical power production voltage
(VMP-TYP) for some of the newer thin
film technologies can range from 1.6 to
1 to greater than 2 to 1. It is not possible
to optimize a single-stage inverter for
this wide operating range, as it must be
capable of delivering full rated power
across the full range of voltages and
corresponding currents.
As a manufacturer of power conditioning systems that are used worldwide, Satcon has models that operate
with both 600 V and 1,000 V arrays. In
power conversion, as the operating
voltage range increases, it is typical to
move to a two-stage co n ti n ue d o n pa g e 2 8

3-phase
power conversion architecture, such as
Satcon’s Solstice product line. Variable
input voltage is boosted using a dc-todc converter to a fixed, higher voltage for the subsequent inverter stage,
which can then be optimized. If the
dc-to-dc converter stage is located at
the solar modules, it becomes possible
to transmit array energy at the fixed,
higher voltage—typically 575 V in a 600
V UL environment. Satcon has developed a distributed, two-stage, stringlevel MPPT architecture that functions
in this way.
It is important to realize that when
voltage is doubled at a given power
level, the current is reduced by half. Dc
conduction losses then fall to a quarter
of their previous level, as the losses
are proportional to the square of the
current. Increasing the allowable array
voltage to 1,000 Vdc reduces current
levels and losses across the board. With
regard to implementation, the only
real downside to higher dc voltages is
that all conductors, combiner boxes,
fuses and switchgear need to be rated
at 1,000 V. This drives material costs
up. However, in most cases, the higher
installed cost is more than offset by
the increased energy throughput. Each
system has to be evaluated individually
to weigh the increase in delivered kWh
against the increase in BOS costs from
higher voltage rated components.

Moving European Experiences
to the US
Joe Song /
SunEdison / Beltsville, MD /
sunedison.com
SunEdison currently utilizes the advantages of high voltage dc systems in the
European market. We have also dedicated internal resources to cross train
our US team in similar applications.
Our experiences in Europe and with
utility scale systems in the US have led
us to recognize the advantages to and
28
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identify solutions for optimized high
voltage system design and installation.
In the US, high voltage systems are
still niche projects and the volume of
“behind the fence” installations is still
very low. However, indicators point to
an increase in these systems, as many
utilities are currently pursuing large
scale projects. Most PV developers
and integrators now operate in distributed generation market segments
and install in jurisdictions operated
by cities and counties. In these cases,
the NEC forces most PV systems under
600 Vdc. For rooftop residential and
commercial projects, there is no reason
to push the voltage limits—the scale of
these systems is rarely large enough to
take advantage of the lower BOS costs
made possible by high voltage designs.
However, large free field or “behind the
fence” projects would benefit from a
higher voltage ceiling.
High PV utilization voltages result
in cost reductions of anywhere from
$0.05 to $0.20 per watt, depending on
the application and site specific conditions. The use of thin film or crystalline technologies and the system size
also affect the cost. Higher PV voltages
allow more modules per string and
reduce the number of strings required
in an installation. With high voltage
designs, the number of source circuits
can be reduced by nearly 50%, and the
number of output circuits and combiner boxes required is reduced. The
resulting benefits include more efficient
use of field labor and reduced time in
the field, allowing for faster project
completion. The combination of these
attributes can lead to very low costs
per installed watt.
In instances where higher dc voltage can be employed, project developers can also commonly gain approval
for floating ground methodology and
transformerless inverters. Both of these
technologies are common in Europe,
where they increase cost savings and
boost system performance. These methods can provide significant increases

in operating performance and greater
design flexibility for the right type of
application, especially those utilizing
thin film photovoltaics with high open
circuit voltage specifications. In these
systems, higher dc voltage increases
string sizing granularity, which reduces
the possibility of string voltage falling
below the inverters’ MPPT window
when the array is subjected to high
operating temperatures.
In addition to Code and other regulatory issues, equipment ratings and availability also present challenges. Sourcing
equipment—such as fuses, wire, combiners and disconnects—that is properly
rated and suitable for PV applications
at higher dc voltages is certainly challenging, in terms of finding competitive
pricing and sufficient quantities. On the
module side, many manufacturers have
already listed their equipment for 1,000
V, or are in the process of doing so, as
many suppliers operate in both the US
and rest of world (ROW) markets. The
same goes for inverter manufacturers.
However, until a major high voltage
market is identified and the necessary
regulatory changes take place, there
will be a limited supply of equipment to
choose from.
Finally, the importance of putting
in place properly trained field staff who
are knowledgeable in the details and
requirements of installing high voltage dc systems should not be underestimated. Subcontracting may be an
effective alternative. Personnel in the
diesel locomotive industry, for instance,
are experienced with high voltage dc
systems and may be well suited for
high voltage PV projects. Additionally,
with systems operating at more than
600 V, a higher standard of safety precautions is required for both the system
installation and operation. As the US
PV industry sees a shift in regulatory
mandates and code regulations, the
industry should expect uniform licensing requirements and formal training
geared toward high voltage PV systems
to be put in place.

I

first used Trojan batteries as an end user and stayed with them
when I started my own solar business. I install Trojan batteries
because they are durable and easy to maintain.
~ David Verner, Adirondack Solar

New T105-RE Provides Longer Life
As part of Trojan Battery’s RE Series, the NEW T105-RE battery has been optimized to deliver
superior performance in renewable energy (RE) applications such as solar/photovoltaic, small
wind and micro hydro.
Trojan Battery is the most trusted name in deep cycle technology and our T105-RE delivers:
• Even longer life
• Superior charge performance
• 5 year limited warranty: Best-in-class for Renewable Energy applications
Lab tested for reliability and performance, the T105-RE simply outperforms the rest.
Experience the difference with the new T105-RE battery.
Trojan batteries are available through Trojan’s Worldwide Master Distributor Network and
Renewable Energy Wholesalers. For the nearest partners, call 800-423-6569 or visit us at
www.trojanbattery.com/RE

Receive your FREE Technical Brief on Deep Cycle Technology:
visit our website at www.trojanbattery.com/RE008.

Join us at Solar Power International 2009:

Anaheim Convention Center, CA • October, 27–29, 2009

Wondering what the home of the future

Tile Integrated
Photovoltaic
Modules
Aesthetic
Power Generation
		 for
High Performance
Homes
By Bill Reaugh and David Brearley
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looks like? Thanks to tile integrated
PV products, it
looks just like the
houses in the
development
across the
street—except
for the electric
bill, that is.
Though it currently represents a relatively small portion
of the overall grid-tied PV capacity in North America, the
residential new construction market has enormous potential. The stated intent of the California Energy Commission’s
(CEC) New Solar Homes Partnership (NSHP) program, for
example, is to incorporate PV on 50% of new residential
construction in the state, with a capacity goal of 400 MW by
2016. Though the NSHP program is slow out of the gate—
burdened with unnecessary bureaucracy, according to some
in the new construction market—it nevertheless accounts
for more than 2.75 MW of installed PV capacity, with over
1,100 new homes incorporating grid-connected solar electric systems. In spite of the challenging economic climate
and the many requirements set forth in the 75-page New
Solar Homes Partnership Guidebook, in May 2009 reservations for the NSHP program exceeded 14 MW.
According to the CEC, tile integrated photovoltaic
(TIPV) modules account for approximately 50% of the PV
capacity installed in California through the NSHP program
(see Diagram 1, p. 32). As the name suggests, TIPV modules
are a specific kind of building integrated PV (BIPV) product, and they are intended for use with compatible concrete
tile roofing materials. The major difference between TIPV
and other types of PV systems installed on tile roofs is that
TIPV modules directly displace roofing tiles. Their unique
design and application give TIPV modules specific advantages over conventional PV systems—such as superior
aesthetics—making these products ideal for new homes,
especially production homes. But installing TIPV products
also requires additional consideration, since the product
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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1.34 MW total
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BP Solar: 133 kW
Suntech (Open Energy): 160 kW

1.41 MW total
Sanyo: 66 kW
BP Solar: 68 kW
Evergreen: 70 kW
Solar World: 97 kW

Other: 27 kW

Mitsubishi: 111 kW

Sharp: 364 kW

SunPower:
1,047 kW
SunPower: 610 kW

TIPV

Rack Mount

Market Share within NSHP, 1/1/2007–5/11/2009

Diagram 1 Tile integrated PV accounts for roughly half of the
2.75 MW of PV capacity installed under the California New
Solar Homes Partnership program.

load. Since the state’s energy codes lead the nation in general,
with the latest standards due to take effect on August 1, 2009,
new homes receiving PV incentives in California are truly high
performance homes, even before the benefits of the grid-tied
PV systems are realized. Increases in building performance
reduce the overall energy requirements for the dwelling, making it possible to install less PV capacity while realizing a
greater energy offset from the solar electric system.
The DOE recommends this holistic approach to residential new construction in its Building America Best Practices
Series. Building America’s long-term goal is explained by its
tagline: Research Toward Zero Energy Homes. By ratcheting
up ever higher standards for basic building codes and developing guidelines and standards for high performance buildings, Building America hopes to facilitate a smooth transition
from the relatively inefficient homes that were built in the past
to the zero energy home of the future. The initiative’s target is
to bring net zero homes to the mainstream by 2025.
Rather than doing this one house at a time, the intent
is to build high performance homes one development at
a time, hundreds of homes at a time, all across the country. To that end Building America has published six Best
Practices handbooks, one for each of five major climate
regions in the US and one for solar thermal and PV systems.
The latter, a 179-page manual titled c o n t i n u ed o n p a g e 3 4

The Movement Toward Zero Energy
Overall energy efficiency is a significant
part of the CEC’s NSHP program and
the US Department of Energy’s (DOE)
Building America initiative. Both of these
programs are driving the integration of
PV systems in new residential construction. In order for new homes to participate in the NSHP program, for example,
the dwelling units must be at least 15%
more energy efficient than current Title
24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards
in California. A higher tier rebate is available for homes that are 35% more energy
efficient than Title 24 and achieve at least
a 40% reduction in the building’s cooling
32
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must be understood in terms of its performance both as a
PV module and as a roofing material.
This article is an introduction to TIPV modules. It discusses the history, markets and applications for these products, as well as applicable codes and standards. General TIPV
installation procedures are also compared with options for
installing PV systems on tile roofs. Since demand for TIPV
products is tied to evolving energy efficiency standards, we start by reviewing Not in tile country? Low profile PV systems, like this Integra from BP Solar, or
some of the programs that promote high the OnEnergy solution from Sharp Solar are also used in high performance homes.
performance homes in North America. It
turns out that TIPV products are uniquely
suited to take advantage of this market
opportunity. High performance homes,
like hybrid vehicle sales, may provide production homebuilders with a beacon of
hope in an otherwise gloomy market.

Europe‘s PV Choice...
Now on America‘s roof tops

CENTROSOLAR is one of the leading publicly-traded solar companies in Europe.
CENTROSOLAR has production facilities in Germany and Netherlands for its
PV modules and components like solar glass and mounting systems.
With over 60% of sales revenues from outside Germany, CENTROSOLAR is
continuously globalizing its business with presence in 11 countries already.

CENTROSOLAR America Inc. now has a strong offer in the US market:


CENTROSOLAR brand for PV modules and other module brands



balance-of-system components like brackets and inverters



full-scale distribution facility in Phoenix, Arizona



access to a robust dealer network for the residential channel



support for commercial projects through partnerships with integrators and
financial providers

Meet us at Intersolar North America, July 14 -16, 2009

www.centrosolaramerica.com

CENTROSOLAR America Inc.
8350 E. Evans Road, Suite E-1
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
info@centrosolaramerica.com
877-348-2555
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High Performance Home Technologies: Solar Thermal & Photovoltaic Systems, applies across all climates.
PV systems are not only an elegant match for high performance homes, but they also represent an essential technology.
Implementing climate specific energy efficiency measures is
an important first step in high performance building, but the
ability to generate clean electrical or thermal energy on-site
is indispensable if these homes are to eventually achieve net
zero energy. Arguably, no technology is better suited to clean,
distributed, residential energy generation than a photovoltaic
system. It is silent, motionless and, when integrated with the
roof of the dwelling, has proven levels of customer acceptance,
even during downturns in the housing market.

paint colors, nonstandard architectural features or strange
panels tilted up on the roof. A third concern is streamlining the schedule: anything that extends the time to market
is undesirable.
Fortunately, the Building America program seeks to help
builders overcome these challenges. Once contractors are
trained to install TIPV systems, for example, incorporating a
grid-tied PV system need not extend the time to complete a
new home. Because TIPV modules are installed in the same
plane as roofing tiles, homebuyers are pleased with the aesthetics, tending not to notice the installation even on the front
of the home. As far as the added cost is concerned, the true
cost of ownership over time for a standard home is far greater
than that for a high performance home since the monthly utility bills are higher.
Customer Acceptance for TIPV
The Building America Best Practices Series includes many
There are three main reasons why homebuilders do not
incorporate PV systems into more new homes. First, produc- case studies that prove these points. In particular, a case study
tion homebuilders have little incentive to increase costs. In on Carsten Crossings in Rocklin, California, a 144-home develgeneral, their goal is just the opposite: to minimize the price opment from the Stockton area homebuilder Grupe, illusfor their homes, keeping them competitive on a cost per trates significant advantages to both the seller and the buyer.
square foot basis with other homes on the market. Second, Field verified performance data collected by the DOE proves,
there is no incentive for homebuilders to integrate elements for example, that owners of these high performance homes
that create negative customer reactions, such as certain do not need to wait many years to realize financial benefits.
The cost to wrap energy efficiency measures and
a grid-tied TIPV system into a 30-year mortgage
Project management Installing a TIPV system on new construction
should not add time to the overall schedule or interfere with other critical
is less than the monthly energy savings realized
processes.
by the homeowner. The high performance home is
therefore a net cash flow positive proposition for
buyers from day one. The enhanced 30% personal
tax credit that homeowners may receive based on
the purchase price for their TIPV system would
only add to the positive cash flow.
The buyer is not the only beneficiary. High performance homes also benefit the homebuilder’s
bottom line. Initially there are additional costs
associated with selling these homes. Sales personnel need additional training to sell the benefits of
high performance homes. There is a cost to develop
and provide the new marketing materials that are
required. There is also, of course, the fact that the
developer has to carry the costs of the TIPV system and the efficiency upgrades until the units sell.
While building a more efficient home is estimated
to add only a couple thousand dollars to the purchase price for a high performance home, a 2 kW
TIPV system is roughly a $20,000 upgrade. This is a
considerable capital expense, especially multiplied
by the number of homes in a development.
However, there is good news for homebuilders
and developers of high performance homes. The
Carsten Crossings project, for example, suggests
that the sales rate for high performance homes
34
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with TIPV systems is better than that for comparable standard
homes, even in a soft real estate market. According to Building
America, the new home market in Sacramento dropped 45%
between 2005 and March 2006, when the first of Grupe’s homes
at Carsten Crossings were hitting the market. Nevertheless, 23
of the first 30 homes built sold within 3 months, achieving a
sales rate of 2.5 times that of Grupe’s competitors. The builder
estimates that perhaps 19% of the increased sales rate is due

TIPV Array Design

to green measures like energy efficiency and grid-tied TIPV.
Extrapolated across the development time for the 144-home
project, Grupe estimates the faster sales saved it $14 million.
A Brief History of TIPV Modules & Markets
The first TIPV modules were brought to market in 2002 by
companies with very different ideas on how to integrate PV
modules with a tile roof. These pioneering products include

TIPV array layout When determining the arrangement of
TIPV modules on the roof of a home, the system designer
starts with the shape of the roof, which is determined in
many cases before the solar contractor becomes involved
in the project.

an array layout using their favorite CAD application. This is the
quickest and most accurate way to determine exactly how
many TIPV modules will fit a given roof. This CAD rendering
also provides the roof layout drawing that is required to obtain
a building permit.
Once the appropriate size of the TIPV system is determined, the system designer needs to decide how to configure
the array. Unlike standard PV modules where series string
count options are relatively limited—acceptable configurations
like eight or nine modules in series are common—a TIPV
product has a much wider window of string options. Your
basic building block, the TIPV module, has fewer numbers of
cells in series. This allows designers to fine-tune their string
voltage characteristics in 6 to 12 volt increments. Acceptable
series string configurations may range from 30 to 75 tiles,
providing a great deal of flexibility. This comes in handy, since
the TIPV system designer has to investigate the historical
weather patterns for the installation site, determining the high
and low ambient air temperatures that the PV system will
be subject to, and then tailor the electrical design to those
weather conditions.
One last thing designers need to consider is that TIPV
modules experience elevated operating temperatures. Any
time a PV array is installed in a manner that prohibits airflow
across the back of the modules, the array’s ability to operate
at full capacity is diminished. With proper planning and design,
it is possible to minimize some of these temperature effects.
Using conductors that are 90°C-rated and sized to minimize
voltage drop, for example, will reduce wiring losses. Integrating Suntech SolarBlend Roof Tiles with an Eagle Cool Roof
Tile is another strategy to reduce cell temperature, since this is
an Energy Star rated product designed to reflect sunlight and
avoid heat islanding. Eagle Roofing also recommends either
raised batten or counter batten installation methods, as these
increase air circulation underneath the TIPV array, as well as
simplify array wiring.{

optimal roof surfaces and then apply some rules of thumb.
Unfortunately, this method involves too much guesswork to be
very useful. For the second method, it is necessary to get the
roof plans from the project architect in an appropriate electronic file format. This allows TIPV system designers to create

Brian White is the senior PV system design engineer for
Eagle Roofing Products, a manufacturer of concrete roofing
tile products and the primary distributor of the Suntech SolarBlend Roof Tile (formerly the Open Energy SolarSave roofing
tile, a product that Brian helped design).

By Brian White

I
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n many ways tile integrated PV modules are no different
from any other PV product. When it comes to designing
a grid-tied TIPV system, the basic principles remain the
same. System designers still want TIPV modules to face as
close to south as possible for optimal energy harvest. However,
they typically have fewer options available to them, since roof
pitch and orientation is often predetermined. In general, designers will choose the largest roof section that is oriented as close
to south as possible. In some cases, it is necessary to use
multiple roof pitches.
There are two ways to determine if there is enough
square footage to satisfy your customer’s needs. The first
method is to carefully calculate the square footage of the
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“Despite the market downturn, the market
landscape for TIPV products and other solar products
looks promising,” according to Jamie Cleveland, homebuilder sales manager for BP Solar. “Builders see value in
solar because it helps to sell their homes. It is a logical
response to increasing buyer interest in green technologies
that save the homeowner money. Subsequently some large
national builders have already adopted solar as standard
in their communities.”
a 60 W module produced by the now defunct Astropower
and a 13 W SunSlate module developed by Atlantis Energy
Systems. In concept these two tile integrated products are
very different. The Astropower product displaces five standardsize roofing tiles, while the SunSlate module is a one-for-one
replacement for concrete roof tiles. The Astropower solution
simplifies TIPV array installation by reducing the number of
modules, but it is less flexible when it comes to the layout of
those modules. The SunSlate product allows for the greatest
flexibility for the array layout, but there are also five times as
many electrical connections to make.

Astropower was liquidated via bankruptcy in 2004, but
the vast majority of TIPV products installed between 2003
and today resemble the Astropower TIPV module. GE Energy,
for example, purchased Astropower’s assets and now offers a
66 W TIPV module. The list of PV manufacturers offering similar products is a Who’s Who of the industry’s biggest players:
BP Solar, Sharp, SunPower and SunTech Power (MSK). Kyocera even had a TIPV product, the MyGen Meridian, but production was discontinued.
While Atlantis Energy Systems has had a continuous presence in the TIPV market since its inception, it has a relatively
small sales volume and market share. Presumably one reason
is that TIPV modules that replace multiple roof tiles are more
cost effective to manufacture and install than a single-tile
replacement product. Data from the CEC and the California
Solar Initiative (CSI) suggest that the economic and installation efficiencies for TIPV modules based on the Astropower
design are more attractive to production builders.
Consider, for example, data for the Emerging Renewables
Program (ERP) for the 2005 and 2006 calendar years, published by
the CEC (see Diagram 2a). This data includes 30 kW and smaller
new construction and retrofit projects and accounts for approximately 80% of the total PV capacity installed in California during
those years. Most of the additional PV capacity installed in the
state during those years was managed by the Public Utility Commission through the Self-Generation Incentive Program, which
incentivized PV systems between 30 kW and 1 MW in size.
In the 2-year period from January 1, 2005, to December
31, 2006, over 2.1 MW of TIPV systems c o n t i n u ed o n p a g e 3 8

Diagrams 2a & 2b Diagram 2a (left) shows total installed PV capacity
for the California Emerging Renewables Program in 2005 and 2006
versus total installed TIPV capacity. Diagram 2b (right) breaks out
the 2.1 MW TIPV market for those years by manufacturer.
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received incentives through the ERP. Atlantis Energy’s share
of this 2.1 MW TIPV market was approximately 2.6%, versus
a 97.4% share for products resembling the original Astropower TIPV module (see Diagram 2b, p. 36). According to the
same CEC dataset, the average installed cost for the Atlantis SunSlate system is $14.95 per watt, well above the average installed cost for TIPV in general, which calculates out
at $10.24 per watt. Premium aesthetics come at a premium
price. And while Atlantis Energy appears to have carved out a
successful niche for its SunSlates in the custom home market,
lower cost TIPV products have the most traction in the higher
volume production home market.

Co u r t e s y a t l an t i s e n er g y. c o m

TIPV in the Built Environment
Aesthetics and architectural design are very important in
the new home business, which is the primary market for
TIPV modules. As Edgar Becerra, senior product manager
at Sharp Solar, notes, “TIPV products are for customers who
want the lowest-profile solution possible, making it ideal for
new roofs and new construction.” This is because builders
are interested in PV solutions that enhance—or at least do
not detract from—the overall look of the home. Because of
the level of scrutiny given to the architecture of these homes,
TIPV arrays must be aesthetically pleasing. In addition to
the demands of the homebuilder and eventual customer,
there are many other competing interests that influence
the shape of the roof and the shape of the PV system in new
home construction.

The shape of the roof is developed by the architect, perhaps
in concert with the builder, who decides on a “look” for the
community. This is influenced by the planning commission
of the particular city or county that the subdivision is being
built in, which may have its own agenda. If the subdivision is
to be built in a master planned community, the developer or
the home owners’ association’s (HOA) architectural review
committee may have some input into the look of the homes as
well. Other organizations, like a historical preservation society, may have a say in the matter. Special zoning ordinances
can also shape the home design process. All of these competing interests influence the final shape of the roof, which is the
ultimate canvas for the TIPV system.
Finally, at least in California, the state fire marshal has
requirements for access pathways on the roof. This further constrains the space available for TIPV modules on the roof slopes
with good solar access. These constraints can make TIPV array
layout a challenge. In some cases it is hard to find even 200
square feet of continuous space on the roof to work with, making it difficult to design arrays that will produce enough power
to meaningfully reduce the eventual homeowner’s electric bills.

Codes & Standards for TIPV
Since tile integrated PV is designed to directly replace concrete
roof tile, a TIPV module must be evaluated not only as a PV
module, but also as a roofing material. Brian White, senior PV
system design engineer at Eagle Roofing Products, observes:
“The National Electrical Code requires that all photovoltaic products that are intended to be installed
on or around a residence must be certified by
Architectural review Integrated PV solutions like the Atlantis Energy SunSlate may be the only way to satisfy historical commissions, zoning coma Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory
missions or an HOA’s architectural review committee.
(NRTL). Because of this Code requirement, all
TIPV products are subjected to the same electrical certification and safety testing standards
as conventional PV modules.” UL 1703 listing is
required for TIPV modules, just as it is for large
area PV modules.
As a roofing material, TIPV modules may
also undergo additional testing. The International Code Council Evaluation Service (ICC-ES),
for example, evaluates most roofing materials.
The ICC-ES checks for compliance with necessary standards, as defined by UL, the American
Society for Testing and Materials, the International Building Code, the International Residential Code or others. Documents describing
the evaluation process are called ICC-ES Acceptance Criteria. The acceptance criteria developed by the ICC-ES for TIPV modules is known
as AC365.
ICC-ES AC365 was approved in October
2006, with an effective date of January 2007; the
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Installing TIPV Modules
A roof ’s most important function is to keep water out. This
is the highest priority, whether or not the home has a PV system. Since TIPV modules become part of the roofing system,
it is important to understand how a tile roof is put together
and what makes up a tile roofing system. Concrete roof tiles,
at least those from major tile manufacturers, are generally
TIPV performance According to simulations done on several
industry models, including the CSI Expected Performance
17 by 13 inches and about 1 inch thick, with water channels
Based Buydown calculator, the NSHP calculator and PVWatts,
on either side of the tile. The channels are created such that
the output of a TIPV array—such as this installation of 62 W
the right side of the tile has the upper portion of the chanSharp Solar modules—is only 3%–5% less than an equivalent
nel and the left side has the lower portion. Adjacent tiles
rack mounted system with 3-inch standoffs. The difference is
are linked together in a manner similar to shiplap joinery
derived from the average maximum temperature for a given area in woodworking.
and generally affects all TIPV modules in a similar way comAs specified by the TRI, concrete roof tiles overlap at
pared with more traditional modules.
least 3 inches on the course below. They are staggered to
provide the best water shedding system possible. Staggering
the water channels ensures that they are not overloaded
text can be found on the ICC-ES Web site (see Resources). In
during
heavy rain. This is important because overloaded
general, the required tests include fire testing, impact testing,
water
channels
can cause excess water to flow under the
wind resistance, wind driven rain and environmental testing
tile,
possibly
deteriorating
the underlayment and eventufor conditions like temperature and humidity. The fire testing
ally
causing
leakage.
The
major
TIPV manufacturers have
includes those tests performed under UL 1703 and additional
created
products
designed
to
fit
seamlessly with compattests that are normally applied to roofing materials. SunPower
ible
concrete
roofing
tiles.
Water
channels
line up on the left
was the first TIPV manufacturer to successfully fulfill the ICCand
right
sides
of
the
module.
This
water
channel
pattern is
ES AC365 requirements. However, BP Solar and presumably
continued
in
the
transition
from
tile
to
module
and
module
other TIPV module manufacturers are going through the testto
tile,
allowing
the
modules
ing protocols.
to be installed in a manner
When a manufacturer comconsistent with standard tile
pletes the acceptance criteria
roofing practice.
required by the ICC-ES, it does
Before the TIPV array can
more than just show compliance
be
installed,
the roof must be
with requisite standards. The ICCprepared.
Installation
speES is also interested in whether the
cifics
vary
by
manufacturer,
roofing product can be installed
but in general TIPV prodin accordance with applicable
ucts require Class A fire rated
industry guidelines. In the case of
underlayment material, such
TIPV modules, the primary source
as asphalt roofing or Versafor these industry guidelines is the
Shield fire barrier. ConsidInstallation Manual for Moderate
ering that conventional PV
Climate Regions (ICC-ES ESRmodules carry a Class C fire
2015P), published by the Tile Roofrating, this makes sense. After
ing Institute (TRI). Two additional
all, a TIPV module is manuTRI manuals may also apply: one Details matter Note the use of VersaShield, a Class A
factured using the same genfor cold weather installations and rated fire barrier, underneath the array area. This instaleral materials as a large area
one for high wind installations. lation also incorporates flashing details that are required
for
this
tile
profile.
module. Even though TIPV
These TRI manuals detail the best
Co u r t e s y e ag l ero of i n g . co m
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practices for installing tile roofing systems and are adopted
and enforced by some AHJs as a model code. Many jurisdictions will make modifications to model codes based on local
environmental, geological or climatic conditions. It is imperative, therefore, that installers check with the local building
department before beginning work on a project.
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modules generally are not Class A fire rated as roof tile, they are
nevertheless Class A fire rated as part of a roofing system. This
is an important distinction. Think of the roofing system as an
assembly of components, in this case the TIPV module and an
appropriate underlayment. The underlying fire barrier is what
provides the Class A fire rating to the TIPV roofing system. The
exception to this rule is the Atlantis Energy SunSlate, which is
manufactured by laminating PV cells to an Eternit concrete tile.
Like the bare Eternit tile, the SunSlate has a Class A fire rating.
While not all tile roofs are installed using battens, in general TIPV systems utilize horizontal battens of either wood
or aluminum. There are two main reasons that battens are
used. First, battens facilitate array wiring during TIPV module

vary by manufacturer but are published in detailed installation manuals. Routing the PV output conductors off the roof
and into conduit occurs out of sight, underneath the array.
It is important for crews installing TIPV products to be
trained in the specific requirements for the system they are
working with. Experienced PV system designers with knowledge of tile roofing systems can work their way through a TIPV
system electrical design and array layout, referring to the
manufacturer’s installation manual as necessary. (See “Array
to Inverter Matching” in December/January 2009, SolarPro
magazine for more information on design calculations, as
well as the sidebar on p. 35.) Neither roofing, electrical nor
PV crews, however, are fully equipped to install TIPV systems
without additional training.
“With regards to TIPV installation errors,” says
Jamie Cleveland, homebuilder sales manager at BP
Solar, “the most common is positioning the array
such that the roofer has to short cut the vertical
reveal for the second to last course of tiles above
the array. The BP Solar Energy Tile roofing system
allows for a wide adjustment of the reveal, helping
to mitigate these issues. But the best way to avoid
common errors is with product installation training
for designers and crews.”

Rack Mounting PV System on Tile Roofs
TIPV modules are designed for use in a tile roofing
system, and they integrate seamlessly with existing,
compatible concrete tile roofing products. The management at OCR Solar & Roofing (OCRSR), which
was acquired by Petersen Dean Roofing and Solar
Systems in January 2009, found that the easiest way
Battens The elevated counter batten system used in this Atlantis
to maintain the integrity of a home with a tile roofEnergy SunSlate installation will help keep PV cell temperature down,
ing system was to use TIPV modules. But what if
as well as provide a plenum for the PV array wiring.
TIPV is not an option?
There are many ways to install a rack mounted
installation. While series connections are relatively simple to PV system on tile roofs. In general, these fall into four broad
make in a single course of tiles, battens provide an adequate categories: drilling though the tile for bolts that are attached
space between the PV module and the roof deck to accommo- to the roof framing members; using Z-shaped tile hooks that
date row-to-row wiring and array homerun wiring. Second, wrap around tiles and attach to framing members; directly
battens provide a performance benefit over the life of the sys- replacing a tile with a structurally attached standoff blank;
tem. As with other PV installations, the higher the TIPV array and flashing around a structurally attached stanchion (standis elevated off the roof deck, the easier it is for air to circulate, off) with tile cut around the flashing.
Drilling through tile. A hole is drilled through the concrete tile
which cools the PV cells and improves energy harvest.
After the underlayment and battens are installed, a TIPV in order to thread a bolt onto an anchor attached to the roof
system installs in much the same fashion as a concrete tile deck and secured into a roof framing member. An example of
roof. The installation starts on the right side of the roof and this is the Professional Solar Products (ProSolar) TileTrac rackmoves to the left; courses of tile are added from the bottom of ing system. Done well, this system can maintain a viable roofing
the roof to the top. In general, TIPV modules are set within a system. But there are many places where it may fail to perform
border of concrete tiles, framed on all sides. (Atlantis Energy’s as desired over the lifetime of the roof. Drilling through the roofSunSlate is an exception; these modules can start on the bot- ing tiles, after all, will generally void the manufacturer’s matetom course.) Attachment details and setback requirements rial warranty. In the process of drilling the c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 4 2
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tiles, it is very easy to introduce cracks or break
roofing system is some additional mastic to
tiles outright.
seal the screws that attach the tile hook to the
Installing tile hooks. In this scenario, a speroof-framing members.
cially crafted device, usually called a tile hook,
Using a tile replacement standoff. This is
is fit around the concrete tiles, eliminating
a more recent innovation available for rack
the need to modify the tile. The main advanmounting PV systems on tile roofs. The Tile
tage is that it is possible to install the racking
Mount System, from Quick Mount PV, incorsystem without having to cut, drill or reshape
porates flashing details with a sturdy structhe tiles. This maintains the manufacturer’s ProSolar TileTrac
tural connection to create a weather tight
material warranty. In addition, this helps to
attachment system. Like TIPV modules,
maintain the integrity of the roofing system, because the tile these blanks are created in the same dimensions as the coninstallation is unchanged. In general, the only change to the crete roof tiles that they replace, meaning that they integrate

Living with Tile:
Strategies for Success and Lessons Learned
By Jonah Liebes

A

lthough the aesthetics of a well implemented TIPV
system are fantastic, most PV installations on tile
roofs are retrofit projects rather than new construction. This is certainly the case where I work in northern San
Diego County, California. Since Mo Rousso founded HelioPower in 2001, our company has installed roughly 1,000
grid-tied PV systems. Since tile roofs are the norm in Southern California, as dictated by fire codes and the local Mission
style architecture, approximately 70% of these installations
are on residential tile roofs.
While HelioPower has installed TIPV products on occasion, in general our expertise is installing conventional PV
modules, specifically retrofitting these on tiled roofs. There
are three main reasons why we have not installed more TIPV
systems. First, our preferred TIPV solution, the 62 W or 65 W
roof-integrated Sharp module, works only with specific tile
products. It is not compatible with all of the tile roof profiles
that we encounter. Second, TIPV products require battens to
have been installed during initial construction of the building.
This eliminates TIPV products from consideration in many
more applications. The third reason is that we prefer rack
mounted PV systems from a performance standpoint. Using
an elevated racking system promotes airflow under the modules, which improves system performance by keeping cell
temperature down. High cell temperatures during summer
weather that lasts from April to November can easily reduce
PV system output by 15% or more. Everything we can do to
keep the modules cool benefits the homeowner.
Roofing tile is divided into two major classes: concrete
and clay. In general—lightweight concrete tile excluded—
concrete tile roofs can be easily retrofitted with rack mounted
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PV modules with great results. Two experienced installers
with hammer drills and a knack for finding rafters can install
30 to 50 modules worth of stanchions (standoff post) in
a day. We use an assembly line technique where the first
installer pulls the tile, followed by a second who lags ProSolar
TileTrac through the decking into the rafter. The first installer
then circles back and applies sealant to the hole from the nail
that was holding the tile, drills the tile for the all-thread that
will support the racking and reinstalls the tile. When the first
installer is done with the stanchions, he circles back to build
up sealant around the all-thread and hole in the tile that the
other installer has drilled and replaced. Although I have had
roofers disagree with this method of sealing tile penetrations,
I have yet to find one that leaked. Just make sure to use sealant that is appropriate for the application. (See “Pitched Roof
Racking,” October/November 2008, SolarPro magazine for
more information on choosing the right sealant.)
It is important to know the difference between concrete
and clay tile, because the latter is to be avoided or treated
with caution. Clay tile is extremely fragile and virtually impossible to work on without causing major damage. With a bit
of training, clay tile is easy to spot from the ground or even
from space in a Google Earth shot. Clay is usually formed into
U-shaped tiles that are alternately mounted with the “U” facing up then down, forming water runnels and crowns. I have
seen clay S-tiles on occasion. Often, clay tile roofs are identifiable by small daubs of concrete under random tiles, creating
an antique or rustic look. Do not even think about walking on
a clay tile roof. You might get lucky, but most of my attempts
have ended with broken tiles and frustrating repairs. A good
way to confirm clay tile up close is to find a broken tile and
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seamlessly with the roofing tiles. In concept
intensive. Also, the tools necessary to cut the
this is a fine solution to the problem of rack
tile can be very expensive. As with other tile
mounted PV on tile, since it conforms with
roof applications, this method requires strict
the TRI guidelines.
adherence to the flashing guidelines described
Cutting tile around flashed stanchions. This
in the TRI manual.
is a very effective method. If done correctly,
While it is possible to install a rack
it mimics the system used by roofers to deal
mounted PV system over tile in a manner that
with other types of roof penetrations, like
creates a good roofing system, the manageplumbing vent pipes. A standoff of sufficient Quick Mount PV Tile Mount
ment at OCRSR found that this was very hard
height is used to clear the surrounding tiles. This is then fitted to do in practice. There are many ways a tile roof can fail over
with flashing. Tiles are then cut to fit around the flashed stan- time, and most are harder to detect after a rack mounted PV syschion. In theory, this is a relatively simple process, but it is labor tem is installed. Broken tiles are a frequent cause of roof leaks.

ultimately leads to an aesthetic and undamaged tile roof system.
During roof installation, we set stanchions on the raw decking.
This makes finding the rafters a cinch and allows for a roof jack
(flashing) to be installed before or in between layers of felt paper.
Always consult with the roofers on a project like this to find out
how they prefer to flash, and be sure you are in agreement with respect to the process. After stanchions are
installed, have the roofer tile around them, cutting tile as
needed, but only covering areas of the roof that will be
impossible to reach after the PV modules are installed.
This leaves the rest of the roof pitch where the PV will be
installed free of tile, allowing your crew to walk on the roof
and stage materials for the PV install. When the installers
are on the roof, they need to make sure they do not step
on the tile that will be under the modules. After the roof
component of the PV project is complete, have the roofer
finish installing the tile. The results are exceptional.
Clay U-tile PV installation HelioPower has developed a process
Coordinating the simultaneous installation of the PV
it refers to as “strip and go” for fragile clay tile roofs. The result is
system and the new roof is important because installan inset PV array, flush with the tile. A perimeter gap is provided to
ing PV on a new tile roof is particularly difficult. Roofers
facilitate air circulation and optimal performance.
maintain that concrete tile takes 1 year to fully cure, and
my crews will attest to the butter-like consistency of new
roofs. There is nothing worse than retrofitting a new house with
the PV will go. It is important to closely coordinate with the roofPV and smashing the roof to rubble in the process. We had some
ing contractor at this point, since step 2 is for the PV installers
unfortunate learning curve projects where much effort and money
to set stanchions, typically over 30-pound felt or an equivalent
was burned in unwise attempts at installing on these fragile, new
material. Roofers may prefer that you install the stanchions over
tiles. In some cases, concrete tile can be even more fragile than
or under the felt paper. Since it is their roof warranty, I follow
clay. Lightweight tile, for example, is often formed into shallow M
the roofers’ specifications. Step 3 is to install a high quality,
profiles and is installed like standard concrete tiles. But walking on
30-year composition shingle or rolled roof, flashing around the
lightweight tile can turn a virgin roof surface into a pile of debris.
stanchions. This ensures an intact roofing warranty. Step 4 is
Customers tend not to like that. Options for installing PV on lightto install the rails and PV modules. The final step is to bring the
weight tile roofs are the same as for clay: strip it or skip it. {
roofer back to reset the clay tile around the periphery of the
array, creating a clean, recessed look. To promote cooling, avoid
tiling right up to the bottom edge of the array. We like to leave a
Jonah Liebes is the VP of operations at HelioPower, an
12-inch gap below the modules.
engineering, procurement and construction company with a priWe have a similar method for installing PV on new construc- mary focus on grid-tied residential and commercial PV projects
tion projects that, while requiring close cooperation with a roofer,
in California and Nevada.
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look at the cross section. Clay tile is the same color all the way
through, while concrete tile has a color gradient.
HelioPower has developed a way to deal with clay tile roofs.
It is a process that I call “strip and go.” Step 1 entails hiring a
professional roofer to strip the clay tile off the roof pitch where
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While new homes that incorporate energy efficiency
measures and on-site renewable energy generation are
more expensive to build, evidence suggests that these
homes spend less time on the market, making them a
profitable investment for homebuilders.
If a roof tile under a rack mounted PV system breaks, it will not
be apparent when the tile starts slipping and creates a hole for
water to flow onto the underlayment material. Repairing a broken tile located under a PV system is very difficult and requires
removing the PV array. Questions may also arise about who is
responsible for repairing the roof. Is it the solar contractor who
created the situation where the tile could not be seen? Or is it
the roofing contractor who installed the original tile system?
Installing rooftop PV systems requires knowledge of roofing systems, codes and best practices. To date, many standard
industry practices void the roof manufacturer’s material warranty and may also void the roofer’s installation warranty.
Considering that water damage is the leading cause of construction defect lawsuits in California, the solar industry in
general needs to get better at roofing. In the past it was enough
for a solar contractor to have knowledge of the National Electrical Code. However, it is becoming increasingly important
for solar contractors to also be familiar with standard roofing
practices in order to provide the best quality system for their
customers. Fortunately, the roofing industry has published
standards for flashing and sealing various types of roof penetrations. These are easily adapted for use by the solar industry. These techniques may not always preserve warranties, but
they do ensure that an effort was made to maintain the integrity of the roofing system.
In many cases, a TIPV installation provides for a better roof
than attempting to tie a rack mounted system to a tile roof. This
has more to do with the maintenance and upkeep of the roofing
system than with the quality of the PV installation. In all cases,
the solar contractor should take great care to be knowledgeable
of and follow the TRI manual to ensure that the best quality roof
is maintained even after the installation of the PV system. It is
not enough to take what works on a composition shingle roof
and assume that it will work on a tile roof.
The Future of TIPV
TIPV applications will increasingly become the norm on tile
roofs, especially on new construction. This trend is driven
in part by homebuilder expectations and homeowners who
demand a high quality visual aesthetic. “Over the long term
we will see even better integration between solar modules
and traditional building materials,” says Sharp Solar’s Becerra. “We will see installers paying more attention to roof
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attachment techniques and how solar will complement roof
lines and contribute to the aesthetics. They will become
more conscious about the fact that the solar electric system
is a long-term functioning part of the home.”
TIPV modules are becoming more popular because these
installations generally offer a superior roofing system when
compared to other options for rack mounting PV on tile roofs.
“Since TIPV products are an integral part of the roofing and
no longer an appendage to the roof,” explains BP Solar’s Cleveland, “building code standards are developing around their
performance as a roofing system.” These products are compliant with TRI guidelines and are increasingly tested to roofing
industry standards, like the ICC-ES acceptance criteria.
In today’s market, TIPV systems are still offered at a price
premium, but costs should go down. Since aluminum rail
systems are eliminated, as is a portion of the conventional
concrete tile roof, TIPV results in substantial material savings. TIPV modules are still manufactured in small batches,
in custom manufacturing runs. As manufacturing volumes
increase, prices for these products will come down. Increased
competition in the market may also drive down prices. Since
TIPV products are generally purchased for entire subdivisions, volume pricing is often involved. Economies of scale are
therefore expected to eventually make the cost for TIPV systems comparable to, and perhaps ultimately less than, large
area panel installations.
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Making the Case for
Residential Photovoltaic
By Brian Farhi

One of the fastest evolving areas of PV technology,
monitoring solutions provide essential business
tools for dealers in the residential PV market.

PV Monitoring Systems
The majority of PV systems fit into five main categories:
residential off-grid; nonresidential off-grid, such as for RVs
or telecommunications; residential grid-tied; commercial;
and power plants. The higher the value of performance for a
given application, the higher the value of monitoring for that
application. For example, power plant PV systems backed
by financiers often have associated performance clauses.
Companies installing this category of PV system have
been including monitoring for years. The level of sophistication has grown dramatically given the need to maintain
high uptime and the fact that utilities may need additional
parameters monitored. Many sites require supervisory command and data acquisition (SCADA) systems.
Compare a large scale power plant system to a commercial
building with a rooftop PV installation. The energy generated
may be important, but the need to reduce operating expenses
is paramount, especially for retail chains. Facilities managers
are busy maintaining their buildings to provide the highest
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level of customer satisfaction, so spending time on O&M for
the PV system often falls low on the priority list.
Making sure residential grid-tied systems stay on line
seems to have even less value. Homeowners typically pay
little attention to their PV systems after about the first 6
months. The total value of the electricity lost versus the cost
to acquire and install a monitoring service is not often seen
as compelling. But ensuring energy production is just one
aspect of the value that a PV monitoring system provides.
This article focuses on the additional value that monitoring
systems can provide in the residential grid-tied PV market, a
relevant and currently underserved market segment.
System Monitoring in the Residential Market
Dealers and integrators typically use a cost-plus pricing
model. You take your cost from your component suppliers,
and you mark that up by your desired margin. Competitors
who undercut your bid drive down the desired margin, and
you either settle on a lower margin or you lose the job. Many
dealers have done well to differentiate themselves by providing additional services or guarantees to help prevent direct
price comparisons and maintain higher margins.
Installing a monitoring system as a sales differentiator is
not a new idea; many of you have been including monitoring hardware and software for years. But in general, this is
the exception. Only about 10% of residential PV installations
include monitoring systems. These systems add extra cost—
and your customers want lower prices. But communicating
the value of your system over the competitors’ is what you
pay your salespeople for. So, what does monitoring really
mean to you and your customers?
The first thing most homeowners will tell you is that
they want to know if their system is working. A case can be
made that they can tell this either from their inverter’s LCD
or from their monthly utility bill. This may be true, but most
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In our high tech, fast paced world, we sometimes run into
information overload. Our labor saving devices seem to
constantly need something from us—a cell phone must be
charged, a software application needs an upgrade or your
car’s dreaded maintenance light blinks on. So why would we
want to add data monitoring into the value proposition for a
PV system? Because it makes good business sense.
PV system monitoring adds value to both you and your
customer. It presents a great opportunity to differentiate
yourself from your competitors, which can give you a competitive advantage in a tough market. When implemented
properly, monitoring solutions make your business more
profitable. In addition, it positively reinforces the purchase
decision for your customer. In the long term, monitoring will
be considered part of the cost of doing business.
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System Monitoring

Residential PV System Monitoring

Differentiating between Monitoring Categories
There are three different categories of monitoring
solutions: local display-based monitoring, online
monitoring and mobile applications. Each has its
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Web based Pushing system data to the Web allows both customers
and integrators to access data remotely. Some inverter-based
solutions, like SMA’s Sunny Portal, are extremely sophisticated. Others
are relatively simple. To minimize nuisance calls, integrators need to
avoid exposing customers to more data than is absolutely necessary.
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homeowners do not look at their sysadvantages, though they rarely
tem several months after it has been
coexist. Only the Fronius and
installed. Unless the system is large
SunPower monitoring systems
enough to provide the majority of the
can run a local display and
home’s energy needs, often homeownonline monitoring in parallel.
ers will not notice any difference in
Local displays are typically
their utility bills. If and when they do,
some form of LCD that comthey often will not know what may
municates the basics. These dishave caused the change—new rates,
plays tell homeowners if their
additional use of AC or heating, or
system is performing and at
something else.
what level. They do not provide
In addition, monitoring provides Local monitoring Devices like Fronius’
many details—nor do they need
your customers with further value. Personal Display allow customers to quickly
to. One of the best features of
Having a tangible representation of the and conveniently check basic PV system
these displays is that they usuPV system in the home should not be performance metrics and view individual or
ally do not offer data like volttrivialized. Customers invest tens of total inverter data for up to 15 inverters.
age, current and other values
thousands of dollars in their systems. A
that only a few of your customPV system says something about them:
ers will understand. The Fronius
They are smart, interested in saving money, forward think- display does offer two modes so the dealer or more sophising and perhaps environmentally conscious. Often they ticated homeowner can change the setting from standard to
want their neighbors and friends to know that. Whether or pro mode, thereby showing some of these more geek-oriented
not the system can be seen from the street, there is value to parameters. But in general, homeowners simply need to be
providing a way for homeowners to show off their system. able to quickly and easily see that their system is functional.
A monitoring system enables customers to more concretely
Many customers spend a significant portion of their day
and repeatedly reconnect with the reason they bought PV online. Web based monitoring tools allow homeowners to
and see the results of that purchase in real time.
see information similar to that offered on local displays and
If people largely forget about their systems after a few also enable them to view historical data. Although most of
months, how important can this really be? Fair question. There these online interfaces require some c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 5 0
are two answers. It is very important in those first few
months because it gives your customers the ability
to better share their system with their friends and
family—your new prospects. The more excited they
are and able to show off their system, the greater the
likelihood these interactions will generate new leads
for you. Beyond this, having some form of monitoring also can extend the period of interaction between
the customer and the installer. The monitoring system becomes a new touch point that is less abstract
and can be more prominent than the PV system. This
clearly puts the onus on your company to specify high
quality equipment, install it effectively and support
your customers. Maintaining an interface between
these customers and your company ultimately gives
you a longer runway to build that relationship and
accrue invaluable referrals while also keeping the
connection alive in case your company offers new
products or services in the future.

c-Si Photo voltaics
Residential
PV System Monitoring

motivation and effort from the customer to access them, when
they do, these online interfaces can provide slick-looking
charts that help the homeowner become more engaged.
There are a wide variety of user interfaces (UIs) available
online—some incredibly sophisticated like the SMA Sunny
Portal, and others that are relatively basic, like the PV Powered site. As a dealer, the optimal solution is to provide the
level of information required to make the customers happy
without exposing more data than is absolutely necessary.
Several companies have addressed this by creating different
versions of their Web sites. The dealer registers homeowners
with the online monitoring tool and sets them up with the
appropriate level of access to see either basic or advanced
information. SMA, Fronius and German-based MeteoControl offer such an approach. Other companies simply offer a
different user interface to homeowners than to dealers. Fat
Spaniel and SunPower fall into this category. Enphase goes to
the extreme, giving panel level information to homeowners.

This can be a significant benefit or a time sink, depending
upon your point of view.
The benefit of having a preconfigured customer-centric
UI is that you are less likely to get inquiries about nonissues.
These interfaces are typically designed to provide basic performance information without much potential for creating
unnecessary questions. The upside of having a versioned system that allows information to be turned on or off is that you
are more likely to satisfy all levels of interest. However, the
downside is that this is a little more to manage on the commissioning side. If you share too much performance data,
your technical team may end up spending time on issues
perceived as problems that typically are not. Ultimately, this
is a philosophical choice.
Most online monitoring interfaces can send notifications via email or SMS to customers. The level of data is
usually very basic: just power, energy and possibly service
information. This last item can be an issue for some dealers.
When the service alerts are valid, email notices
to customers may be warranted. However, sometimes the analytics that trigger these alerts are
Extreme granularity Enphase’s microinverter-based system makes
it possible to view data for individual modules in the array via the
not as sophisticated as they should be, leading to
company’s Enlighten Web site. This level of granularity is a significant
false alarms or notifications triggered by shortadvantage for installers and technically minded system owners.
term anomalies.
One interface mechanism that is likely to catch
on with customers is the widget. Widgets, also
known as gadgets, are small desktop applications.
Xantrex is among the companies that have developed such an application. Widgets are compelling
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The widget Small desktop applications, commonly referred to as widgets, increase the probability that users will regularly interact with their system’s data. Xantrex developed the Solar Monitor
Widget, and its icon is prominently located in the
Microsoft Windows taskbar. The widget displays
data that range from simple power production to
performance charts to advanced diagnostics.
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Going mobile SunPower offers monitoring
products that include wireless in-home
displays and Web based interfaces.
SunPower was the first to market with an
iPhone application developed specifically
for mobile monitoring of its PV systems.
This application allows SunPower customers to view and share system data from
their mobile device, increasing user interaction and integration with the booming
technology trend.

Service cost reduction. Systems that provide
the appropriate parameters and level of data
can help dealers reduce costs by diagnosing
and sometimes resolving issues remotely. For
example, inverter-specific service codes help
dealers isolate and resolve problems prior to
being on-site. Technicians can evaluate the
codes remotely and perhaps avoid a service
call altogether. For example, an issue may be
transient and correct itself, or the problem
could be resolved by having the homeowner
switch the dc disconnect off and on. Items like
ac voltage trips can sometimes be resolved
without going on-site. Of course, it is possible
to get this information from the homeowner,
but being able to verify the issue can get
the problem solved more quickly. Some systems, such as the one from Fronius, allow the
dealer to shut the inverter down and restart
it remotely, potentially avoiding a truck roll
altogether. Over time, this type of functionality should become more pervasive and powerful.
Knowing about issues proactively rather than via a call
from your customer helps in an additional way—it allows
you more flexibility to deploy a technician when it is convenient for you. Rolling a truck always involves an opportunity cost, but when you can avoid removing labor from a
time-sensitive job you can minimize those costs by dealing
with the issue when it is more geographically convenient
and fits into your schedule.

because they sit on the customer’s desktop
in the notification part of the Windows
taskbar or pop up when triggered. The
activity is reactive, not proactive. The customer does not need to go to a bookmarked
site and log in, which encourages user participation. Widgets can be as simple as a
calendar or more complex. The Xantrex
widget offers some basic information in its
normal mode, but can expand to show graphs and charts similar to what you can find in many online systems. It can also
alert the homeowner if the system has stopped working.
The last interface category, mobile applications, is even
less mainstream. Tools like SunPower’s newly launched Apple
iPhone application can create cool ways for homeowners to
view their data, whether they are on their way to work or in
their living room. Though its usefulness is relatively similar to
basic online UIs, this type of interface is designed to get customers excited about the innovativeness of the system
as a whole. Though any of the Web sites can be visited Remote diagnostics Many inverter-based and third-party monithrough an iPhone or other smart phone’s Web browser, toring solutions make it possible to resolve issues remotely and
SunPower’s is the first mobile application developed spe- eliminate a truck roll to the site, or allow for more efficient coordinacifically to fit the data to the dimensions of the device and tion of service calls. These solutions also create ongoing opportunities to reduce service costs. DECK monitoring, a newly launched
create a new user interface for this market.
New interfaces like widgets and iPhone applica- third-party solution for commercial and residential applications,
tions can largely replace the need for wireless displays, integrates installation site locations with Google maps, for example.
so keep an eye out for these latest and greatest tools.
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Residential Monitoring for Dealers
and Installers
The fact that monitoring systems provide direct benefits to customers is good, but the greater benefit can
be to the dealer. Some dealers have found success with
commercially available systems, while others have
found the pace of development too slow and opportunity to improve operations so great that they elected
to design their own, like Real Goods did with ReGrid’s
PVWATCH Portal. All monitoring systems exist to help
generate better returns by reducing service costs, adding value to PV system costs or increasing sales volume.
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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To save you time and money, it is important to supply
Selling more, selling better. If most customers are purchasthe right amount of information to the customer. When ing a PV system to either save money or reduce their envicomparing different monitoring systems, it may seem ronmental impact, the case to buy can be modeled reasonobvious that the inverter manufacturer-based monitor- ably well with existing sales tools. However, it is significantly
ing systems typically offer a good level of detail about the more powerful to show actual data from completed installainverter status. However, even some third-party monitor- tions and establish that the models you are using for energy
ing systems have that level of sophistication. And due to harvest, payback period and so forth have been repeatedly
the genesis of these systems, sometimes you can find that validated in the customer’s own neighborhood.
the inverter-based systems provide too much information
Some of the online monitoring services offer customizand that some of it is not useful. Historical information is able interfaces. Fat Spaniel offers the ability to totally cusavailable from almost all monitoring systems, but trend tomize its UI, whereas others like Fronius or SMA enable a
analysis is limited at best. Alert triggering based on perfor- form of co-branding that allows your company to reinforce
mance metrics is more of an art than a science, and many its brand online. Other sites, like SunPower, are focused on
monitoring tools leave it up to you to determine what trig- their own branding. SunPower’s online tool is designed to
gers a performance-based alert.
increase brand-building economies of scale and create more
Price improvement. You probably have enough business leads through SunPower to the dealers within its network.
One additional way of making monitoring pay off is by
savvy to know that if you compete on price only, your busioffering
complementary products and services. Services in
ness is likely to be doomed to low margins and more work for
energy
efficiency
or electrical contracting can become lucraless money. The way to defend against that is to differentiate
tive
in
their
own
right,
and using monitoring as a way to stay
your services. In this phase of the industry, the market is still
in
touch
with
your
existing
customers will give your comnascent enough that merely offering monitoring as a standard
pany
a
foot
in
the
door.
feature will help you distinguish yourself from the rest of the
pack. But in the coming years, expect this to be necessary just
to compete. Regulations in some states promote the use of Technical Differences between Systems
monitoring systems, while new and innovative features and Selecting the right monitoring system for your business and
differentiators will make it increasingly compelling for dealers your customers is important. The dimensions that matter
most in a monitoring system are installability, support, relito ensure monitoring systems are included.
For now, price improvement can come in multiple forms. ability and analytics.
First, simply by offering a differentiated package, you can sell
Installability. PV monitoring systems are traditionally
it at a higher price. Instead of making monitoring optional, it hardwired, like the Fronius DatCom and the SMA Sunny Webshould be framed more accurately as a necessary part of the Box. Those systems rely on a field-installed card inside the
system that allows optimized performance. It is like insur- inverter that gets hardwired to a communications box that
ance: The system is reliable, but things happen. If they do, the is typically located indoors. This device c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 5 4
customers with monitoring systems are
going to have their issues resolved soon
after they occur.
Monitoring services make possible
several other opportunities. Many dealers already provide advanced O&M services either as an optional contract or
embedded in the price of the system.
Packaging a monitoring system into this
enables you to provide a higher level of
service. Some dealers have offered performance guarantees for years, but not
all companies have the resources to
invest the time or take on the liability
for shortfalls. By using real data, deal- Gateway options Hardwired monitoring systems, like the SMA Sunny
ers can approach such guarantees with WebBox, provide the highest possible reliability but increase installation time
more confidence, thereby offering these and expense compared to wireless or powerline based systems, like the Enphase
as premium services to accompany Envoy. Cleanly routing and concealing communications cables can be tricky, if
not close to impossible, in some installations.
higher prices.
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Bright Thinking in Solar

is then connected with an RS485 cable to a
router or via another connector such as USB
to a local computer. From the router (or the
switch that goes to the router), this data gets
communicated back to a central online data
repository where it can be accessed via the different mechanisms described earlier. In thirdparty systems, there may also be a conversion
device between the inverter communications
card and the rest of the hardware.
Hardwired systems provide the highest
possible reliability in ensuring data transmission to the collector or gateway and ultimately
the router or switch. The PV Powered PVM1010
system has a nice advantage over many other
hardwired systems in that the communications card in the inverter connects directly to
the homeowner’s router or switch rather than Increasing installability Both Netgear and Linksys offer equipment that
to an extra collection or gateway device. This uses the HomePlug communication standard. This enables installers to
transition between hardwired and powerline communication, taking advancan reduce complexity and cost.
Despite the advantages of hardwired solu- tage of the building’s ac wiring to simplify a monitoring system’s installation.
tions, they also provide some complexity that
leads to additional field time. Since most invertand pops the data out an outlet with another adapter that
ers are located either outside the house or in the garage, long the other device (the router) plugs into. This setup genercommunication lines must be laid down. The length is less ally works well, though sometimes interference can occur
of an issue than the myriad barriers one may have in getting if there are certain types of loads on the circuit, like surge
the wires to the router’s location in a reasonably aesthetic protectors. HomePlug-compatible devices can be purchased
way. When additional building envelope or room-to-room for about $75 a pair online or at your local electronics store.
penetrations need to be made, the amount of installation At that price, the financial break-even point is roughly a halftime required goes up.
hour to an hour of labor, given the improved aesthetics and
To sidestep this issue, SunPower developed a wireless minor materials savings.
system that communicates to a gateway that is hardwired to
Support. The benefits of any monitoring system can easily
the router or switch. Though the wireless range is relatively be wiped out when the system does not perform as intended.
short, it is typically long enough to get the signal inside the The objective is clearly to use monitoring to resolve problems
house, avoiding outside wall penetration. Sometimes this and reduce costs, not create customer issues and increase
signal is strong enough to allow the gateway to be co-located site visits. All too often the monitoring system experiences
with the router, and just a short network cable is needed an issue and becomes more of an anchor than a rudder.
between the two. In other cases, the gateway may need to These problems can be caused by hardware, firmware, softbe placed closer to the inverters, and an indoor cable is run ware, installation and site-related changes—and many can
be avoided.
between the gateway and the router.
One of the biggest issues is simply a lack of proper trainEnphase has one of the easiest PV systems to monitor.
Since the system’s microinverters output ac energy, Enphase ing. Nearly all monitoring system providers offer training
uses powerline transmission. The entire monitoring instal- courses that give detailed, hands-on instruction. These
lation consists of plugging the collector or gateway into any courses may seem simply nice to have, but their return
ac outlet and into the router. Any outlet will do, so there is on investment can be high, especially when coupled with
little issue with locating the equipment. SunPower also has other training programs. You can learn tips and tricks to
taken advantage of powerline technology by recommend- reduce installation time, learn about problems other dealing an off-the-shelf device from Netgear or Linksys that uses ers have had in the field and how to overcome them, and
the HomePlug communication standard. HomePlug enables avoid common difficulties not described in the manual.
dealers to plug the network cable from one device (a gate- And speaking of manuals, make sure your lead installers
way) into a powerline adapter that plugs into any electri- have read them cover to cover. They are not fun to review,
cal outlet, uses the home’s wiring for the data transmission but there are a lot of little details that c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 5 6
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c-Si Photo voltaics
Residential
PV System Monitoring

Now disconnecting at the source!
Safety, simplicity and
savings in one box
Combiner boxes with
integrated load-break
rated disconnect
Economical:

Reduces system costs and
installation time

Intelligent:

Increases system safety,
granularity and repeatability

Comprehensive:

8 models available for all
commerical and utility projects

Certified:

Our products are all safety
listed to UL1741 standards

The HomeRun™ Disconnecting Combiner Boxes

will make life simpler down the road and help your company
avoid costly truck rolls.
Reliability. The reliability of a monitoring system is a bit
tricky to ensure because it includes both the system functionality and the integrity of its data. Every manufacturer
has had issues. New products can become a little buggy
when real world conditions expose hidden vulnerabilities.
Some of these issues are dealt with by going out to the site
and either replacing the hardware or upgrading the firmware via a laptop. Usually, when a product has issues, going
on-site is the only way to resolve them. Generally the longer
a system has been on the market, the less buggy it is. Given
the rapidity with which new products, services, patches
and enhancements come out, the best way to figure out if
a monitoring system is sufficiently reliable is to watch the
message boards, speak to your peers and be candid with the
distributor or manufacturer. Technical support staff are usually willing to give you some insight into what types of issues
a system has, how big an impact it is likely to have and when
a fix is expected.
Analytics. There is almost a linear correlation between
the duration that an online monitoring system has been
available and the sophistication of its analytics. However,
sophistication is limited overall. Though more established
services have better analytics, there is still significant room
for improvement. Many of the more senior Web sites have
become somewhat complex and cumbersome, and much
of the data is not relevant. For instance, how many times
have you needed current versus irradiance when it was not
already clear the inverter’s current limit had been reached?
Some of the newer sites are better in this regard, because
they do not inundate the user with superfluous information.
However, they may lack some of the graphing options or data
parameters that you need.
Most analytics are centered on performance and relate
to short-term parameters. SMA and Fronius allow you to
create trip points that will trigger an alert. This is valuable to
a degree, but because these tools are still crude and do not
allow for trend analysis, false positives are quite possible.
One of the best things you can do to save labor hours is get
the appropriate training for your team so they are best able
to limit and address alerts.
Types of Information Collected
After power and energy, which most online systems typically collect in 15-minute intervals, inverter-specific service
codes are one of the most important pieces of information
that a monitoring system can provide. Also valuable are ac
and dc voltage and current values.
Thinking beyond the obvious, though, what about
weather data? It requires expensive equipment that increases
the overall cost of the PV system. Is it worth it? Weather data
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Environmental monitoring While adding ambient or cell
temperature, irradiance or wind speed monitoring aids remote
system performance verification, at current price points it is
hard to justify for residential systems.

for residential systems is valuable, but not at the current
price points. Having the ability to view irradiance and temperature data does add significantly more precision to the
energy output estimates. However, either an intelligent set
of algorithms by your service provider or a technician within
your company should be able to tell if there is a weather
related issue or an anomalous service event.
Consumption data, however, is more relevant to most
homeowners. Although monitoring the building load can
add quite a bit of cost, multiple studies have shown that
consumers who can see their consumption reduce their
loads by 10% to 15%. If your customers can save enough in
utility bills to cover the cost of consumption monitoring
over the course of a reasonable period of time, say 1 to 2
years, this can be another differentiator for you. SolarCity
collects consumption data on many of its installations for
this very reason.
The challenge is getting a good system that speaks both
solar and consumption. Most consumption measurement is
restricted to current transducers in the service panel. These
transducers can be nearly impossible to install in many
cases. In some areas, code inspectors have an issue with
current transducers, though this is not typical. When it is

necessary or simply advisable to upgrade a service panel in
order to add a PV system, consider this an opportunity to
enhance the value of the system for the homeowner. Adding
current transducers for gathering consumption data as part
of the panel upgrade will allow customers to reduce their
electricity use and increase the percentage of energy that the
PV system is offsetting.
Depending on which monitoring system is installed, the
data collected from either the inverter or the current transducers may not be considered revenue-grade. That said, it
is accurate enough to still provide value. The State of California believes that solar data is so valuable that the California Solar Initiative requires dealers to install monitoring
in all residential systems in which the cost of the monitoring system is under 1% of the system cost. For example, for
a $30,000 system, if the dealer is unable to find and install

Co u r t e s y e ga u g e. n et

Consumption data Adding load monitoring to the system
adds significant cost. However, studies show that when customers can see their energy consumption, they reduce their
usage by 10% to 15%. Current transducers installed in the
load panel are typically used for consumption measurement.

a monitoring system for under $300, the system is exempt.
Although the current rules make it a relatively soft requirement, the intent of the State is still clear, and this information is increasingly recognized for its value.
Managing Your Sites
If you are using a single inverter manufacturer for your
power conversion needs, it is likely that you will want to use
that manufacturer’s monitoring system. Monitoring systems
from one manufacturer do not work with that of another,
both for technical and marketing-related reasons. If you use
multiple inverter brands or expect to change suppliers in the
years to come, your data is likely to stay where it is. If you
switch from Brand A inverters to Brand B’s great new product, you would need to change both your installation and
your data management approach. Your data will now be in
different locations with different analytics, triggers, reporting capabilities and UIs. If you do use multiple inverter
brands, consider supplying monitoring with just one and
using that brand for all of your monitored sites.
Several companies provide monitoring solutions that
work with most leading inverters. Fat Spaniel has offered
such a solution since 2003 and is arguably the leader in providing inverter-agnostic data and other optional services.
Other companies like Draker Laboratories, Energy Recommerce and German-based MeteoControl, which is the market
leader in the EU, also play a role in the US market. SunPower’s
system, launched in 2008, offers dealers the opportunity to
use the same or similar hardware and UIs with most of the
inverters in its arsenal. The obvious caveat is that SunPower
monitoring systems are available only to active SunPower
dealers. DECK monitoring is a new player in the market, with
a recently launched solution for monitoring commercial or
residential scale installations. Some, though not all, of these
third-party systems may come at a price premium compared
to the inverter manufacturer’s solution, in part due to the
extra hardware costs. However, the advantages they may
provide, like flexible UIs, data collection in a central location
regardless of inverter choice and other benefits that stem
from being independent from the inverter manufacturers,
may make them the optimal choice in many cases.
One important development in the last year has been Fat
Spaniel’s offering of an application programming interface
(API). This gives dealers and customers the opportunity to
develop their own interfaces around the data collected by
Fat Spaniel. This is not limited to Web sites and can be used
to create applications in just about any environment. For
dealers or very high value customers, this could become an
important feature. These APIs should not be confused with
open protocol data streams from the inverter. SMA, Fronius
and Xantrex are among the companies that allow users
to tap into the data stream at the inverter, but then leave
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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Inverter-agnostic solutions
Some, though not all, third-party
monitoring systems come at
a price premium compared to
inverter-based systems. For
integrators, one primary advantage is that third-party systems
make it possible to carry and
install multiple inverter brands
and still have data hosted at
a single site. Fat Spaniel has
offered such a solution since
2003 and is arguably the
leader in providing inverteragnostic data and other optional
services.

the task of communicating information back to a server or
elsewhere to the reading device. The API is coming from the
mother ship, so the only real development required is on the
software side, not the firmware, hardware or local area network. This does still potentially entail database, middleware
and UI development, however. Expect other companies to
offer APIs for their data in the future.
The Future of Monitoring Systems
What else can you expect to see in the future from monitoring systems? More intelligence, for starters. Though many
of the current systems offer some great graphing features,
they largely lack the ability to tell you what you need to
know when you need to know it and to help you resolve
issues in the most cost effective way. Historical trend analysis and more complicated statistical analyses can reduce
false positive alerts, catch problems that are not caught by
the more crude analytics that exist today and create more
predictive alerts.
You should also expect a wedding between smart grid
and solar. Today, most utilities and other industry experts
acknowledge that they do not fully recognize how smart grid
communications will evolve. However, you should expect
that several years down the road, it will be possible to integrate data from your customers’ PV systems with other
information. Though you can expect more evolution and
interoperability with other energy systems in the years to
come, getting on board now will help you and your business
maximize its potential today.
This brings us to the distinction between read-only and
read-write systems. Most of today’s monitoring systems just
report the data collected or the system status. In the future,
the more brilliant inverter providers will build equipment
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that lets you remotely upgrade inverter firmware, perform
diagnostic checks and even get predictive information about
the health of the inverter or other system components.
g C O N TAC T
Brian Farhi / Solar market and technology consultant / Palo Alto, CA /
bfarhi@gmail.com / Also available via LinkedIn
Residential string inverter-based solutions
Enphase Energy / 877.797.4743 / enphaseenergy.com
Fronius USA / 810.220.4414 / fronius-usa.com
Kaco / 415.931.2046 / kacosolar.com
Power-One / 866.513.2839 / power-one.com
PV Powered / 541.312.3832 / pvpowered.com
SMA America / 916.625.0870 / sma-america.com
Solectria Renewables / 978.683.9700 / solren.com
Xantrex / 604.422.8595 / xantrex.com
Residential third-party solutions
DECK Monitoring / 541.343.1233 / deckmonitoring.com
Draker Laboratories / 802.865.3866 / drakerlabs.com
Energy Recommerce / 415.493.5402 / energyrecommerce.com
Fat Spaniel Technologies / 408.279.5262 / fatspaniel.com
Heliotronics / 781.749.9593 / heliotronics.com
MeteoControl / +49.0.821.34.666.0 / meteocontrol.com
NatCon7 / 415.248.1258 / solar.natcon7.com
Residential proprietary solutions
ReGrid Power (Real Goods) / 888.273.4743 / regrid.com
SolarCity / 888.765.2489 / solarcity.com
SunPower / 408.240.5500 / sunpowercorp.com

Data Management, Performance Monitoring and Reporting Services for commercial scale power systems

MONITOR / REPORT & OPTIMIZE
your Power System Performance
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renewable energy
power system
working?

CEC listed for PMRS

YOUR COMPLETE COMMERCIAL MONITORING SOLUTION
Hardware and Software Instrumentation that will enable you to interface with your system remotely
• Our Sentalis line of high performance monitoring
systems offers stand alone, modular data
acquisition units that are easily expandable for
monitoring large photovoltaic installations
• Advanced datalogger manufactured by Campbell
Scientiﬁc - highly dependable even in harsh,
remote environments
• Remote diagnostics and automated e-mail alarms
• Automated data reporting
• Local data storage and battery backup
• Integrated sensor mounts and interconnect
cabling for quick and easy installations

Sentalis Graphical User Interface

True performance metrics calculations with adjustable
parameters, and graphical displays available online in
real time through our dedicated websites.

• Capable of monitoring multiple ﬂeets in
distributed locations
• As a Performance Data Provider, Draker will
help you satisfy all requirements for Performance
Based Incentives
www.drakerlabs.com
802.865.3866

PV System Ground
Faults
A ground fault not only causes
PV system shutdown and energy loss, but it also
presents a safety concern that all designers,
electricians, installers and service technicians
By Paul Mync and John Berdner
need to be aware of.

A

ccording to the Photovoltaic Systems textbook, published by the National Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee (NJATC)
for the electrical industry, a ground fault is
“the undesirable condition of current flowing
through the grounding conductor.” The cause
of this undesirable current flow is an unintentional electrical connection between a current-carrying
conductor in the PV system and the equipment grounding
conductor (EGC).
Ground faults are not only some of the most aggravating and labor intensive situations encountered in PV installations; they can also be downright dangerous. While both
the National Electrical Code and UL require that grid-tied
photovoltaic inverters shut down in the event of a ground
fault, shutting down the inverter does not normally clear the
fault. This can create a number of hazards since the normally
grounded current-carrying conductor may no longer be at
ground potential. In addition, if the grounding system is
inadequate, module frames, metal structures or enclosures
may be energized and can present a shock hazard to personnel. Electricians, installers or service technicians troubleshooting a ground fault need to proceed as if everything conductive is at lethal potential to ground—until a multi-meter
proves otherwise—lest they become the inadvertent ground
path for that fault current.
Before delving into ground faults in detail—why they happen, how to prevent them and how to safely find them when
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they happen—we first consider the evolution of ground-fault
protection requirements for PV systems in the NEC.
GROUND-FAULT PROTECTION FOR PV SYSTEMS
NEC Article 690.5 specifies the ground-fault protection
requirements for grounded dc photovoltaic arrays. Groundfault protection is also required for ungrounded PV systems;
these requirements are detailed in 690.35(C). The specified
purpose of a ground-fault protection device (GFPD) as part
of a PV power system is to reduce the risk of fire associated
with a ground fault. “If the ground fault is a short-circuit,”
the NJATC’s Photovoltaic Systems notes, “the fault current
can be very high. In addition to being a safety hazard, this
creates a significant fire hazard as bare metal is heated by
the current flow.”
Because of this fire hazard, ground-fault protection for
PV array circuits was first required for roof-mounted residential PV installations, where the perceived risk of fire is
great. The potential for property damage or loss of life when
a PV system is installed on the roof of a home, for example, is
greater than it is where a PV system is ground-mounted in a
field at some distance from a building.
Nevertheless, as the fire hazards associated with PV systems have become increasingly understood and documented,
the GFPD requirements outlined in the Code have become
more inclusive. Ground-fault protection is not just for residential roofs anymore. The 2008 NEC, for example, requires
ground-fault protection for all “grounded dc photovoltaic
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arrays.” The seminal event that prompted this recent change
was a ground fault that melted through the side of metal
conduit on a medium sized commercial system.
The NEC lists two exceptions to this general prescription. The first exception to the general GFPD requirement
is for ground- or pole-mounted PV arrays that are isolated
from any buildings and limited to one or two parallel source
circuits. This exception might apply to a small water pumping system, for example. The second exception is granted
to PV arrays installed at “other than dwelling units,” provided that the EGC is sized per Article 690.45. If groundfault protection is not provided, 690.45(B) requires sizing
the EGC ampacity for “at least two (2) times the temperature and conduit fill corrected circuit conductor ampacity.”
As explained in the NEC 2008 Handbook, this ensures that
ground-fault currents can safely circulate continuously in
the EGC until the fault is corrected. Both these exceptions
are somewhat moot for grid-tied PV systems since UL 1741
now requires all grid-tied inverters to have built-in groundfault protection.
As described by John Wiles, program manager for the Institute for the Energy and the Environment, in the February/
March 2008 Home Power article “Ground-Fault Protection
Is Expanding,” Article 690.5 was added to the NEC in 1987.
One of Wiles’ first projects in the PV industry was to develop
“prototype hardware” to meet the new Code requirement.
“The basic concept (of the original GFPD prototype),” writes
Wiles, “was to insert a 0.5- or 1-amp circuit breaker in the dc

PV- GFDI

C

D

E
F

system-bonding conductor.” This small circuit breaker senses
any current between the grounded current-carrying conductor and the grounding system, tripping if current exceeds
the 0.5 A or 1 A rating. By mechanically linking this smaller
breaker to larger capacity breakers that are installed inline
with the ungrounded current-carrying array conductors, it
is possible to detect, interrupt and indicate that a ground
fault has occurred, and to disconnect the fault.
These early GFPDs were manufactured for 48 V or lower
PV systems. According to Wiles, “As higher voltage, utilityinteractive PV inverters became available in the late 1990s,
using a 0.5- or 1-amp fuse as the sensing element and the
inverter’s control electronics to monitor the fuse was more
cost effective.” While the sensing equipment may have
changed, in general the role of the modern GFPD remains
the same as it was in 1987:
1. Detect ground faults in PV arrays.
2. Interrupt the fault current.
3. Indicate that a ground fault has occurred.
4. Disconnect the faulted part of the array.
These four GFPD requirements for grounded PV arrays
are spelled out in NEC 690.5(A) and 690.5(B). The former
requires ground-fault detection and interruption (GFDI),
which includes the provision to indicate the presence of a
ground fault. The latter requires that faulted circuits be isolated either by disconnecting the ungrounded conductors of
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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the faulted circuit or by shutting down power to the output
power circuits of the inverter or charge controller.
A final GFPD requirement is found in Article 960.5(C),
which calls for a visible warning in the proximity of the
ground-fault indicator. The warning could be an LED, an LCD
or both. In general, the manufacturer provides this electric
shock hazard warning as part of the listed grid-tied inverter
or charge controller. However, where a PV system includes
batteries, the installer must apply a duplicate warning label
near the batteries, stating:

One change in the GFPD requirements introduced in 1987 is that it is no longer necessary to
short-circuit, or “crowbar,” the PV array in the event
of a ground fault. This added step had the effect of
reducing the PV array voltage to zero, minimizing
shock hazard. The requirement was dropped in a
subsequent Code cycle, as leaving the array in a shortcircuited condition created several other issues.
A more recent change in inverter GFPD requirements is the result of a change in UL 1741 for PV
inverters, as well as the new language in the 2008
NEC Article 690.5. As Wiles explains, “Before May
2007, inverters larger than about 10 kW had only
partial GFPD functionality. They detected the
ground faults, indicated that the fault had occurred,
and shut down. However, they did not interrupt the
fault currents.” With the new UL and NEC requirements, all grid-tied inverters, regardless of size,
should have full functionality for ground faults.
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WARNING
ELECTRIC SHOCK HAZARD
IF A GROUND FAULT IS INDICATED, NORMALLY
GROUNDED CONDUCTORS MAY BE UNGROUNDED
AND ENERGIZED

Varmint damage There’s no shortage of reports of rodents damaging module whips. Squirrels may nest under relatively warm PV arrays
during the cooler months. The resulting damage is one cause of ground
faults in roof-mounted arrays.

COMMON CAUSES OF GROUND FAULTS
As described in the NJATC’s Photovoltaic Systems,
“Ground faults are typically caused by damage in the
protective insulation of normally current-carrying
conductors. The copper material may then contact and
energize metallic equipment, such as enclosures, conduit,
structures, and bare grounding conductors.” The potential
causes of damage to current-carrying conductor insulation
are many.
Pulling wire through conduit may result in chafed or
damaged insulation. This is especially true if there are sharp
metal edges caused by a lack of conduit bushings or metal
shavings in the conduit. Anywhere that current-carrying
conductors are exposed to abrasion, there is a possibility
of a ground fault. Other potential causes of ground faults
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include: PV source-circuit conductors pinched between
module frames and mounting structures, conductors rubbing against the roof, varmints chewing on conductors, broken PV modules, incorrect wiring of PV modules and internal faults in inverters or charge controllers.
The most frustrating ground faults are intermittent.
These might show up after a major rain or wind event, for
example. Water, of course, can become a conductor, and in
some cases it can electrically bond a current-carrying conductor to ground. When the water evaporates, so does the
ground fault. Another potential cause of intermittent faults
is normal temperature-related expansion or contraction of
metals—the ground fault might occur only during extreme
hot or cold ambient conditions. In some cases, intermittent
ground faults disappear as fast as they shut the PV system
down. This can be true where arcing and the resultant carbon buildup occur. Because an intermittent ground fault

may not be present when troubleshooting occurs, pinpointing the problem is extremely difficult.
AVOIDING GROUND FAULTS
The best way to avoid ground faults is to pay close attention to detail when wiring PV systems. This extra effort
spent on good craftsmanship during installation can save
significant time and labor costs later by avoiding ground
faults altogether. It is better to spend an extra hour carefully
and methodically wiring an array than to make a return
trip later to hunt for a pinched wire. c o n t i n u e d o n p a g e 6 4

Solar is Hot.

Why is this woman smiling?
Because her solar solution was installed by a groSolar dealer.
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PV System Ground Faults

Because of the electric shock hazard, you need
to wear personal protective equipment when
troubleshooting a PV array ground fault.

Troubleshooting and repairing a ground fault may require
duplicating a great deal of work.
Proper wire management is essential to avoiding ground
faults, especially at the array where conductors are installed
in free air and more easily damaged. Specific PV mounting
structures may require different wiring techniques to ensure
that PV source-circuit conductors are secured in a safe and
serviceable manner. Regardless of location, the general theory is the same: All current-carrying conductors need to be
protected from possible sources of damage during installation and over time.
At the array, this means routing source-circuit conductors away from sharp edges, mounting hardware, abrasive
roof materials and so forth. Typically you can use wire management hardware specifically designed to secure singleconductor cable in free air to either the module frame or the
racking system. This hardware needs to ensure that good
cable positioning is maintained over the service life of the
PV system, something that cable ties—even UV-rated cable
ties—cannot guarantee. Some of the longer lived alternatives to plastic or nylon cable ties available on the market
are manufactured using conductive materials, like stainless
steel, meaning that you must be careful during installation
not to introduce a ground fault with the cable management
hardware, especially if the hardware has sharp edges. Some
installers use stainless steel restraints in conjunction with
rubber insulating materials to avoid this. Keeping wires
away from abrasive or sharp things is another success strategy. Be sure to provide strain relief where wires enter or exit
raceways and enclosures, or where wires in free air change
direction under the array.
Elsewhere in the PV system, current-carrying conductors are typically protected with conduit and raceways.
This makes them less susceptible to damage over time. It is
imperative that these conductors are not damaged during
installation. In some cases, damage to conductor insulation
during a wire pull will not result in a low-resistance, direct
fault to ground; instead it will result in a high-resistance,
intermittent ground fault, one that is difficult to identify
without a megohm-meter. (See the sidebar on p. 66 for more
information on testing electrical insulation in PV systems.)
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Tough pull Damage to conductor insulation during wire pulls
is a primary cause of ground faults. Attention to detail when
installing pipe runs is important, including keeping conduits free
of debris and metal shavings and not exceeding the allowable
number of sweeps or 90s. Conduit bushings or chase nipples
also serve to protect conductors during the pull.

s h a wn s c h re in e r. co m
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Combiners, junction boxes and service disconnects can also cause ground faults. The exit and
entry points to these components, for example, may
require insulated conduit bushings. NEC Article
300.4(G) describes the general conditions under
which insulated conduit bushings are required:
“Where raceways contain 4 AWG or larger insulated circuit conductors and the conductors enter
a cabinet, box, enclosure or raceway…” Even where
not required, the use of insulated bushings is recommended as cheap insurance against ground faults. As
explained in the NEC 2008 Handbook, “Providing insulated
bushings or smooth rounded entries at raceway and cable
terminations reduces the risk of insulation failure at conductor insulation stress points.”

GROUND-FAULT INDICATORS
When a ground fault occurs, the inverter will shut down
within seconds. Most inverters contain a GFDI fuse that trips
when any ground-fault current exceeds the ampere rating of
the fuse. For residential grid-direct string inverters, this is
a 1 A midget style fuse, typically a type KLKD or equivalent.
However, due to the higher levels of leakage currents found
in large arrays, central inverters usually have GFDI fuses
with higher trip ratings: 2 A, 3 A, 4 A, 5 A and even higher
values are typical. In some cases, for ground-fault protection
central inverters utilize a resettable circuit breaker or a current transformer inside the inverter with an adjustable trip
value. Several central inverters also have early warning circuitry. This circuitry monitors any current on the ground bus
or grounding jumper and may shut down the inverter before
the actual GFDI fuse has blown.
At times inverters can register a false ground fault, shutting down when there is no actual fault. In addition, electrical storms and lightning strikes can cause conditions that
resemble ground faults. In some cases, a simple inverter
glitch might cause a false ground-fault indication. A defective inverter may repeatedly shut down, displaying a groundfault error, when no fault is present. In that case, it is probably
time to start the return merchandise authorization process
and get an RMA number from the inverter manufacturer. A
blown GFDI fuse or a tripped GFDI breaker, however, is a
reliable indicator that a legitimate ground fault exists, and
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If insulating conduit bushings are not installed, metalto-insulation to contact points can damage current-carrying
conductor insulation, resulting in a ground fault. This might
happen during a wire pull if insulation gets hung up and torn.
The problem might also develop over time. Thermal expansion and contraction of a wire, for example, might eventually
cause a nick to expand and penetrate the protective insulation, exposing the current-carrying copper to a grounded
component. Similarly, thermal expansion and contraction
of raceways can cause wire chafing, which is why expansion
couplings must be used properly.
Ground faults can also be introduced by wiring errors. If
the grounded dc current-carrying conductor in a grid-direct
PV system is connected to ground outside the inverter—at
the dc service disconnect, for example—this will activate
the GFDI protection system, and the inverter will shut down
indicating a ground fault. Similarly, some off-the-shelf dc
monitoring equipment has one of the current-carrying conductors connected to ground. If this equipment is installed
in a PV monitoring system, the GFPD will see it as a ground
fault. When some transient voltage surge suppressors and
lightning arrestors are wired in series with one of the dc
conductors, the GFPD may recognize these as ground faults
as well.

GFDI protection Grid-direct string and central inverters are
equipped with ground-fault detection and interruption circuits
designed to indicate a fault and to shut the inverter down.
String inverters are typically equipped with a 1 A GFDI fuse.
Because of higher leakage currents in large arrays, central
inverters will have higher fuse ratings, generally
ranging from 2 A to 5 A.

hazardous conditions may be present in the system. This
indication simplifies the first step in troubleshooting ground
faults: determining if a ground fault has actually occurred.
It should also raise a red flag for electricians, installers and
service personnel.
PERSONAL SAFETY
Ground-fault conditions pose very real safety hazards to personnel. If a ground fault is present, conductive material that
does not normally carry current—such as module frames,
racking or mounting structures, metallic enclosures and
bare copper grounding conductors—may be energized and
present a shock hazard. Any equipment that is grounded
now has the potential to carry current. Equipment assumed
to be grounded may actually be sitting 500 V above ground.
Since the human body is a conductor, personnel working in
the presence of a ground fault may inadvertently provide a
path to ground for the fault current, with potentially catastrophic results.
Because of the electric shock hazard, you need to wear
personal protective equipment when troubleshooting a
PV array ground fault. At a minimum this includes safety
glasses and 600 V rated insulating gloves; depending upon
the jobsite, a hard hat may also be required. Safety shoes
with an electrical hazard rating are also recommended, as
these are designed to prevent the wearer from completing a
600 V electrical circuit to ground in dry conditions.
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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In addition to the shock hazard, a fire hazard may also
be present due to arcing or heating of metallic elements that
may now be carrying current. This is the reason why groundfault protection is required in grounded and ungrounded
PV power systems, after all. Components that are arcing,
scorched, burnt or on fire indicate a severe ground fault
and additional protective gear and safety measures may be
required. If practical, cover the array. Do not try to fight an
electrical fire without proper equipment or training—call
the fire department.
TROUBLESHOOTING GROUND FAULTS
Troubleshooting ground faults is fairly straightforward, albeit
dangerous. Because of the multiple hazards present, good
working practices and procedures are essential when working
in the presence of a ground fault. Perform the work methodically and intentionally. Take notes on any tests performed and
record any multi-meter or other instrument readings.
Remember that every time a component is connected
or disconnected, the circuit dynamics can change. You may

need to repeat voltage and current measurements after every
step in the process. Depending on where the ground fault is
in the system and the order in which wires are disconnected,
you may encounter double the array open-circuit voltage.
This is an undesirable situation, since most PV components
are designed for a maximum potential of 600 Vdc. In addition, conductors that would not normally be carrying current may now be conducting, so caution is needed when
disconnecting circuit elements like array wiring connectors,
fuses, fuse holders and so on.
Endeavor to isolate any equipment affected by the ground
fault. Be sure to follow lockout/tagout (LOTO) procedures to
prevent anyone from energizing the PV system unexpectedly
during testing. This is especially necessary when troubleshooting a ground fault during the installation phase. A busy
jobsite is prone to accidents when proper safety protocols,
like LOTO, are lacking.
In general, you will need a dc rated clamp meter, hand tools
for opening enclosures and spare GFDI fuses. You may also
need USE-2, cable lugs or hardware for splices to repair damage

Megger Testing

A

megohm-meter, often referred to as a Megger or
Megger tester, is the electrical test device used for
measuring high values of resistance. The primary
function of a megohm-meter is to test electrical insulation.
Megger testing is a common step during PV system commissioning or acceptance, especially on larger projects and
PPAs. It is also an essential test to perform when troubleshooting intermittent ground faults, since a megohm-meter
can identify a conductor with weak or damaged insulation.
Megger testing is performed on module leads, individual
strings, homerun conductors, transformer windings and so
on. Essentially any conductor that can be electrically isolated
at both ends can be tested for resistance to ground or resistance to another conductor.
Since Meggers measure resistance, the units for the output reading are megohms (MΩ) or 1 million ohms. A reading of
infinity (∞) indicates that there is infinite resistance between the
conductor and earth. This is considered a good result, since
it indicates that there is no connection from that conductor to
earth. When troubleshooting a ground fault, getting a reading
of infinity means that there is no fault in the conductor being
tested. However, a low resistance reading from less than 1 to
5 MΩ, for example, indicates that the conductor insulation is
compromised to some extent.
Two major types of megohm-meters are available on the
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market today. The older style is a hand crank, analog meter;
digital megohm-meters are also available. While both work
well, the resolution on a high quality digital version is often better. Good megohm-meters start at around $600 and may run
$3,000 or more depending upon the features desired. Fluke,
Extech and Megger all make quality megohm-meters.
The personal protective equipment required for Megger
testing is generally the same as is required for troubleshooting
ground faults: eye protection, insulating gloves and footwear,
and a hard hat if the jobsite requires one. The one exception
to the rule is that while 600 V-rated protective gear may be
adequate for most work around PV systems, Megger testers
generate up to 1,000 V. Make sure that your personal protective equipment ratings match the application.
A Megger testing checklist involves these basic steps:
✔ Ensure megohm-meter has batteries and is fully charged.
✔ Lockout and tagout (LOTO) all power sources.
✔ Disconnect both ends of the cable being tested.
✔ Test the electrical insulation and record the results.
Before performing megohm-meter testing, turn off the
PV system or the section of the PV system that is being
worked on. This may require LOTO procedures. Remember

Troubleshooting should proceed as follows:
• Visually inspect the PV system.
• Check GFDI fuse continuity.
• Measure current to ground.
• Measure voltages.
• Segment the array wiring.
• Interpret PV voltage to ground measurements.
Visually inspect the PV system. A visual inspection, starting
at the inverter and moving to the array, is a good way to start.
Are there signs of a fire, or melted or scorched components?
Are any of the modules visibly damaged, front or back?
Check GFDI fuse continuity. In the US, grid-tied inverters for
grounded PV arrays bond one of the dc conductors to ground.
If a GFDI fuse is blown, a ground fault significant enough to
allow 1 A or more of fault current is or was present. Most

to apply LOTO to all energy sources;
this may include inverters, disconnects
or breakers.
The suspect cable must be disconnected at both ends to ensure the
megohm-meter does not damage
any other equipment, such as internal
electronic components of inverters
or other devices. Once you disconnect the cable, use proper methods
to ensure that the cable being tested
is completely isolated from the ground
and any other equipment. Many newer
digital Meggers can detect any voltage
between the conductors being tested
and automatically disable testing while
showing an alert. This is a useful additional safety feature.
Refer to the owner’s manual for
specific instructions for using any
megohm-meter. In general, megohmmeters have two test leads: positive and negative. Connect the positive lead of the tester to
the conductor being tested and the negative lead to ground.
There are three voltage settings on most megohm-meters:
250 V, 500 V and 1,000 V. Unless otherwise directed, use the

digital multi-meters indicate continuity with an audible
tone when they are set to measure resistance. In this mode,
when the multi-meter leads are placed at opposite ends of
the fuse, no tone indicates no continuity; resistance in the
fuse is effectively infinite.
Measure current to ground. Use a digital multi-meter with
a dc current clamp to take this measurement in the inverter
or at a service disconnect. Some commercial inverters show
the ground current on the inverter display, eliminating the
need for additional measurements.
If the GFDI fuse is blown, you should not expect fault
current to continue flowing, except in worst case scenarios. Fault current from a single grounded-to-grounding or
ungrounded-to-grounding fault will cease when the fuse
blows. If there is still current present after the GFDI fuse
blows, either the fault is from grounded-to-ungrounded
directly or there is a double-fault, one from positive to
ground and one from negative to ground.
Measure voltages: open-circuit, PV positive to ground and PV
negative to ground. The next steps involve measuring the dc

Megger testing Megohm-meters,
like the Megger MIT 400, are used
during system commissioning,
service or troubleshooting to identify
damaged conductor insulation and
ground faults. Megger testers can
generate over 1,000 Vdc. Technicians’ safety protective equipment
ratings should match the requirements of this testing environment.
1,000 V setting to test conductors. Most
megohm-meters have a “Press to Test”
button, which sends voltage into the
cable only while the button is held down.
Often there is also a manual lock switch
that locks the power on for 3 minutes.
Be sure to record all test results. It
is a good idea to create a template for
recording these results, with the step-bystep testing procedure spelled out for the
electrician or technician. This template can
also be used as a scope of work for an electrical subcontractor. The larger a system, the more cables there are to test. Be
certain that all wires in the system are labeled. This will avoid
confusion and unnecessary retesting. {
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caused by a ground fault. More advanced troubleshooting
situations call for a megohm-meter (see the sidebar.)
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Fuse continuity Checking if the inverters’ GFDI fuse is blown
is one of the first steps in troubleshooting a ground fault. A
simple continuity test using a digital multi-meter provides this
information. In systems with string inverters, a blown fuse
indicates a ground fault event of 1 A or greater.

voltage of the PV array. These measurements can be taken at
multiple locations: inverter, dc disconnect or combiner box.
First, record the array Voc, which is measured between PV
positive and PV negative. Next, record the voltages between
PV positive to ground and PV negative to ground. If the system consists of a single series string, this is easily accomplished. If the system includes multiple series strings in
parallel, additional steps are required. To identify a faulted
string and locate the ground fault, you will need to isolate
individual strings.
Segment the array wiring. Most residential grid-direct PV
systems consist of one to five series strings of PV modules.
These series strings may be wired in parallel at the inverter or
at an external combiner box. It is important to know whether
series strings are paralleled and, if so, where. If strings are
paralleled prior to or at the inverter, any dc voltage measurements taken at the inverter records the combined output of
the paralleled strings. You will need to isolate each string to
figure out which one has the ground fault.
The logic is the same with commercial inverters. Most
commercial inverters are fed with multiple combiner boxes,
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each paralleling multiple series strings of modules. Each
combiner box must be isolated from the others, to narrow
down which box is the source of the fault. After the combiner
box with the ground fault has been identified, then you need
to isolate each string to find the fault.
To isolate a single string or a combiner box, disconnect
both the grounded and ungrounded current-carrying PV circuit conductors. Once the string or individual combiner box
is electrically isolated from others, you can use the fuses in
the ungrounded current-carrying conductors to isolate the
string. Opening the fuses in the combiner box isolates each
series string electrically, provided that you take the voltage
measurements on the line side of the fuse. If the ground fault
is on a source-circuit grounded conductor, you need to disconnect these conductors from the common grounded bus
in the combiner. By following these procedures, it is possible
to measure voltage for an individual, electrically isolated PV
source circuit.
Keep in mind that a ground fault may occur anywhere in
the source circuit and array wiring. If a ground fault is present in the PV output circuit—for example, between the PV
source circuits and the inverter—a dc voltage measurement
taken in a combiner box that is electrically isolated from the
inverter will miss the fault. The ground fault is present electrically “after” the combiner box.
Interpret PV positive voltage to ground and PV negative voltage to ground measurements. What dc voltages should you

see? If the GFDI fuse is intact and in the circuit, the grounded
conductor is still bonded to the EGC and the grounding electrode through this fuse. This means that the grounded conductor and the EGC should be at the same potential. Voltage
measurements taken under these circumstances should be
0 Vdc.
If the GFDI fuse is intact, it is possible that a ground fault
is not present. It is also possible, however, that a ground
fault is present, but with ground currents above the detector rating and below the trip rating of the GFDI fuse. Either
way, you must isolate the grounded conductor from ground
to make additional voltage measurements. So the next step
is to remove the GFDI fuse or open the GFDI breaker. Now
take comparative voltage readings between PV positive and
ground and PV negative and ground.
In an array without a ground fault and the GFDI fuse
removed, the PV positive-to-ground measurement and
the PV negative-to-ground measurement both should be
roughly equal to one-half of the array Voc. The voltage
measurements should slowly decay towards zero as the
energy stored in the capacitive coupling between the array
and ground is discharged. With the GFDI fuse removed or
GFDI breaker open, the grounded current-carrying conductor is no longer connected to ground. It is ungrounded
and “floating.”

S

A blown GFDI fuse or a tripped GFDI breaker
is a reliable indicator that a legitimate
ground fault exists, and hazardous
conditions may be present in the system.

If the array Voc is 480 Vdc, for example, the PV positiveto-ground measurement should be within 5% of 240 Vdc, and
the PV negative-to-ground measurement should be within
5% of -240 Vdc. The difference between the two readings is
480 Vdc, which equals the potential between PV positive
and PV negative. Comparable measurements in the field
may indicate that a ground fault is not present, and you can
restart the inverter.
Often a resistor network is in parallel with the fuse. When
the GFDI fuse blows, a resistive bond to ground is created.
SMA inverters, for example, use a center-grounded resistor
network with approximately 10 MΩ between PV positive and
ground and PV negative and ground.
In the event of an open GFDI fuse in this scenario, the
array floats to a center-grounded situation, albeit a very high
impedance resistive ground. This is a logical circuit design,

No ground fault present

since the voltage across the 100 kΩ resistor in the network
indicates how much leakage is present. At 600 Vdc it is possible to detect and measure less than 1 mA of leakage with
an 8-bit microprocessor. Most inverter manufacturers use
10- to 12-bit processors or higher to be able to measure very
small leakage currents.
In an array with a ground fault, voltage measurements
will indicate a fixed voltage to ground on both the PV positive and PV negative conductors, rather than a floating voltage to ground. The difference in this case is that the voltage
will be fixed and will not decay towards zero. Essentially the
ground fault is the reference to ground in the circuit. The
sum of the PV positive voltage to ground and the PV negative voltage to ground should still equal the array Voc, but
unless the ground fault is located exactly in the middle of
a series string, the measured voltages will not be balanced.
Instead, these fixed and often unbalanced voltage measurements will provide an indication of where to start looking for
the ground fault, as shown in the following example.
SCENARIO: RESIDENTIAL STRING INVERTER
PV array capacity: 4,680 W STC; 24 Evergreen
195-watt Spruce Line modules
Module specifications: Evergreen ES 195-SC-RL,
32.9 Voc, 27.1 Vmp, 8.15 Isc, 7.20 Imp
Array configuration: 12 modules per series string with

Electrically isolated series string (12 Evergreen 195-SC-RL) voltage measurements:
PV+ to GND = 180 Vdc
PV- to GND = -180 Vdc

Ground fault
PV+ to GND = 300 Vdc
PV- to GND = -60 Vdc

Ground fault
PV+ to GND = 315 Vdc
PV- to GND = -45 Vdc

Ground fault
PV+ to GND = 0 Vdc
PV- to GND = -360 Vdc

Locating faults A digital multi-meter and your clear understanding of the mathematical relationship between voltage measurements can identify where in an array string a fault has occurred and minimize troubleshooting time in the field.
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two strings paralleled at the inverter (394 Voc, 325.2 Vmp,
16.24 Isc, 14.4 Vmp)
Inverter: SMA SB4000US, 4 kW, 600 Vdc maximum
input, 250–480 Vdc MPPT range

See opening diagram on p. 61. The inverter has shut down
with an Earth Current Max error code. While there are no
visible signs of damage to components, the GFDI fuse in the
inverter is blown. The ambient temperature is 77°F, and all of
the modules are in full sun.
First, use a clamp meter to measure any current on the
grounding conductor. The blown GFDI fuse indicates that
current did flow between the grounded current-carrying
conductor and the grounding system. Opening the integrated disconnect switch at the inverter and removing the
cover should reveal a sufficient loop in the EGC to position
the jaws of the clamp meter to take a current reading. With

the GFDI fuse blown, the meter should read zero since there
is no return current path.
Next, set the meter to measure dc voltage. Inside the inverter
integrated dc service disconnect, measure Voc (PV positive to
PV negative), PV positive-to-ground and PV negative-to-ground.
Record all three values. When a ground fault is present, the differential voltage potential to ground often tells a story.
In this case, the readings are:
PV+ to PV- = 360 Vdc
PV+ to GND = 300 Vdc
PV- to GND = -60 Vdc

These readings clearly indicate a ground-fault situation.
The measured voltages are stable and the difference between
the voltage measurements to ground equals the array Voc.

Low Impedance Faults in
Grounded Conductors
By John Berdner

L

ow impedance faults in grounded PV conductors present
an interesting challenge. It is hard to detect this type of
fault, since a very low impedance fault looks remarkably like an
intact fuse or closed breaker between the grounded conductor
and ground. Spirited discussions on the topic ensued during
the development of UL 1741. It is clear that the intent of the
GFDI requirement, per NEC and UL 1741, is to cover all types
of ground faults, including those in the grounded conductor.
Not every inverter manufacturer’s GFDI circuit, however, will
meet this intent. Because neither the NEC nor UL 1741 are
explicit enough on this point, devices not meeting the full intent
continue to be listed. This is not to say that these GFDI circuit
designs are wrong, only that the standards do not explicitly
address the issue.
It is sometimes useful to go back to the original purpose
of the GFDI, which is to eliminate the possibility of ground-fault
currents in unintended conductors. In the event of a ground fault,
current may be present in support structures, conduits, hangers and all kinds of metal components that might be connected
between the fault and ground. Conduits, for example, are supposed to carry the fault current long enough to open the overcurrent device feeding the circuit. This is part of the reason we
use metal conduit. Normally the fault current is very short term.
The big but here is that PV over-current protection devices
are normally sized at 1.56 Isc. Therefore it is possible for
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ground-fault currents to flow continuously for indefinite periods
of time without tripping the over-current protection device.
None of the metal components serving as unintended conductors were ever meant or evaluated to carry current for long
periods of time. They could overheat and thereby create a
fire hazard.
In the event of low impedance fault in the grounded
conductor, it is clearly possible for fault currents to flow in
unintended conductors. Therefore the GFDI should detect
and interrupt the fault current. Nicked cables in the grounded
conductor, for example, are certainly not unheard of, and this
would normally blow the GFDI fuse or trip the GFDI breaker.
This type of fault normally has a high enough impedance to be
detected and trip the GFDI circuit as well.
It is possible, however (although some would argue only
theoretically), to have a low impedance fault that will trip the
GFDI over-current protection device but remain undetected. In
that case there is a possibility, albeit remote, for currents to be
flowing in unintended conductors.
Will the fault be detected? This all depends on the nature
of the ground fault and how the GFDI detection circuitry was
implemented. Detecting this problem requires taking a current
measurement, which is much more expensive than just a voltage measurement. Essentially the inverter needs to measure
the current in the fuse in the time between the fault occurring
and the time the fuse opens. This can happen so fast that
additional circuitry is required to catch this event. {

S

A ground fault may also be located in
the normally ground-referenced circuit
conductor. This can be confusing since
the array will appear to be grounded
even with the GFDI fuse removed. In this
case, the PV negative-to-ground voltage
would be zero, and PV positive would be
360 Vdc. The key here is that these voltages are present with the GFDI device
out of the circuit.
Finally, in some rare cases the
ground fault will actually be in the string combiner, dc
disconnect or even in the inverter itself. This is the case
if the array voltage measurements show a ground fault
when connected to the combiner, disconnect or inverter,
and then both strings float when measured hanging in free
space. Reconnect the PV and then disconnect one thing at
a time, measuring PV positive and PV negative relative to
ground until the fault is located.

The procedure to diagnose and locate ground faults
is relatively straightforward and nearly the same in
every case: Isolate and measure.

IDENTIFYING OTHER GROUND-FAULT CONDITIONS
While unlikely, it is possible to see a ground fault in the
middle of a module. In this case, a measurement from PV
positive-to-ground might result in 315 Vdc and -45 Vdc from
negative-to-ground. This indicates a fault in the middle of
the second module, counting from the PV negative. This
might be a ground fault due to a nick in the back sheet, an
internal fault, a fault in the edge seal or something similar.
It is possible to verify the fault by isolating (unplugging) the
suspect module, then measuring PV positive-to-ground and
PV negative-to-ground for that isolated module. In each case
the approach is the same: Isolate individual array segments
and measure each segment.
Another scenario to watch for is a ground fault in the
PV output circuit. If the PV positive-to-ground measurement is 0 Vdc, for example, then the measured PV negativeto-ground voltage would be -360 Vdc. This would indicate a
ground fault in the PV positive output conductor.

GROUND FAULTS ON LARGE SYSTEMS
Troubleshooting ground faults on large systems requires
close attention to detail, good record keeping and impeccable safety practices. The consequences of troubleshooting a 500 kW PV system are greater than they are with a 5
kW system, since the fault currents are much higher. The
basic steps remain the same: isolate and measure. However,
many more potential steps are required to isolate a ground
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The array is not floating equally on either side of ground, as
expected when no ground fault is present.
The key to interpreting these results is knowing that the
Voc for each module is roughly 33 Vdc at STC. In this case,
real world temperature and irradiance conditions result in a
Voc of 30 Vdc per module. Since the ground fault becomes the
reference point to ground for the PV array, the -60 Vdc reading from PV negative-to-ground indicates that the ground
fault is located between the second and third module, if you
count up from the PV negative side of the string.
To figure out which series string the ground fault is in,
isolate each string by removing the wires from the dc disconnect at the inverter. If the series fuseholders are open,
only the grounded conductors need to be removed from
their combining point. Repeat the PV positive-to-ground
and PV negative-to-ground measurements for each of the
two strings. On one string the voltage measurement will
float around and decay towards zero; on the other there
will be a fixed measurement to ground. The fault is in the
string that has the fixed measurement to ground. Murphy’s
Law being what it is, do not be surprised if the faulted string
is the last one measured.

An ounce of prevention A little extra time for good workmanship during the original installation is the best way to
avoid ground faults. In this case, structural strut is used to
route and protect PV source circuit conductors.
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fault. For example, there will be more combiner boxes to
isolate, and each combiner may contain many paralleled
source circuits.
One tip for working in a combiner box with many series
strings is to use clamping probes, otherwise known as alligator clips, to terminate test leads. If a ground fault appears to
be between a normally grounded current-carrying conductor and ground, for example, clamp the negative busbar with
one test lead and the ground bus with the other. Then start
removing dc current-carrying conductors from the normally
grounded busbar, one conductor at a time, continuously
noting the voltage readout. When the faulted string is lifted,
the measured voltage will change, often dramatically. It is
also common to experience an arc when a ground-faulted
conductor is lifted, which is one of the reasons why you need
eye protection and insulating gloves.
Electrically isolating the affected part of the array is essential to troubleshooting ground faults on large systems. Start
by isolating individual combiner boxes by opening dc disconnects (to isolate ungrounded output circuit conductors) and
disconnecting the grounded PV output conductors at the
inverter. This eliminates paralleled power sources from the
combiners, leaving only the source circuits. If each combiner
box is not isolated, any dc voltage measurement taken in one
combiner will also record voltage from the other paralleled
combiner boxes. You need to isolate each combiner box to see
each combiner individually. This same technique is applied to
isolate individual strings within the combiner box. Open all
fuses on the ungrounded conductors and begin removing the
grounded conductors from the grounded conductor busbar,
one by one. This allows you to electrically isolate each individual string, which enables you to see each string individually and identify a faulted one.
Even if an inverter does not use a resistive network
to “push” the array into a center-grounded position, you
should see a similar voltage when the array is floating. With
no resistors in the circuit, the end result is a distributed
capacitive coupling to ground. Each module is capacitively
coupled to ground individually, which essentially results in a
center-grounded array. The difference here is that the exact
location of the ground reference will depend on the individual leakage currents, which can vary depending on module
construction (unit to unit variation), mounting method and
mounting location.
Another variant to this approach is found in systems with
Advanced Energy (AE) Solaron inverters, which are bipolar
inverters for ungrounded arrays. Just as in an ungrounded
PV system, all the normal equipment grounding requirements apply, protecting personnel from shock hazard and
reducing the risks associated with surges or lightning.
The difference is that both PV positive and PV negative
output conductors in the system are ungrounded, as the
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name suggests. Traditional disconnecting means and overcurrent protection are therefore required in both ungrounded
current-carrying conductors. (See NEC 690.35 for additional
ungrounded PV power system requirements.)
In the case of AE Solaron inverters, two GFDI fuses are
also used, one for each half of the bipolar array. One GFDI
fuse is dedicated to the grounded conductor of the PV negative monopole and the other to the grounded conductor of
the PV positive monopole. The two monopoles share a common ground point at the center of the bipolar array. When
the inverter is operating, it makes a true series or parallel
connection to ac ground; this is the neutral connection. The
situation is directly analogous to a 240 Vac residential splitphase ac system with two 120 Vac legs sharing a common
grounded neutral conductor.
When a ground fault is detected, AE Solaron inverters
disconnect and float both halves of the array. For troubleshooting purposes, there are two monopolar arrays, both
floating. This means that, if a ground fault is not present,
voltage measurements in either array will equal roughly half
of Voc. But as long as the meter is connected line to ground,
the voltage reading will decay. This is because the meter discharges the capacitance between the modules and ground.
CONCLUSION
While ground faults can be frustrating to diagnose and
locate, the procedure is relatively straightforward and
nearly the same in every case: Isolate and measure; isolate
and measure. At each step, you first check for current flow,
then isolate the subsection of the array and measure Voc, PV
positive-to-ground and PV negative-to-ground. By a methodical process of elimination, you can determine the location
of the ground fault and correct it. Before you can declare
victory, however, the system needs to be restored, and all
wiring connections checked for polarity and torque.
Ground faults can create hazardous conditions and are
very time consuming to locate and repair. A little extra time
for good workmanship during the original installation is
well worth the effort. Remember one of the corollaries to
Murphy’s Law: “There is never time to do it right, but always
time to do it over.”
g C O N TAC T
Paul Mync / SunPower / Richmond, CA / paulmync@hotmail.com /
sunpowercorp.com
John Berdner / groSolar / Grass Valley, CA / john.berdner@grosolar.com /
grosolar.com
Resources:
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Sets

s the number of PV installations
has increased, so has the ability of building departments to
deal effectively with permitting

and inspection. Additionally, in response
to increasing competition, businesses have
begun to streamline their operations, not
only during the physical installation but
also in the preinstallation process. As a

By Ryan Mayfield

result, the ability to quickly and clearly

As photovoltaic systems
become larger and
more complex, proper
system documentation
is increasingly vital.

document PV systems on paper is becoming more important throughout the entire
PV project, from the initial concept stage
through construction and commissioning.

The Argument for Plan Sets
In general, PV system plan sets serve two main purposes:
plan review and project implementation. The plan set needs
to provide adequate information for the AHJ permitting and
inspecting your PV system. It also needs to outline the information required to optimally install and commission the PV
system. When you are incorporating a PV system into a new
construction project, the PV plan set needs to merge seamlessly with the overall construction plans.
Plan review. Photovoltaic is no longer a foreign word
within building departments and planning offices. The proliferation of utility-tied PV systems has forced local jurisdictions to streamline permitting and inspection processes in
order to expedite installations. Many jurisdictions implement prescriptive methods for permitting, installing and
inspecting these systems. Some jurisdictions document
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In order to properly plan for and permit a PV system of
any consequential size, you need to develop a good plan set.
While plan sets need not be exhaustive and outline every
detail, in general the more detailed the plan set is, the better
the quality assurance during installation and commissioning. A comprehensive plan set is the first step to providing
your customers with a long-lived PV system, one that meets
or exceeds their aesthetic and performance requirements.

their requirements and provide examples of the final product they require. The regulations range from simple one-page
checklists to multi-page documents describing all aspects
of the permitting and inspection process. One requirement
that appears consistently, regardless of jurisdiction or installation type, is a set of drawings that shows system components, locations and wiring details.
Requirements for plan sets vary across the country. In
general, however, the minimum requirements specify legible

drawings on paper that is no smaller than 11-by-17 inches
in size, with contact information included; drawings must
be to scale or fully dimensioned. While computer generated drawings are not required, the use of computer-aided
design (CAD) programs makes it possible to generate clear
and detailed documentation that greatly simplifies the plan
review stage. You can include common elements, such as
company information, in a template that can be used on
future jobs, further improving your efficiency.

Project implementation. System complexity is another
driving force for generating plan sets. A large number of
details need to be identified for proper PV system installation. As PV systems increase in size, design and engineering
teams often draft the project plans, and a separate construction team implements them. Therefore, clear and accurate
plan sets are essential to keep everyone acting in unison.
Construction crews are accustomed to building projects
from complete plan sets, so providing full size sets should
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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pole 1 throw
3 pole 13throw
fused switch
fused switch

Drawing Programs

C

Fuse

Fuse

Earth ground
Earth ground

Single pole
Single pole

omputer aided design (CAD) programs are a natural circuit breaker
Chassis Chassis
ground ground
circuit breaker
fit for documenting PV systems. Residential projects
generally require a minimal number of drawings, which can
2 pole 2 pole
sometimes be executed by hand. However, drawing plans circuit breaker
circuit breaker
Inverter Inverter
by hand is not the most expedient method, especially when
designing commercial PV installations. Changes to a hand
drawn plan require more time and effort, and the revised Disconnect
Disconnect
drawing may not be as clear as it needs to be. Additionally,switch switch
Current Current
transformer
transformer
CAD generated drawings enhance the installation company’s
professional appearance and their clarity and detail ultimately
help with the permitting process.
3 pole 13throw
pole 1 throw
There are multiple CAD programs available for the PV switch switch
Transformer
Transformer
designer to utilize. (See “Investing in Computer-Aided Drafting
Software,” October/November 2008, SolarPro magazine
for more information.) Two of the most common programs
pole 1 throw
are AutoCAD or AutoCAD LT from Autodesk, but there are 3 pole 13throw
PV module
PV module
fused switch
several similar programs that are compatible with AutoCAD.fused switch
If your company is looking to invest in a CAD program,
research the available options carefully. Before making a final
decision, discuss the options with companies you wish to
Symbol library Developing a stock library of component
Earth ground
Earth ground
collaborate with. This will help to identify the best program for
symbols
will reduce design time on future plan sets and provide
your specific applications. {
visual consistency from project to project for the electricians.
ChassisChassis
ground ground

be your standard operating procedure for any commercial goals for the design team should be to identify potential onsite issues and reduce the number of these modifications.
PV installation.
Inverter
Construction crews appreciate good plan sets and refer to
Large scale projects often involve multiple construction Inverter
them
on-site to make their part of the project go as smoothly
crews. The project size, availability of personnel or state
as
possible.
Tobin Booth, chief executive officer of Blue Oak
licensing requirements may dictate more than one crew.
Energy,
a
design
and engineering firm that specializes in comFor example, there may be a ground or roof crew that preCurrent Current
mercial
PV
installations,
says, “One of the greatest sources of
pares the site for the racking system to be installed; a contransformer
transformer
frustration
for
a
construction
crew is to have to determine
struction crew that installs the racking or support system;
what
needs
to
happen
instead
of
having a clear plan on paper
an electrical crew that installs the modules and balance of
and
in
front
of
them.
The
installation
team should be allowed
system equipment; and, finally, a commissioning crew that
Transformer
Transformer
to
focus
on
its
task:
to
install
the
system
without having to do
verifies proper installation and commissions the system.
design
work
on
the
fly.
”
Plan sets ensure that everyone is aware of the project as a
whole, maintaining a cohesive installation. They also allow
New construction. Many solar installation companies
the different crews to verify the installation procedures and find themselves working with architectural and engineerPV module
PV module
processes that either preceded them or follow their portion
ing
firms for PV systems on new construction. The push
of the job.
for bigger, better, faster seems to have been replaced by
When you include specific detail drawings in the plan greener, solar, faster, as witnessed by the increase in Leadset, the construction crew can more easily decipher the engi- ership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) projneer’s intent. At the same time, if the construction or electri- ects that incorporate PV systems. The firms designing the
cal personnel need to make a field modification or if they green buildings rated by this US Green Building Council
need clarification, having plan sets available makes the com- program work exclusively in CAD programs. In order to
munication process simpler. Inevitably, field crews come participate in these projects, your PV design team needs to
across something that does not go according to plan, and produce drawings that can be incorporated seamlessly into
they need to make modifications. Of course, one of the main the complete plan sets. contin u e d on pa g e 7 8
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NTSsets offer multiple benefits during all phases of the
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project’s life. During the planning and design stage, you
RD D
O
C
can use the plans to identify potential problems and disRE
cuss solutions with all the parties involved. For example,
to accommodate the desired PV system size on a commercial rooftop, multiple roofs at various elevations may
have to be employed. This in turn may have an impact on
the structural engineering, equipment selection or wiring methods.
Well-documented plan sets can also aid in conversations with planning officials, building officials and inspectors when they need to be consulted during the project.
For example, if you include in the plan set the design and
installation of the grounding electrode system (as specified in NEC 690.47 for a PV array on a multi-story building in an urban environment), you can review and discuss potential issues in advance with the AHJ. Including
an elevation drawing in the plan set can be useful; for
123 ANYWHE
RE ROAD
example, you can use this to show the planning departSOLAR PHOT
OVOLTAIC SY
STEM
ment the aesthetics for the inverter and BOS.
ST
RU
CT
UR
Generating a bill of materials directly from docuAL DETAILS
ments created with a CAD program is an additional
benefit. This feature requires some experience with
NOT USE
theD CAD program to properly set up, but it can be a
SCALE: NTS
powerful tool to help your design and construction
team as well as your company purchaser.
Once the project is completed, the plan set used
on-site should be brought back into the office to note
any changes made in the field. This “as-built” plan
set is useful to the system owner for future reference.
Designers can also make note of changes made during conTitle block Developing a standardized template for your
struction to inform future designs and installations.
95618 - www
.blueoakenergy
.com - Phone:
530.747.2026

S-000

Elements of a Plan Set
Once a project is cleared for installation, a full plan set
needs to be drawn up. Depending on the complexity and
scale of the project, the plan set may be as small as a few
sheets, or it may require well over 20 sheets. At a minimum, the plan set should contain a site image showing
the relation of the installation to the surrounding area—
generally a satellite image will suffice—a roof or ground
plan, a one-line electrical drawing with grounding
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company’s plan sets creates consistent formatting and
minimizes drafting time for subsequent plans. Your template
should include a title block that identifies the sheet name and
number, the system engineering and installation companies,
and the site’s location.

details, an electrical site plan and a drawing showing racking and structural details.
Templates. It is difficult to set up the perfect plan set template within a CAD program, but having such a template aids
designers and drafters a great deal. Setting up a template
with the usual required drawings saves time by allowing the
drafter to start with the same skeleton for each project. This
is also helpful when multiple people are involved in drafting the drawings. The template can be revised and improved
over time to fit the needs of the designers.
You can create templates that include the same information but are set up to be printed on various paper sizes. For
example, when you need a full plan set for a large commercial job, it will probably be in everyone’s interest to use Arch
D size paper (24 inches by 36 inches). In other situations,
an 11-by-17-inch size will be more appropriate, because it
is easier to print and handle. Setting up templates based on
various paper sizes simplifies managing and plotting the
drawing sets.
Each individual sheet should have the same title block
clearly identifying the design and installation company, the
project location and the sheet name and number. Other standard title block features include an area for the professional
engineer (PE) to wet stamp and sign the drawing, and areas to
note revisions, the drawing’s scale and the individuals responsible for drawing and approving the sheets.
Roof or ground plan. A detailed roof or ground plan with
equipment layout should be one of the first drawings generated. The purpose of this drawing is to show the array’s
final location to scale as it relates to the building’s roof and
existing rooftop units or to the general site. You may need to

Residential PV System
Plan Sets

B

ill Brooks of Brooks Engineering and the Solar America
Board for Codes and Standards (Solar ABCs) have
made a concerted effort to expedite and standardize the
permitting process for PV installations. As part of this effort,
an interactive one-line electrical drawing is available for residential projects (see Resources). This drawing can be filled
out electronically and printed for submission to the permitting office. {

schedule an additional site visit if all the pertinent information was not gathered during the initial site survey.
The roof plan is one of the most important elements of
the entire design, according to Joe Song, director of design
and engineering for SunEdison. Song explains: “The roof
plan needs to be fully dimensioned, removing any uncertainty for the construction crew. Improperly sited arrays
can have a major impact on the array’s energy output.” This
drawing should include any required setbacks to avoid module shading and mechanical equipment and required clearances per OSHA standards. All pertinent dimensions, such
as inter-row distance, building dimensions and the distance
from the array to the edge of the building, should be clearly
labeled from easily accessed reference points. The location of
all roof- or ground-mounted equipment associated with the

Co u r t e s y s u n e d i s on . co m

Roof plan For large commercial, low-slope roof
installations, a fully dimensioned roof plan is one
of the most important system drawings. A well
designed and documented roof plan minimizes
construction crew uncertainty and ensures required
setbacks that minimize module shading and allow
adequate working clearances for roof-mounted
HVAC and other mechanical equipment.

solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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shows the physical locations for the required electrical equipment. It is useful to have all the electrical equipment called
out and identified on one sheet.
Structural plan. The structural and racking drawings are
among the most scrutinized elements of a plan set. Many
jurisdictions require a PE to examine the structural drawings to verify that the building can handle the additional
loading of a PV array and to analyze the racking system
used. In addition to roof framing and racking information,
details showing the roof attachment methods, inverter pad
details and building elevations should be included. It is difSOURCE CIRCUIT:
TO OTHER SOURCE CIRCUITS TYPICAL
(12) SHARP NE170-U1
AS SHOWN TO THE LEFT. 11 SOURCE
ficult to have too much information for this set of drawings.
MODULES IN SERIES,
CIRCUITS MAX PER OUTPUT CIRCUIT
TYPICAL OF (138) SOURCE CIRCUITS TOTAL
(COMBINER BOX).
It is important to provide as many details as possible for the
TO OTHER OUTPUT CIRCUITS (COMBINER BOX)
TYPICAL AS SHOWN TO THE LEFT. MAXIMUM (3)
construction crew so the structural component is not comPER DISCONNECT.
promised in any way. Generally, multiple sheets to convey
Electrical plan The PV electrical system should be
the required information are necessary.
documented in a one-line drawing at a minimum. Three-line
Detail drawings. All drawings benefit from additional
drawings offer greater detail and clarify connection points
detail drawings of various components. For example, a
for conductors within the combiners, disconnects and
one-line electrical drawing may not contin u e d on pa g e 8 2
SYSTEM STATISTICS:
(1656) SHARP NE170-U1 SOLAR MODULES.
(1) XANTREX GT250-480 INVERTER
TOTAL DC GENERATION = 281,520 WATTS

inverters.
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Structural plan Structural drawings
are typically the most scrutinized elements of the plan set. Including as much detail as possible streamlines permitROOFof
SURFACE
ting and ensures that structural elements
the installation are not comproINSIDE OF PARAPET
mised during construction. Structural drawings can include details of existing
roof framing members, array racking and roof attachment methods, footing
dimensions and reinforcing bar configuration, inverter pad specifics and more.
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PV system should be included either drawn
to scale or identified with dimensions.
It is important to start with the roof or
ground plan. During its rendering, it may
become apparent that a string of modules
has to be removed or can be added. Once
the roof or ground plan has been determined, you can finalize the electrical specifications for the array.
Electrical plan. The PV electrical system
should be shown on a one-line diagram,
at a minimum. This diagram specifies the
electrical equipment required to complete
the installation and calls out the required
conductors between all components. The
one-line does not necessarily represent
equipment locations and is generally not
set to scale. Its purpose is to provide easy
reference to the electrical system and the
interconnection of all components. Some
companies prefer to include a three-line
drawing instead of or in addition to a oneline drawing. A three-line is slightly more
complex and includes more detail. One
advantage is that it clarifies the connection points for the conductors within the
combiners, disconnects and inverters.
Similar to a roof plan that shows the specifics for the array(s), an electrical site plan

TO INVERTER
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Including the grounding electrode system information makes the grounding method apparent
from the beginning and should be relatively easy
to accomplish once all parties have seen it and
had a chance to approve it.
The complexity of the PV system to be
installed dictates the extent of the detail drawings and design notes needed. Some jurisdictions or rebate programs require design calculations. For these situations, a number of design
considerations can be incorporated into the
drawing set for easy reference. For example, if
the array string sizing and voltage drop calculations are performed on a spreadsheet, this information could easily be copied into the electrical
sheet set.
Adding detail drawings for new components
used and accepted in the field is beneficial for
both the installation crew and the AHJ. For
example, if the Washer, Electrical Equipment
Bond (WEEB) is called for, showing the locations
of the WEEB clips in relation to the modules and
racks can help forestall questions in the field
during installation and inspection. Detailing
the ac point of connection is also helpful, especially if the method employed is one that the AHJ
could question.
It is common to reuse drawings within a complete set to clarify or show additional detail. For
example, elevation drawings can be used to show
the exact locations of equipment. The section of
the building that requires detail only needs to be
reused, not the entire elevation. This gives the
installation crew easy reference points. Since an
electrical site plan can be difficult to use in the
field, details of the equipment room, conduit and
other pertinent information can help the installation crew.
Detail drawings To help convey the design team’s intentions and
Since each PV installation is unique, there
clarify specific installation requirements, detail drawings are typically
may be details that are similar but not identiincluded in project plan sets. For example, clearly depicting line-side
cal from one job to the next. Detailing as many
connections or module grounding hardware assembly details minimizes
aspects of a specific installation as possible
potential installation errors in the field.
helps keep the project moving forward smoothly.
If the plan set becomes more than a few pages in
length, it is useful to include a title page to referclearly show the string configuration or combiner box wir- ence key contacts, a sheet list and any notes that involve all
ing. A detailed drawing on a separate sheet helps clarify the aspects of the project.
designer’s intention and the installation requirements. The
grounding electrode system is one detail that should always Outsourcing Design and Engineering
be included. Grounding requirements depend on which PV companies are engaging in an increasing number of
Code cycle you are operating under, where the equipment installations, and projects are becoming more complex. In
is located and what the inverter manufacturer specifies. addition, many jurisdictions now require contin u e d on pa g e 8 4
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Elevations Additional plan set elements may include elevation drawings, which show all the components’ locations and
positions. This minimizes in-the-field installation decisions, reduces the possibility for errors and speeds installation.

PE stamps on all commercial projects. It may be desirable to
look outside your company for design and engineering services to help meet these challenges.
In general, multiple disciplines are involved in the design
process. Typical PEs used include electrical and structural,
with geotechnical engineers being engaged for groundmounted arrays. Many PV installers do not have the personnel to provide these services in house, making it common for
these companies to look to consulting engineers. Depending on the complexity and size of the system, consultants
may charge an hourly fee to review and stamp the required
drawings produced by the PV company. Another option is
to engage the consultants early in the project and work with
them to design, plot and stamp the entire project for an
agreed-upon fee.
Several times a year, High Sun Engineering offers a
3-day course for engineers and designers. The course is
advertised as an intensive training for design professionals on the specific skills needed to produce high quality
feasibility reports, drawings and specifications for gridtied PV systems of all sizes. Christina Manansala, principal
engineer, explains, “High Sun Engineering’s goal is to bring
the quality of PV engineering and design up to and over
the standards set by other engineering consultants in the
building industry, in order to maximize the implementation of solar power.”
Getting building elevations into an electronic format is
another service that you may need to outsource. For newer
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buildings, electronic copies of the original building elevations are generally available. The desired format is in the original drawing program, but PDF versions can be transferred
with relative ease. If there are no existing drawings, you may
need to hire a drafter or use a design firm to generate the
elevations. Most jurisdictions require elevation drawings
that show the major features of the building along with the
heights. These drawings can then be used in multiple views
during the design process and can aid the construction crew
during installation.
g C O N TAC T
Ryan Mayfield / Renewable Energy Associates / Corvallis, OR /
ryan@renewableassociates.com / renewableassociates.com
Resources
Autodesk / 800.964.6432 / usa.autodesk.com
Blue Oak Energy / 530.747.2026 / blueoakenergy.com
Brooks Engineering / 707.332.0761 / brooksolar.com
High Sun Engineering / 415.492.8835 / sunengineer.com
Solar America Boards for Codes and Standards / solarabcs.org
ToolBase Services / toolbase.org
U.S. Green Building Council (LEED) / usgbc.org

NOT US

Introducing the S-5-PV
Kit, a revolutionary new
solution to attach solar
PV panels to standing
seam metal roofs!
Crystalline PV modules mounted with the S-5-PV Kit
to a standing seam metal roof produces a reliable
long term alternative power source. The patented
design of the attachment clamp and attendant roundpoint setscrews enables an entire installation without
a single penetration of the roof’s surface! Installation
is quick and easy.
To learn more about the S-5-PV Kit, visit us at

www.S-5.com
or call us at

888-825-3432
Introducing...

PVSelect.com
Your One-Stop Design Tool for
Pairing and Comparing Modules and
Inverters... Fast, Simple & FREE!
j Streamlined module and inverter selection on one Web site

R

Your Solution in Mounting Products
Solar

.

H2O

.

Conduit

.

HVAC

.

Custom

NEW TILE
MOUNTS

j Over sixty inverters from nine manufacturers
j Over two hundred PV modules from twenty manufacturers

Visit pvselect.com today, a free solar design resource provided by

www.quickmountpv.com
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An Experienced Perspective

Raju Yenamandra, SolarWorld USA
A US Perspective on Photovoltaic Manufacturing
aju Yenamandra is head of sales
for SolarWorld California and
oversees all sales activities in the
Americas, including utility-scale projects. He has been working in the US
photovoltaic market for over 30 years,
originally serving as project manager
and lead engineer for several large scale
utility-interactive systems dating back
to the 1980s. His career working in
PV manufacturing spans the technology and market advances that have
occurred from his days at Arco Solar to
his current work with SolarWorld USA.
—Solar Pro Publisher and Editor Joe
Schwartz met with Raju at SolarWorld’s
module assembly facility in Camarillo,
California, after touring the company’s
Hillsboro, Oregon, cell manufacturing
plant earlier in the week.
JS: We’ve talked in the past about some
of the large scale PV projects you implemented in the 1980s. What is your professional background and what perspective
did you gain from working on those early
systems?

RY: I completed my master’s in engineering at the Florida Institute of Technology in the ’70s and was probably
one of the first few people to graduate
with a solar specialization. Initially, I
was working in the solar thermal area
before switching to photovoltaics in
1978. I came to work for Arco Solar
in 1980. I was doing engineering for
remote water pumping, stand-alone
residential and telecom systems.
In 1981, I worked on the design of
a 4 kW grid-connected system that
was being tested as a demonstration
project in Arizona. The same year I
worked as project manager for the
Southwest Reservation Project in New
86
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Raju Yenamandra, head of sales for SolarWorld California With over 30 years
of photovoltaic engineering and sales experience, Raju has a perspective on the
PV industry that is both global and firmly rooted in US-based manufacturing and
market development.

Mexico. We designed and installed two
systems—one using standard modules
and a second with building-integrated
photovoltaics. About 5 years after that I
worked on the design and construction
of several large scale projects, including
a 1 MW system, the Lugo Substation,
that we developed in Southern California in 1982. I served as a field engineer,
project engineer, project manager—all
of those functions. The key in those days
was that solar modules were considered
12 V battery chargers. It was a conceptual step to use them in large 600 Vdc
arrays that were interconnected to the
utility grid at 13.8 kV. It took less than 9
months from the start of the project to
being on line. The last project I managed
was the City of Boston Project, a 300 kW
system commissioned in 1986.

My early experiences proved two
things. First, these projects can be
built very, very, fast. Second, it was
possible to build megawatt-scale
projects using the same product that
was used for 12 V battery charging.
The projects also generated questions.
What’s the value of these systems in
the marketplace? What’s the value to
people in general? These are ongoing
discussions, even today.
JS: Over your years in the industry, the
idea of grid parity has gone from theoretical to something that is inevitable.
When do you think grid parity will be
achieved? What are the optimal incentive
approaches to get us there?

RY: I think we are going to get there
sooner rather than later. It really

depends on which state you’re talking
about and which class of customers
you’re talking about. In states where the
cost of electricity is still $0.06 a kilowatthour or states where the solar resource
is a lot lower than say California or
the Sunbelt states, you will see parity
come much later. Here in California
our rates are high, especially for residential customers. We have a very good
(solar) resource, and we are beginning
to see cost reduction taking place at the
system level rather than just the module
level. So you will see states like California and Hawaii reach parity sooner—in
the next 5 to 6 years—with more and
more states joining in over time. It’s not
going to be that one day we will wake up
and say we have grid parity.
Part of the parity equation is “What
is the role of renewables in overall
energy generation, and what is the role
of solar within renewables?” If you look
at it from that point of view, solar is one
of the few technologies that can truly
be deployed in urban areas, as well as
outside of them, at the utility scale.
What’s really important for solar in this
particular context is that we need penetration levels that are high enough to
significantly alter the energy landscape
of the country. To do that you need
a mechanism—incentives—that will
accelerate deployment in all market
segments. An attractive feed-in tariff
will kick-start the widespread deployment of photovoltaics. That’s exactly
what Germany did, and it has proven
to be a very viable mechanism.
A feed-in tariff is a simpler and
more appropriate mechanism than
capacity based incentives. As a nation,
we are used to instant gratification. If
you want to buy a car, you don’t need to
wait for three months before your application is approved. Things need to work
the same way with photovoltaics. A
feed-in tariff will streamline the process
and eliminate most of the bureaucracy
and the cost associated with it. It creates an attractive proposition in which
investors, including homeowners, can

go to the bank and get loans and expect
a good return on investment. That creates excitement in the market, and you
start to build momentum in economies
of scale.
We have to look at the incentive
picture like this: We start off with a
feed-in tariff rate that is high enough
to build momentum and accelerate
deployment. With each year, as new
systems are installed, the incentive rate
declines. Over a period of time, that
rate goes back to what the utility rate is
and at that particular point net metering becomes the new mode of operation in an incentive-free market. In the
short run, while the value of photovoltaic energy is lower than its cost, the
feed-in tariff will bridge the gap.
JS: SolarWorld achieved its forecasted
group sales growth of 30% in 2008.
Obviously, 2009 presents a very different
market environment. PV inventories are
building and prices are falling. What are
your projections for the US PV market
this year?

RY: First I want to address this at a
global level. It is very true that there
is an oversupply of modules, for two
reasons. There is a buildup of capacity that was coming on line with the
assumption that the growth rates of the
past years would continue. In fact we
have seen the reverse with the credit
crunch taking its toll on large projects
and residential system sales. Another
significant event is that the Spanish
market was red hot last year, but it has
practically disappeared this year. The
rapid pace of changes in the marketplace—from a supply constraint to an
oversupply situation—happened in a
matter of weeks, if not a few months.
Consequently, because the slowdown
occurred over a short period of time, we
have an oversupply.
The first half of this year was
definitely a challenge. The credit and
financial crises have created a mindset
of fear among manufacturers all over the
world, to the point where they started

dropping prices to meet their cash flow
requirements. This is really the first time
that we’ve seen such an immediate disconnect between cost and price. Pricing
now is free-floating. The current situation has a huge impact on manufacturers that have excess capacity over what
they really need based on their growth
rates. It also affects companies that do
not have a sustainable value proposition
in their product manufacturing—they
either don’t have a technological advantage, or they lack a value chain advantage. In my opinion, this is the start of a
consolidation in the industry.
SolarWorld’s objective, regardless of
the economic situation, is to continue
with expansion and increase production
because we are very bullish in the US
market. In the long run, this will be the
largest market in the world. And given
those projections, it is clear that we not
be driven by short-term ups and downs.
JS: I’m curious, what did the PV manufacturers learn from the silicon shortage?
Do we see the material being used more
efficiently as a result?

RY: Absolutely. If you look at the history of crystalline silicon, prior to the
silicon shortage, R&D had virtually
stopped. Everybody was looking toward
thin film. This has been going on for
a long time. For the past 20 years the
thin film promise was out there; the
potential was out there; but the reality
was that you still had more than 95%
silicon based modules being sold in the
marketplace.
The shortage of silicon and the
resulting high prices stimulated R&D in
crystalline technologies. Silicon prices
heading for unknown territory forced
the industry, SolarWorld included, to be
more efficient in how we utilize silicon.
The gains we have achieved in the past
few years have been phenomenal. The
impetus for this development activity
was the shortage and pricing of silicon,
but the gains that we achieved, regardless of the future price of silicon, are
gains that we keep. Now we’re seeing
solarprofessional.com | S o l a r P r o
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an oversupply of silicon on the marketplace that’s causing its price to drop.
The end result is a huge cost reduction
potential for silicon products.
Today the industry has better utilization of silicon, increased cell performance without increased cost, and
economies of scale. You put all of these
things together, and you have a good
cost reduction strategy. Part of this strategy is going to a larger size cell. If manufacturing processes are able to handle
larger cells with the same yields, you
can have even greater cost reduction.
At SolarWorld, we’re currently moving from 5-inch-square cells to 6-inchsquare cells. Obviously, when you go to
6-inch-square cells, if you use 72 cells in
a module it significantly increases the
physical dimensions as well as weight,
so we have designed a 60-cell module as
our standard product with market availability on target for July.
JS: What’s your perspective on how
crystalline versus thin film market share
will evolve?

RY: SolarWorld sees thin film as a significant and formidable competitor. We
are ready for that. There is only one company that has commercialized and successfully deployed thin film product on a
significant scale out of the hundreds that
have been researching the materials.
That leads me to believe that crystalline
technology, with its proven track record,
higher efficiency, and all of the gains we
have made in the better utilization of
silicon, will continue to hold the major
market share in the future. With the cost
of silicon dropping, we are realizing a
higher efficiency product at a lower cost.
The most important thing to remember
is that for the end consumer, it is dollars
per annual kilowatt-hour generated that
is of consequence. It is not the technology or the dollars per watt on the market
level that is of significance. It is what you
deliver as a solution.
I think there’s also going to be some
pushback as you see more cadmium
telluride thin film. Perceived or real,
88
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when people hear there’s something
toxic in a material, there’s less likelihood
of their wanting to buy that product
when an alternative exists. When CdTe
is deployed in utility scale “behind the
fence” projects, it is less of an issue; but
when you have deployment in urban
areas, that’s going to be an issue that
people need to contend with.
JS: Why did SolarWorld opt to develop
in Hillsboro, Oregon, rather than going
overseas with the operation? What was
the primary driver behind that decision?

RY: We were the first company to
recognize that it makes perfect sense
to manufacture in the US. The decision was based in part on where the
markets are currently and in part
on where we expect them to be in
the future. If the largest market will
be the United States, we want to

be as close to that market as possible. We also took a hard look at
the cost structure of manufacturing
here versus overseas. About 90% of a
solar module’s product cost is in the
processing and material costs. It’s a
very material-intensive process as
well as a material-intensive product.
PV is unlike other products in which
the labor content is very high, and you
need to go to a low-cost labor area to
be competitive. The labor component
is small enough that whatever gains
you get from manufacturing in a low
labor cost area are offset by the complexity of doing business away from
where your markets are. You also need
to consider the cost of having the
product on a ship for 4 to 6 weeks. The
incremental cost of doing business
here is relatively small for us to continue to want to manufacture in the

United States, and it makes perfect
sense for us to do that.
We recently did a review of where
we buy our materials and we found
that 98% of our module materials and
manufacturing processes—direct and
indirect materials and processes—
originate in the US. (The exception is
the custom junction box/diode assembly that is manufactured in Germany.)
The reason that is important is that
there is no need to ship product from
one location to another location if you
have local resources available to do the
same job. There is absolutely no reason,
especially in a country like the US, why
we need to import photovoltaics. We
can make virtually everything here.
JS: What’s your perspective on module
recycling and end product embodied
energy considerations?

RY: Even though recycling is not a

requirement for crystalline modules,
as opposed to some thin film products,
recycling should be an integral part
of our industry. Take the aluminum
frames. Recycle them. Take the glass.
Recycle it. Extract the solar cells.
Remanufacture them with conversion
efficiencies that are higher than when
they were originally manufactured.
At this point in time, the magnitude
is relatively small, but 20 or 30 years
from now we are going to see megawatts and megawatts coming back
for recycling. I think it will become
standard business practice.
Not only is it the right thing to do,
but I think it’s also going to be the
profitable thing to do. We’ve got to
think beyond the point where we just
have grid parity—we need to beat grid
parity by establishing sustainability
principles. If that becomes an integral
part of our manufacturing process and

our thought process, then it becomes
an extension of our business practices.
It is very important for us to think
beyond the immediate issues of cost,
price and sales volumes. I’m proud to
say that SolarWorld is a company that
is very strong in that area, and we take
it seriously. Not just for show and tell,
but in reality.
(Laughter… Raju spins his SolarWorld coffee cup. It reads “No Green
Washing.”)
Frankly, much of my inspiration
stems from the people I worked with
in the ’80s, when we were selling to
off-grid consumers. They truly were
the conservationists of their day, and
they gave me a completely new way
of thinking—to be in sync with the
world around you and reduce your
consumption without impacting your
quality of life. In fact, you might even
see better quality of life.

Build your business by joining forces with SMA.

Members can receive...

With unprecedented growth projected in the renewable energy
industry, competition is getting ﬁerce. Are you ready?

» Customized Marketing Materials
» Free Annual Training
» Online Solar Professional Listing
» SMA Sales Leads
» Priority Technical Service

Join the Sunny PRO Club and give your business the edge it
needs by teaming with the marketing power of SMA.
Your expertise, our resources: the perfect partnership. Join today.

Visit www.SunnyPROClub.com to apply.

For more information
call 888.476.2872
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Training
Industry-specific training and educational opportunities are essential to the success of your business.
Whether you are training new employees or in need
of NABCEP continuing education credits, SolarPro
is proud to offer this training schedule as a resource
to you and your business. Manufacturers, community colleges, renewable energy associations and
other dedicated training centers are invited to
become subscribers and register events online at
solarprofessional.com/training.

September

October

Advanced PV Systems
Solar Living Institute
Sep 7 – Sep 11
Ukiah, CA
$895
N
solarliving.org

PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Oct 1 – Oct 5
Ukiah, CA
$850
ISPQ
solarliving.org

NABCEP PV Entry Level
Certificate
Mira Costa College
Sep 13 – Sep 17
Oceanside, CA
$1,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N-CE
ameriskillstech.com
PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Sep 13 – Sep 17
Ukiah, CA
$850
ISPQ
solarliving.org
Off-Grid Only
DC Power Systems
Sep 30 – Oct 1
Santa Rosa, CA
$350 		
dcpower-systems.com

Have a professional training
you would like to post?
Visit:
solarprofessional.com/
training
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Training accreditation key
ISPQ

Institute of Sustainable Power Quality program or provider

N-EL

NABCEP PV Entry Level Certificate of Knowledge approved
provider

N-TP:PV

NABCEP Board recognized training provider for PV installer
exam qualification

N-TP:ST

NABCEP Board recognized training provider for solar
thermal installer exam qualification

N-CE

NABCEP continuing education credit provider

N

Instructor holds NABCEP installer certification

NABCEP PV Entry Level
Certificate
Mira Costa College
Oct 4 – Oct 8
Oceanside, CA
$1,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N-CE
ameriskillstech.com
PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Oct 5 – Oct 9
South San Francisco, CA
$850
ISPQ
solarliving.org
Solar Thermal Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Oct 10 – Oct 11
Hopland, CA
$300 		
solarliving.org
PV Design & Installation
Solar Energy International
Oct 11 – Oct 16
Guemes Island, WA
$995
ISPQ/N-EL
solarenergy.org
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Continuing Education for the Pro

Basic PV & Site Assessment
for Installers
AltE University
Oct 11 – Oct 12
Hudson, MA
$350 		
workshops.altenergystore.com
Off-Grid Systems for
Professionals
Solar Living Institute
Oct 13 – Oct 14
Ukiah, CA
$295
N
solarliving.org
Intermediate PV Design &
Installation
AltE University
Oct 13 – Oct 15
Hudson, MA
$500 		
workshops.altenergystore.com
Advanced PV
Solar Energy International
Oct 18 – Oct 23
Guemes Island, WA
$995
ISPQ/N-EL
solarenergy.org
Solar 101 Hands-On
DC Power Systems
Oct 19 – Oct 20
Chicago, IL
$350 		
dcpower-systems.com
Advanced Case Studies
DC Power Systems
Oct 21
Chicago, IL
$175 		
dcpower-systems.com

NABCEP PV Entry Level
Certificate
Mira Costa College
Oct 25 – Oct 29
Oceanside, CA
$1,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N-CE
ameriskillstech.com
Fundamentals of PV Sales
Solar Living Institute
Oct 27		
South San Francisco, CA
$150 		
solarliving.org

November
Advanced PV Systems
Solar Living Institute
Nov 1 – Nov 5
Ukiah, CA
$895
N
solarliving.org
PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Nov 3 – Nov 7
Murrieta, CA
$850
ISPQ
solarliving.org
PV Design & Installation
Intensive
Solar Living Institute
Nov 3 – Nov 7
South San Francisco, CA
$850
ISPQ
solarliving.org

NABCEP PV Entry Level
Certificate
Mira Costa College
Nov 8 – Nov 11
Oceanside, CA
$1,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N-CE
ameriskillstech.com
Solar 101 Hands-On
DC Power Systems
Nov 10 – Nov 11
Miami, FL
$350 		
dcpower-systems.com
Advanced Case Studies
DC Power Systems
Nov 12		
Miami, FL
$175 		
dcpower-systems.com

Advanced Case Studies
DC Power Systems
Nov 24
San Jose, CA
$175 		
dcpower-systems.com

Solar 101 Hands-On
DC Power Systems
Dec 8 – Dec 9
Phoenix, AZ
$350 		
dcpower-systems.com

NABCEP PV Entry Level
Certificate
Mira Costa College
Nov 29 – Dec 3
Oceanside, CA
$1,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N-CE
ameriskillstech.com

Fundamentals of PV Sales
Solar Living Institute
Dec 10		
South San Francisco, CA
$150 		
solarliving.org

December
PV System Design for
Engineers & Designers
High Sun Engineering
Dec 6 – Dec 8
San Francisco, CA
$985
N-CE
sunengineer.com

Advanced Case Studies
DC Power Systems
Dec 10		
Phoenix, AZ
$175 		
dcpower-systems.com

Get THE Distinguished Mark for
Renewable Energy Professionals
Since 2003, the North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners
(NABCEP) has been awarding professional credentials to renewable
energy installers. NABCEP’s
rigorous competency standards
for certification send a clear
message to consumers, installers, investors, and public officials that the industry stresses high quality,
safe and ethical business practices, and strong workmanship standards.

NABCEP PV Entry Level
Certificate
Mira Costa College
Dec 13 – Dec 17
Oceanside, CA
$1,195
N-EL/N-TP:PV/N-CE
ameriskillstech.com

Anytime
PV Installer
Step Up Education
ONLINE
$1,295
solarclassesonline.com
Solar PV Installer/Designer
Sales & Estimator I, II, III
Green Career Institute
CLASSES WEEKLY
Oakland and Ontario, CA
$295
N
greencollarschool.com

Find out how to become a
CERTIFIED INSTALLER –
visit our brand new website:

www.nabcep.org
NABCEP Solar PV or
Solar Thermal Certification

800-654-0021
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System Profiles

COMMERCIAL SOLAR THERMAL POOL SYSTEM:

College of Marin, Physical Education Center
Overview
DESIGN SERVICES: SunWater Solar,

sunwatersolar.com; Tipping Mar &
Associates, structural engineering,
tippingmar.com; Rumsey Engineers,
mechanical engineering,
rumseyengineers.com
LEAD INSTALLER: Adrian Dyer,
foreman, SunWater Solar
DATE COMMISSIONED: July 2009
INSTALLATION TIMEFRAME: 60 days
LOCATION: Kentfield, CA, 37ºN
sh a wn sc h re in e r.c om

SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.17 kWh/m2/day,
system yield is approximately 3.1
kWh/m2/day at 60% system efficiency
ANNUAL HEATING DEGREE DAYS:

2,567, base 65ºF
RECORD LOW TEMPERATURE: 20ºF
COLLECTOR AREA: 3,560 sq. ft.
AVERAGE ANNUAL PRODUCTION:

375 MWh

Equipment Specifications
COLLECTORS: 89 Heliodyne Gobi

410, 40 sq. ft. each
ARRAY: 19 subarrays total: 15

five-collector, 2 four-collector,
2 three-collector
STORAGE: 150,000-gallon dive pool
and 145,000-gallon lap pool

92

K

entfield, California, is located in
a beautiful valley that butts up
against Mt. Tamalpais near the Pacific
Coast, in Marin County. Wind gusts off
the Pacific frequently top 50 mph at the
site. Add to this the location of the pool
heating system on a public building that
is near the San Andreas seismic fault,
and you have a project with perhaps the
most stringent design criteria in the US.
The most difficult aspect of the project was engineering a racking system that
would conform to the required design
criteria, span 12 feet and add less than 5%
of the roof ’s original weight. In California,
exceeding this 5% limit typically requires a
seismic retrofit for the entire building. To
meet the criteria, 0.125-inch square-tube
steel—the thinnest that can be hot-dip
galvanized—was specified for the racking
substructure, and the collectors were
located away from the edge of the roof to
minimize wind loading. The final design
was only a few hundred pounds under the
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maximum allowable weight. To verify
this, the structural engineer had to
calculate the weight of every bolt in the
racking system.
Beyond the structural design, the
system also needed to be aesthetically
pleasing and maintain a 34° collector
tilt. Heliodyne’s rack-mount system
proved to be a relatively low profile and
light mounting solution.
The overall project consists of
two separate systems: a 65-collector
array for heating a large lap pool and a
24-collector array for a dive pool. The
collectors were placed on a narrow 300foot long building with a curved center
ridge. The array needed to be segmented
into 19 separate subarrays. As a result,
a detailed piping design was required
for system optimization. One objective of this design was to create even
flow through the arrays with limited
use of balancing valves, which can be
problematic and should be used only as

C ou r te sy su n wa te r so l a r. c o m ( 4 )

a last resort. Another objective was to
account for the large amount of expansion and contraction that occurs in long
pipe runs that may be subjected to temperature swings of +/- 250°F. The longest
direct pipe run is a 3-inch copper return
line for the lap pool system that runs
the entire length of the building. To
accommodate this movement, several
large expansion joints were installed
throughout the piping system.
The college’s controls contractor
designed the custom-built system controls that integrate the thermal systems

Equipment Specifications

with the primary building management system. The solar heating
systems can be monitored and controlled
along with the building’s other mechanical
and electrical components. This allows
for communication
between the thermal
system and the pool
controls. For instance,
set priorities can disable the pool heaters
when the solar system
is active at certain
times. Solar priority is
a common feature with residential pool
controls, but it is not included in most
commercial approaches.

co n ti n u e d

HEAT EXCHANGERS: Three Young
Cupronickel shell and tube, model
F-604-AY-1P-CNT-B
PUMPS: 1.5 hp and 3 hp Bell and

Gossett, 1510 Series
CONTROLS: Custom, integrated
with building management system
FREEZE CONTROL: Closed-loop

glycol
COLLECTOR INSTALLATION:

Flat roof, modified bituminous
membrane, Heliodyne rack-mount
on custom fabricated steel substructure, 180º azimuth, 34º tilt
SYSTEM MONITORING: Two BTU

“One significant advantage to having the
thermal system fully integrated with the facility’s ‘main brain’ is that system malfunctions
can be detected immediately. For example, if
one of the solar pumps goes down, an alert
can be sent to the maintenance staff via cell
phone or email. The problem can be dealt
with quickly, minimizing energy loss and
potential further damage to the system.”

monitors integrated with building management system and
Heliodyne Web based monitoring
system

—Justin Weil, president,
SunWater Solar
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RESIDENTIAL GRID-DIRECT PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM:

SMUD Home of the Future
Overview
Designer: Bill Reaugh, technical

services manager, OCR Solar &
Roofing, ocrsolarandroofing.com

C ou r te sy OC R S ola r & Ro o f i n g ( 2 )

PROJECT MANAGER: Fred Dever,
solar general superintendent, OCR
Solar & Roofing
Date commissioned:

September 2008
Installation timeframe: 120 days

(over the course of new construction)
Location: Folsom, CA, 38.7°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.32 kWh/m2/day
Record low/AVERAGE HIGH
temperature: 17°F / 95°F
ARRAY CAPACITY: 4.73 kW STC
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION: 6.4 MWh

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 27 BP Solar BP 175I,

175 W STC, +5%/-5%, 4.9 Imp,
35.8 Vmp, 5.5 Isc, 43.6 Voc
INVERTER: Xantrex XW 6048, 6 kW
CHARGE CONTROLLERS: Two

XW SCC, 150 Vdc maximum input,
60 A MPPT charger

he Sacramento Municipal UtiliT
ties District (SMUD) Home of the
Future, built by RJ Walter Homes in

Folsom, California, is the first LEED
Platinum house built in the Sacramento region and is only the second
LEED Platinum home built in Northern
California. The award winning design
was created by a consortium of partners
including SMUD, the US Department
of Energy’s Building America program,

BATTERIES: 12 Dekka 8G31, 12 Vdc,
98 Ah, wired for 294 Ah at 48 Vdc
ARRAY: Three modules per string (525
W, 4.9 Imp, 107.4 Vmp, 5.5 Isc, 130.8
Voc), four and five circuits per charge
controller (2,100/2,625 W, 19.6/24.5 Imp,
107.4 Vmp, 22.0/27.5 Isc, 130.8 Voc)
ARRAY COMBINER: Two Midnight
Solar MNPV6 with 10 A, 150 Vdc
breakers
SYSTEM MONITORING: SMUD

bidirectional kWh meter on inverter
output circuit and NREL sponsored
monitoring system with weather
station
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Roof mount
on composition shingles, low profile
BP Solar Integra racking, 160°
azimuth, 23° tilt

Building Science Corporation and the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory.
The SMUD Home of the Future combines beauty, affordability and comfort
while leading the way to an environmentally sustainable future. Special care
was taken in selecting the materials and
components of the house to make the
lowest possible environmental impact
while providing the highest energy performance and best indoor air quality. The
goal of SMUD’s program is to design
and build true zero energy homes—
homes that produce as much energy as
they use.
OCR Solar & Roofing provided the
design, installation and commissioning
of the PV system with battery backup
and worked with SMUD, BP Solar
and NREL on the installation of the
advanced PV system monitoring package. In addition to the PV system, the
house also has a solar assisted domestic hot water and heating system.
“Compared to homes built to California’s
already stringent Title 24 energy standards,
the SMUD Home of the Future not only
reduces annual energy use and utility bills by
80%, including net zero electric use, but it
also cuts peak demand by 80%.”

—Bill Reaugh, OCR Solar & Roofing
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Projects
COMMERCIAL GRID-DIRECT PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM:

SunSmart Solar Farm
Overview
DESIGNER: Ken Gardner, PE, Gardner

Engineering Alternative Energy
Services, gardnerengineering.net
PROJECT MANAGER: Phillip

C ou r te sy ga rdn e re n gin e e r in g.n e t ( 2 )

Solomon, St. George City Energy
Services director
DATE COMMISSIONED:

December 2008
LOCATION: St. George, UT, 37.1°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.95 kWh/m2/day
RECORD LOW/AVERAGE HIGH
TEMPERATURE: -11°F / 103°F
ARRAY CAPACITY: 99.33 kW STC (in

Phase 1; final build out is 2 MW)
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION: 158 MWh

(Phase 1)

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 462 REC SCM-215, 215

W STC, +3%/-3%, 7.6 Imp, 28.3 Vmp,
8.1 Isc, 36.3 Voc
INVERTERS: 3-phase, 480 Vac sys-

tem, 1 SMA SC 250U, 250 kW, 600
Vdc maximum input, 300–600 Vdc
max MPPT range
ARRAY: 14 modules per string (3,010
W, 7.6 Imp, 396.2 Vmp, 8.1 Isc, 508.2
Voc), 33 circuits total (99,330 W, 250.8
Imp, 396.2 Vmp, 267.3 Isc, 508.2 Voc)
ARRAY COMBINER: 33 SMA SCCB-12
SYSTEM MONITORING: Sunny Web-

box with SCADA system metering
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Galvanized
steel strut ground-mount system; 180°
azimuth, 37° tilt

Do you have a recent PV
or thermal project we should
consider for publication in
SolarPro?
Visit: solarprofessional.com/
projects
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o help mitigate growing peak power
T
demands in St. George, Utah, the
City hired Gardner Engineering Alterna-

tive Energy Services. Gardner’s report
suggested a “solar condominium”
project. The result is the SunSmart Solar
Farm (sgsunsmart.com), located in one
of the best solar irradiation areas in the
US. The City maintains the facility, but
homeowners individually own portions
of the PV plant at a purchase price
reflecting the scale and centralized
nature of the installation and lowered
further by tax credits.
Thirteen acres of City property adjacent to a regional wastewater treatment
plant and near an electrical substation
were identified as an ideal site for
a PV plant. A 2 MW expandable
solar farm was designed for the
site. St. George City Power and
Dixie Escalante Rural Electric
Association formed a joint
venture to construct the facility.
A ribbon cutting for Phase 1 of
the project (100 kW) was held in
January 2009.
Ground-mount racking
was designed using standard
steel struts and fittings. The
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foundation uses concrete anchors with
J-bolts. Each 14-module rack is connected to 10 anchors. To separate the
aluminum frame and the galvanized
steel strut, 20 mil conduit tape is placed
in four locations on the underside of
each solar module.
“The success of the project is a culmination of the open-minded exchange of
ideas, processes and experiences from
study through design and construction.
As a result of good communication and
teamwork, only 8 months transpired from
concept development to completion of
construction.”

—Ken Gardner, Gardner Engineering
Alternative Energy Services

THE SOLAR DEPOT

ADVANTAGE.

ONLY SOLAR DEPOT INSTALLERS DELIVER THE COMPLETE,
QUALITY, SOLAR SYSTEM ON TIME. EVERY TIME.

WHAT IS THE
SOLAR DEPOT
ADVANTAGE?
 Pre-Engineered Packaged Systems
 Superior Technical Support
 Rebate Filing Assistance
 Jobsite Delivery
 Lead Referral Program
 Product Shipment Nationwide
 Marketing & Advertising Support

VISIT WWW.SOLARDEPOT.COM

Explore Solar Depot online! Access our full product
catalog and over 100 packaged system designs from
our website. Register for a Solar Depot workshop in
your area today by clicking on “Workshops.” View
the Contractor section to learn about our full range
of services and how to become an Solar Depot dealer.
Join the Solar Depot team, and gain an advantage
over your competition!

SOLAR DEPOT BRANCHES:
Northern CA:
Petaluma, CA
1-800-822-4041

Central CA:
Sacramento, CA
1-800-321-0101

Southern CA:
Corona, CA
1-800-680-7922

NEW! Florida:
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1-904-827-9733
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Wholesale Distributor / System Integrator Since 1979

SOLAR DEPOT

Welcome to the land of opportunity
With more US-based PV production than anyone, SolarWorld is powering the
American dream for independent solar contractors throughout the nation.
Choosing the SolarWorld Sunmodule® not only ensures superior reliability and
performance, it also secures manufacturing jobs for Americans because
Sunmodules are made in the USA from raw materials to finish product. Call us at
1-866-226-5958 for a SolarWorld distributor in your area.
service@solarworld-usa.com
SolarWorld. And EveryDay is a SunDay.

www.solarworld-usa.com

